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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
 
KEN XIAO is an English teacher who has walked in your shoes. He spoke
no English when he came to the United States at the age of 17. After three
years from speaking no English to speaking broken English, Ken looked for
the key to English fluency and found the secret to success. Using the secret,
Ken quickly learned to speak English like a native speaker in six months.
Using the secret, Ken also learned to speak two other languages like a
native in six months.
 
Ken has been an interpreter with the United States Department of Defense.
He holds a bachelor's degree in Information Technology and a master's
degree in Space Studies.
 
Ken is now an English teacher, school principal, and author. Ken's book,
Talk English, which he detailed how he turned his broken English into
native English, the secret to success, and step-by-step instructions for
anyone to do the same, has been published in four languages and is the #1
bestselling book in English fluency on Amazon.
 



Learning to speak English like a native seemed impossible to me, but I
did it. So can you!

Ken Xiao
 



Chapter 1: You Can Speak Like A Native. Yes,
You Can!

You want to learn to speak English, but you think it seems too big of a job
to do, you think seems too much to learn, and you think it takes too long to
learn.
 
In addition, you already know some English, yet you don't speak English
well. You've tried many methods and you still make grammar mistakes, you
still can't speak English fluently, and you still can't pronounce English
words correctly. You can read English, but you feel too nervous or too shy
to speak English.
 
In addition to that, if you already know how to speak English and you think
you're speaking it right, trust me, you are speaking it wrong. I have been in
your shoes before, and I know you are speaking it wrong.
 
The good news is, these are all normal. You haven't used an effective
method to learn to speak English yet.
 
My name is Ken Xiao. I didn't speak English when I came to the United
States as a young man, but now listen to my English. You are listening to
my voice. Not only can I speak English like a native, I did that in six
months. In this course, I will teach you how to speak English like a native
speaker.
 
If you have been learning English in classrooms, ask yourself this, “why
don't I speak English like a native?”
 
That's because classrooms are designed for you to learn to read and write,
not to speak.
 
In this course, I'll show you step-by-step instructions on how to completely
get rid of your accent and speak English like a native speaker in six months.
 
Now let's hear a message from a middle school dropout.



 
 



In a poor farming village, a child was born. In his childhood life, he was
hungry. So hungry that even after over 30 years, he still remembers the
hunger he'd been through in vivid details. There was no running water, so
he had to carry water home using two buckets from a well that was half of a
kilometer away. He was seven years old. The buckets of water were so
heavy that he felt like two mountains on him. At age seven, he started to
work in the fields to plant, cultivate, and harvest crops. At age seven, he
started to collect firewood for cooking. At age seven, he started to cook for
the entire family using an open fire. There was no electric stove, and he was
lucky if he got electricity for lighting once a week. He started elementary
school at age eight and dropped out of middle school at age 13.
 
At age 17, he immigrated to the United States of America, and he spoke no
English. He started to learn English in ESL classes, and three years later, he
was able to speak broken English. Then he looked for the key to English
fluency and found the secret. He followed the secret for six months and
began to speak English like a native.
 
He graduated high school, graduated college, and graduated graduate
school. He has been an interpreter with the United States Department of
Defense.
 
Here is the best part: This country boy, this middle school dropout, started
at 20, for six months, who successfully spoke English like a native, has no
special talent! He's just an average boy you and I would see in the
countryside. He's just an average man you and I would meet on the streets.
All he did was following the secret, a secret that is now in this book.
 
This middle school dropout has been talking right in front of you. This
middle school dropout is me.
 
Now tell yourself this: I can speak English like a native! Yes, I can!

 
Ken Xiao



Ricky Gervais quote,  http://www.azquotes.com/quote/1065499. Accessed 10/18/2017.



Chapter 2: You Already Know 68%, Yes, You
Do!

If you're completely new to the English language, then congratulations, you
already know 68% of the English language.
 
Now let me say that again.
 
If you're completely new to the English language, then congratulations, you
already know 68% of the English language.
 
Hard to believe? It is true.
How many English words do you need to know in order to understand 68%
of English?
The answer is zero.
 
Yes! You don't need to understand a single word of English to understand
68% of English.
 
And here is why:
Sixty-eight percent of communication is through body language, not
through words.
 



 
Let's look at this picture.
 

 
They said nothing, yet they told you this: We are a couple. This is our
romantic moment. Do not disturb.



Now look at this picture.
 

He said nothing, but he told you this: stay away from me.



Let's take a look at these five examples:
1. Normal: I told you the birds are going to eat the fish.
2. Angry: I told you the birds are going to eat the fish.
3. Question: I told you the birds are going to eat the fish?
4. Sad: I told you the birds are going to eat the fish.
5. Happy: Ha, ha, ha, ha, I told you the birds are going to eat the fish!

 
Now you can understand the meaning from the tone of the voice far greater
than from the meaning of the words. You can understand the meaning from
the motion of the body way better than from the meaning of the words.
 
Let's take a look at some examples:

1. Smiling at you – usually means they're friendly.
2. Running away from you – usually means they're avoiding

communication.
3. Waving at you – they want to say hello or say good-bye to you.

 
It's the same with expressing yourself. You don't need to know a single
word of English to express 68% of what you're trying to say. You can do
that by simply using your body language.
 
Let's hear a story.
 
A friend of mine went to China as an exchange student. She spoke English
and a little bit of Mandarin. Her roommate who was from Korea spoke only
Korean.
 
The first day they met, they tried to communicate. They used their body
language. Soon they grabbed a pen and a paper and started drawing.
 
My friend told me they understood each other by 90%.
 
Without a pen and a paper, you can expect to understand 68% of any
language.
 



So tell yourself this: Yes! I do understand 68% of English. Yes, I do!



The will to win, the desire to succeed, the urge to reach your full
potential... these are the keys that will unlock the door to personal
excellence.

Confucius



Chapter 3: Native In 5 Lessons, Easily
The English language is a language that is very open to other languages. As
a result, its vocabulary is ever increasing. Today, the English vocabulary has
over half of a million words. Half of a million equals 500,000.
 
Can you learn 500,000 words? In five lessons?
 
The good news is, you don't need to learn 500,000 words to understand
spoken English. Most of the English words are not spoken in everyday
conversation.
 
I have good news for you: Out of the 500,000 words, 100 words are used in
50% of daily conversation.
 
That means if you would just learn these 100 words, you'd be able to carry
on 50% of daily conversation.
 
I have more good news for you: Out of the 500,000 words, only 300 words
are used in 65% of daily conversation.
 
And I have even more good news for you: Out of the 500,000 words, only
500 words are used in 80% of daily conversation.
 
In this lesson, I will teach these 500 words to help you speak 80% of daily
English like a native speaker.
 
 



Chapter 4: Three Elements To Speaking Like a
Native

There are three things I'd like to share with you to help you speak English
like a native speaker.
 
1. Pronunciation (how words sound)
2. Intonation (the rise and fall or the up and down of the voice)
3. Liaison (word connections)
 
 
1. Pronunciation:
Get your pronunciation right, practice many times.
 
How many times should you practice? Let's hear what Bruce Lee said.
 
“I fear not the man who has practiced 10,000 kicks once, but I fear the man
who has practiced one kick 10,000 times.”
 
How many times should you practice? Ten thousand?
 
I myself practiced hundreds of times in six months. You should practice as
many times as you need until your pronunciation is correct. Then get that
into your subconscious mind by practicing more.
 
In the audio version of this book, you'll hear the pronunciation speed begins
slowly and the speed will gradually pick up as you continue on.
 
In the audio version of this book, you may hear the pronunciation of
“sommmmmma” instead of “some.” You may also hear “strongggggga”
instead of “strong.” That is very normal in natural speaking. However, the
ending sound is very light. It's different than adding an extra syllable. It's
just a slight ending sound.
 
Some words like semicolon, researcher, and either can be pronounced in
two different ways. They can be pronounced in one way or the other. If you



hear both versions of them in the audio, relax! I'm showing you both ways
to pronounce them. You can choose the one you like or use both of them.
 
Some ending sounds such as the t and d sounds may be lost in natural
speaking. That is very normal. Instead of hearing an intentional “sunriZe”
with the /z/ sound, you may hear “sunriSe” with the /s/ sound.
 
Sometimes, you may hear /THat/ instead of /THat/.” That is normal, too.
When speaking with speed, it sounds more natural to say  /THat/  than an
intentional /THat/.
 
Sometimes, you may hear “an” instead of “and.” That is normal, too. When
speaking with speed, it sounds more natural to say “an” than to say “anD.”
 
Follow the instructions in the book, anD you'll get them right!
 
2. Intonation:
When speaking English, we change our voice regularly. We raise the pitch
of our voice on some words and lower on other words.
 
 
Let's look at these two sentences.
 
       1. It's Emily's book.
       2. It's Emily's book.
 
In sentence 1, the underlined word is Emily. “Emily” is the most important
word in this sentence. It tells your listeners that this is about who the book
belongs to. It belongs to Emily. Therefore, the word “Emily” is stressed.
 
Try to say the first sentence stressing on the word “Emily.” Raise the pitch
of your voice on the word “Emily” to make it more important.
 
Now try to say sentence 2. The underlined word in sentence 2 is “book.” In
this sentence, “Emily” is not the most important word. “Book” is. It tells
your listeners this is about Emily's what! It's about Emily's book. Therefore,
the word “book” is stressed.



 
 
This is intonation. What you stress on is what you want your listeners to get
the meaning from.
Some words pronounce differently in different situations. Let's take a look
at the following words. Raise the pitch of your voice on the underlined
portion of the words.
 

Those apple trees produce 2000 pounds of produce each year. 

Produce,  Produce
 

The increase of the air in the balloons increases the pressure of the
balloons. 

Increase,  Increases
 

The children present their father a birthday present.

Present,  Present
 

Perfect your intonation to make your English perfect.

Perfect,  Perfect.
 
       Although the words are the same, we change the intonation to change
the meaning of the words.
 
 
3. Liaison:
In sentences, words are not pronounced one by one. They're pronounced
with connections. Let's look at the following words.
 
       Best time
       Just talk
       Top performance
 



Let's go one step deeper. In the following words, the underlined letters can
perfectly connect to the first letter of the next word.
 
       Like it
       Hold on
       Put up
       Strong enough
 
As they connect, they form a new sound.
 
Following are sentences with vowels, a, e, i, o, u, at the end of a word and
immediately at the beginning in the next word.
 
       I also invited the other team.
       I unzipped the airbag.
       Go on to Avenue A.
 
When we say a, e, i, we naturally add a “y” sound to connect to the next
word. When we say o or u, we naturally add a “w” sound to connect to the
next word.
 
Let's look at more.
 
       What you need is practice.
       Act your part.
       I got you.
 
       Did you see that?
       Would you like one?
       How did yesterday go?
 
       That sounds yummy.
       Six years.
       Delicious yams
       Seize your sword.
       Realize your potential.
       Murphy's yams.



       Usual way.
 
Use these three and your English will become so natural just like a native
speaker.



An ounce of practice is worth more than tons of preaching.
Mahatma Gandhi



Chapter 5: The One-Word Secret to Success
How do we speak English like a native?
 
       Practice!
 
This is the one-word secret to success.
 
Why do I call it a secret? Actually, it isn't a secret at all. It appears again
and again in books and on the internet, but very few people have learned it
or understood it, and it virtually remains a secret.
 
Let's take a look at what some great people have said.
 
Mahatma Gandhi said this: “An ounce of practice is worth more than tons
of preaching.”
 
Zig Ziglar said this: “Repetition is the mother of learning and the father of
action which makes it the architect of accomplishment.”
 
John F. Kennedy said this: “Every accomplishment starts with the decision
to try.”
 
And again, Bruce Lee said this: “I fear not the man who has practiced
10,000 kicks once, but I fear the man who has practiced one kick 10,000
times.”
 
If we want to be good at something, we must practice it.
 
How do we practice it?
 
       Repeat what you hear again and again.
 
This is what sets you apart from other learners. How many times do you
repeat after your teacher in classes? Two times? Three times?
 
That's far from enough!



 
In English, we say “practice makes perfect.” You need to repeat again and
again and again and again until you speak like a native and then repeat
again and again and again and again.
 
Here is more:
 
“Routine has nothing to do with repetition. To become really good at
anything, you have to practice and repeat, practice and repeat.”
       Paulo Coelho
 
“To sum it all up, it's about repetition.”
       David Jackson
 
“Success requires the repetition of right actions.”
       Jeffrey Benjamin
 
“Success is the sum of small efforts repeated day in day out.”
       Robert Collier
 
Let me share with you a story.
 
In the year of 2000, I found a strong reason to kick myself out of bed to
learn how to ballroom dance. I was completely new to dance and knew
nothing about it. I started taking dance classes at Stepping Out Studios in
New York City.
 
I practiced what I'd learned before class, I practiced what I'd learned after
class, and I practiced what I'd learned during class. I practiced at home, at
the studio, at subway stations, and on subway trains.
 
Just like the words from the great people I have quoted, I practiced, again
and again, every day, and whenever I had a moment. I practiced when I had
an hour, 20 minutes, five minutes, and 60 seconds.
 
Six months later, I danced better than most students there who had been
dancing for 10 years. During a student performance, the owner of the studio



introduced me as “one of our BEST students!”
 
Six more months later, I competed in International Rhumba and Cha-Cha
and won the gold medal.
 
It's the same in learning to speak English. Practice your English whenever
you have a moment. Practice what you've learned again and again. Practice
every day. Practice when you have an hour, 20 minutes, five minutes, 60
seconds.
 
       Do you have a busy schedule? Look at this:
 
Zig Ziglar, a successful motivational speaker, said this, “if you'd just listen
to something in your car wherever you go, you'd learn more than you would
have at a university.”
 
Do you take the public transportation? That's a great opportunity! Do you
drive? That's a great opportunity! Do you walk? Do you workout? Do you
shop? Do you cook? These are all excellent opportunities! Do you work?
Does your work give you the opportunity to practice?
 
Grab every opportunity and practice your English. Do that for six months
and you'll be amazed at how well you speak English.
 
Listen and repeat the words over and over again. Listen and repeat
sentences and phrases over and over again. Listen and repeat the whole
lesson over and over again. Do that by following the step-by-step
instructions in this book.
 
Now let me use a quote from Earl Nightingale about success. “If you've
decided on what you want and you work steadily toward what you want,
you're almost certain you'll achieve it. There is no way it cannot.”
 
Can you lift 300 pounds? Probably not. It's too heavy for most of us. Can
you lift three pounds? Yes, you can. Let's start small by lifting three pounds
today, four pounds tomorrow, and keep adding. By doing this, your muscles
will grow bigger each day and your muscles will continue to build little-by-



little, day-by-day. Before you know it, you've already built enough muscles
to effortlessly lift 300 pounds!
 
It's the same for building your fluency. Start small and keep building little-
by-little, day-by-day. Before you know it, you've already built enough
fluency to effortlessly speak English so fluently that seemed impossible
before.
 
Continue practicing your English day-by-day, and you'll be amazed in just
weeks how much fluency you've built. You'll be amazed when you notice
that you are speaking English like a native!



Action is the foundational key to all success.
Pablo Picasso



Chapter 6: Now Get Them, Tiger!

 
Cat Reflection,

https://www.amazon.es/Demiawaking-Reflexin-Diamante-Diamantes-50_x_50_cm/dp/B06XGB462S?psc=1&SubscriptionId=AKIAJD4AUHJTR44IQJHQ&tag=echollo-

21&linkCode=xm2&camp=2025&creative=165953&creativeASIN=B06XGB462S. Accessed 10/17/2017.

 

Do you know you have a sleeping giant inside you?
 
Now let me say that again. Do you know you have a sleeping giant inside
you?
 
It is true, and the majority of people don't know.
 
If you accept that fact that you are a cat, you'll do the things a cat will do.
 
If you accept that fact that you're a nine-to-five worker, you'll do the work a
nine-to-five worker will do.
 
However, if you accept that fact that you are a tiger, you will do the things a
tiger will do.
 
If you  accept that fact that you can speak English like a native, you will
speak English like a native.
 



Take a look at me. I, Ken Xiao, the author of this book, a country boy and a
middle dropout, I believe I can speak English like a native, and I speak
English like a native.
 
Are you better than a country boy? Are you better than a middle school
dropout?
 
Even if you're not better than a country boy, even if you're not better than a
middle school dropout, but if you believe you can speak English like a
native, take actions, and you will speak English like a native.
 
Let's wake up that sleeping giant in you. Follow my step-by-step
instructions to get your results. Listen to the audio version of the lessons
and do the following.
 
Step 1: Listen and Repeat At the Same Time
Listen to the audio of a chapter and repeat what you hear immediately. Do
not wait until the end. Repeat immediately. It’s OK to miss something the
first few times. Just keep going without stopping.
 
Step 2: Finish Repeating the Whole Chapter
Listen to and repeat the chapter from the beginning to the end.
 
Step 3: Record Your Voice
Record your voice repeating the chapter. This is important. Do not skip it.
 
Find a recorder such as your computer, a cell phone or an MP3 recorder. Put
on a pair of headphones and record your voice repeating the chapter from
the beginning to the end.
 
Save the file and move on to Step 4.
 
Step 4: Finish Repeating the Chapter One More Time
Listen and repeat the chapter again from the beginning to the end.
 
Step 5: Immediately Go Back and Repeat the Words You Can't Say For
As Many Times As You Need



Repeat the chapter again. This time, if there are words you can't say
correctly, immediately stop and go back to them. Listen again and repeat.
Try once, twice, three times, or more. Try as many times as you need until
you can say all words correctly.
 
Step 6: Finish Repeating the Chapter Until You Become Fluent
Now that you have finished step five, and you can say every word correctly.
Now repeat the whole chapter from the beginning to the end. Repeat for as
many times as you need until you can say each sentence naturally and
fluently.
 
Step 7: Record Your Voice
Now that you have finished step six, and you can say every word correctly
and every sentence naturally and fluently. Now record your voice again.
Record your voice repeating the same chapter. Save your file.
 
Find the first recording and listen to it. Then find the second recording and
listen to it.
Did you speak better in the second recording than in the first recording?
 
       Yes? Let's take Step 8.
       No? Let's take Step 8.
 
Step 8: Move On To the Next Chapter
Listen to the audio of the next chapter and take steps 1 – 7.
 
After you've finished all chapters, go back to the first chapter and start over
again until you speak this lesson like a native. After that, get that into your
subconscious mind by practicing some more.
 
Look at the book the first few times, but after you're familiar with the text,
put the book away. Just concentrate on the audio!
 
Now get them, tiger!



FOCUS
Follow One Course Until Successful

Anonymous
 
 
 



Lesson 1
The English World

 
In this lesson, we will learn the first 100 of the most useful words.







Chapter 7: 1 – 10, My First Day Of School In
New York

 
#1, the
The th in the is voiced /TH/. Put your tongue between your upper and lower
front teeth. Then force the air out. Add vibration. /TH/. The. The. The.
 

         The world.
         The book.
         The house.
         The tree.
         The computer.
         The best.
         The same.

 
         There are more than 7 billion people in the world.
         The tree is in front of the house.
         The book is next to the computer.
         The teacher is very happy to teach me.

 
When “the” is in front of a vowel (a, e, i, o, u), then “the” is pronounced as
“thee.”

         The apple.
         The elephant
         The ice
         The other
         The umbrella
         The end.

 
         The apple tree is in the front of the house.
         The elephant is playing with the umbrella.
         The ice in this lake is melting, but the ice in the other lake is still
frozen.

 
 



 
 



#2, of
The f in the is pronounced as v. /v/. /əv/. /əv/. /əv/.
 

         Of course.
         A lot of.
         In front of.
         Out of.
         Kind of.
         Because of.
         One of two.
         North of New York.
         The United States of America.
         A hundred of 500,000 English words.
         Chapter four of this book.

 
         The English language is one of the biggest languages in the world.
         One of my friends is an English teacher.
         Toronto is in the north of New York.
         English is the official language of the United States.
         If I follow the instructions in the book, I will pronounce every one
of these words correctly.

 
 
#3, to
 

         To go.
         To do.
         To see.
         To learn.
         Due to.
         Want to.
         Come to.
         Go to.
         In order to

 
         I want to learn to speak English.
         To successfully learn to speak English, you must speak English.



         I asked her to come to my house, but she said she didn't want to.
         It's five to ten (It's five minutes to 10 O'clock).
         My car does 40 miles to the gallon.
         I'm nice to everybody.

 
 
#4, and
The d in and is voiced an/D/. Do you hear the vibration? An/D/. There's a
vibration. /D/. /D/. /D/. There is no vowel, but there is a vibration. /D/.
An/D/. Compare t to d. T is voiceless while d is voiced. Now t and d. /T/,
/D/. /T/, /D/. /T/, /D/.
 

         And so on.
         And then.
         Hide and seek.
         Rock and roll.
         Back and forth.
         More and more.
         Better and better.
         Pen and paper.
         Milk and cheese.
         Love and marriage.
         Come and go.

 
         Do you have a pen and a paper?
         Milk and cheese help you grow tall.
         They say love and marriage are like horse and carriage.
         He turned around and left.
         The first one is a boy and the second one is a girl.
         My English is getting better and better.
         Three and seven make ten (3 + 7 = 10)

 
 
#5, a
 

         A train.
         A girl.



         A computer.
         A book.
         A seat.

 
         A train is coming.
         A girl walks on the train.
         She sits on a seat at the corner and takes out a book.
         She then takes out a computer.

 
 
 
#6, in
Now be careful. The i in in is a short vowel. /IH/. Say /IH/ then add the n
ending. In. In. In.
In is not pronounced as een. Compare the difference between in and een. In,
een. In, een.
 

         In front.
         In fact.
         In the house.
         In English.
         Come in.
         Go in.
         Locked in.
         I'm in.

 
         In the year 2016, my one-year-old niece locked herself in the house
by accident and no one had the key to go in.
         Do you want to play basketball in the afternoon? Sure! I'm in! See
you in 15 minutes.
         She's in love with you. If you love her, go to her and say “I love
you.”
         It works like magic. I learned it in the book.

 
 
 
#7, is



The s in is is voiced. /Z/. Listen for the vibration.
 

         It is.
         This is.
         There is.
         She is.
         What is.
         This is wonderful.
         She's from Chicago.

 
         Chicago is 12 hours west of New York.
         She’s from Chicago.
         He's in school. His school is PS 101.
         One and one is two. Two and two is four.
         Apples are on sale today. This apple is 25 cents.
         He loves her so much that she's everything to him.

 
 
 
#8, it
 

         In it.
         Get it.
         Like it.
         Take it.
         It is
         What time is it?
         It's OK.
         It's easy.
         We are it.

 
         The glass has water in it. It’s half filled. How do you look at the
water in the glass? Half full or half empty?
         It’s half full! Keep looking at it this way and you’ll be one happy
person.
         Who is it?
         It's me.



         What time is it? It's 3:30.
         Sorry. It’s my fault.
         It's OK.
         Did you finish the homework today?
         Yes. It's easy.
         Where is the rescue team?
         We're it.

 
 
#9, you
 

         How are you?
         I love you.
         Thank you.
         With you.
         For you.
         Have you.
         You are awesome!
         You students.
         You confident people.
         You get used to it.

 
         How are you?
         Fine, thanks.
         Are you OK?
         Yes. I'm fine.
         Do you take the subway train to work?
         Yes. I do.
         You’re one awesome man!
         You students will take the SAT before entering college.

 
 
 
#10, that
The th in that is voiced. /TH/. Put your tongue between your upper and
lower front teeth and produce the sound, with vibration. /TH/. That.
 



         So that.
         After that.
         Like that.
         Who's that?
         That's a good idea?
         The word that you've just learned.
         The year that I came to America.
         I took the subway train at that time.
         Where's that boy of yours?
         Go that far.
         More than that.
         She said that.

 
         Who's that?
         That's a new student.
         Let's talk to him.
         That's a good idea.
         The word that you've just learned is you.
         The day that I came to America was a cold day.
         I took the subway train to school at that time.
         Where's that boy of yours?
         Not only would I go that far, I would even go beyond that.
         She said that she wanted to learn English.



Now let's use these 10 words!
 

         My name is Hassan.
         I came from Saudi Arabia.
         The day that I came to America it was snowing.
         There were two lakes near the house.
         The ice in the small lake was melting, but the ice in the other lake
was still frozen.

 
         I took the subway train to school at that time.
         When I was waiting on the platform, I saw a beautiful girl wearing a
pair of headphones.
         When a train came, the girl walked into the train.
         She sat on a seat at a corner and took out a book.
         She tapped on the screen of her cell phone and started reading.

 
         “Who's that?” When I entered the classroom, I heard someone said.
         “That's a new student.” Someone else said.
         “Let's talk to him.”
         “That's a good idea.”
         So two people came to talk to me in English.
         I only knew a little bit of English, so it was hard for me to
understand.
         “Do you have a pen and a paper?” One of them asked.
         “Pen? Paper?” I said.
         “Yes. Pen and paper.”
         “Yes.” I said and took out a pen and a notebook.
         They started talking to me and drawing pictures on the notebook for
what I didn't understand.

 
         Class soon started.
         Mr. Xiao, the English teacher, taught me something that was
shocking to me.
         He said, “the English language is one of the biggest languages in the
world. It has 500,000 words, but .1% (0.1%) make up 80% of the daily
conversation.”



         He then said, “to successfully learn to speak English, you must open
your mouth and speak English no matter how much you know.”

 
         I'd love to learn to speak English well, so I wanted to talk to the two
classmates in English.
         Suddenly, I saw the beautiful girl whom I saw on the train.
         She was in the same class and I didn't notice that!
         I asked her to come to my house, but she said she didn't want to.

 
         Soon my English was getting better and better, and I felt more
comfortable to talk in English.
         I felt so in love with the girl that I wanted to talk to her.
         “What's the word that we've just learned?” I asked.
         “The word that we've just learned is you,” she said.
         “What time is it?” I asked.
         “It's five to three,” she said.
         “Do you want to come to my house?” I asked.
        “No,” she said.



Focus on where you want to go, not what you fear.
Anthony Robbins



Chapter 8: 11 – 20, My First Year In America
#11, he
 

         He is.
         He says.
         He also.
         Who is he?
         He's a good boy.

 
         He's an ESL student.
         He's a good kid.
         Hello, may I speak to Hassan, please? This is he.
         Everyone likes my father. He's a happy man.
         The boy knows he's loved.

 
 
 
#12, was
Today → is
Yesterday → was
 

         It was.
         That was.
         There was.
         The test was yesterday.
         The classroom was on the left.
         It was raining until 10.

 
         Our English test was yesterday.
         It was raining but there was a boy running to school.
         He walked pass the classroom. It was on his left.
         The classroom was locked but there was a way in.



#13, for
Again, there's a /R/ sound at the end.
 

         Look for.
         For you.
         For them.
         For her.
         For ever.
         For example.
         For a while.
         For sure.
         This is for you.
         She's leaving for Houston.
         Three for a dollar.
         She's tall for her age.
         He was in school for eight hours.
         I run for three miles a day.

 
         What are you looking for?
         I’m looking for my eclipse glasses.
         They have been in your pocket for a whole day.
         How much are these postcards?
         They are three for a dollar.
         Oranges are a dollar for four.
         She stayed in school for eight hours yesterday and got 100 on the
test for the third time.

 
#14, on
 

         On time.
         On hold.
         On the other hand.
         Come on.
         Hold on.
         Go on.
         Put on.
         Turn on.



         Carry on.
         On the stage.
         A smile on her face.
         The lid on the bottle.
         Write it down on paper.
         On the way.
         The test is on Wednesday.
         Lunch is on me.

 
         Which one is your kid performing on the stage?
         The one with a smile on her face.
         She drinks some water and puts the lid on the bottle.
         He writes down something on paper.
         They're on their way to becoming the next stars in the school
performance team.

 
 
 
 
#15, are
1 → is
2 or more → are
you → are
they → are
 

         There is.
         There are.
         She is running.
         They are running.
         How is she?
         How are they?

 
         There is a bus.
         There are two buses.
         She is running for president of the Success Impact Group.
         They are running for president of the Success Impact Group.
         There are many choices to make in life.



         Millions of people believe aliens are living among us.
         Scientists believe there are aliens living inside the moon. They don’t
live on the moon. They live in the moon.

 
 
#16, with
When you see th at the end of the word, then th is voiceless.
 

         With you.
         With me.
         With love.
         With pleasure.
         Deal with.
         Along with.
         The girl with a flag.
         A book with a bookmark.
         Fill it with water.
         Fight with each other.
         Do it with pleasure.
         Angry with each other.
         Her students are still with her.

 
         The little girl with a flag is waving.
         She fills the bottle with water.
         Eighty percent of us work on a job we don’t like. If we work on a
job we enjoy doing, we do it with pleasure.
         When you’re angry with each other, don’t talk. Talk to each other
when you’re not angry with each other.
         After talking for 15 minutes, she looks at their facial expressions to
see if her students are still with her.



#17, as
 

         Such as.
         As well as.
         As soon as.
         As long as.
         As far as.
         As many as.
         As a result.
         As you like.
         As usual
         Talk as you would if you were the winner.
         He worked as a chef.
         He works as a director.

 
         As many as 22 candidates are running for president of the Success
Impact Group.
         All of them talk on the stage as if they had already won the election.
         Two hundred are watching as they’re talking.
         America is the land of opportunities. Anything as wild as you can
imagine is possible.
         Two years ago, he worked as a chef, but now he works as the
director of business operations.
         Twenty years ago, Ken lived his life as a country boy, a middle
school dropout, and a humble man. Now, he lives his life as a
successful immigrant!

 
 
 
#18, I
 

         I'm Angela.
         I'm from Germany.
         I run for three miles a day.
         I'm a student.



#19, his
 

         His own.
         His family.
         His English.

 
         Victor came to America with his parents.
         This is his apartment.
         His school is PS101.
         His English is improving day-by-day.

 
 
 
#20, they
One person → he/she
Two or more people → they
One object → it
Two or more objects → they
 

         They are.
         They have.
         They say.
         They both.
         They looked confident.
         They are running for president.
         They set their goal years before.
         Ask someone if they wanted to vote.

 
         Two new students came today. They looked confident.
         Jessica and Virginia are successful leaders. They are running for
president of the Success Impact Group.
         They set their goal years before to becoming president. They lay out
their plan and take actions.
         Their supporters ask students if they wanted to vote for them.



Now let's use these 10 words.
 

         I'm Angela.
         I'm a student.
         I came from Germany.
         I came to America with my parents.
         Everyone likes my father. He's a happy person.
         I'm surprised to learn that food is very cheap in America.
         Apples are three for a dollar.
         Oranges are a dollar for four.

 
         I walk a mile to school.
         Our English test was yesterday.
         It was raining until 10, but there was a boy running to school.
         He walked pass the classroom. It was on his left.
         The classroom was locked, but there was a way in.
         He stayed in school for eight hours yesterday and got 100 on the test
for the third time.

 
         April is the month to elect the next president of the Success Impact
Group.
         As many as 22 candidates are running for president.
         All of them talk on the stage as if they had already won the election.
         Two hundred are watching as they’re talking.
         Two new students came today. They looked confident.
         Jessica and Virginia are successful leaders. They are running for
president of the Success Impact Group.
         They set their goal years before to becoming president. They lay out
their plan and take actions.
         Their supporters ask students if they wanted to vote for them.
         America is the land of opportunities. Anything as wild as you can
imagine is possible.
         Two years ago, he worked as a chef, but now he works as the
director of business operations.
        Twenty years ago, Ken lived his life as a country boy, a middle
school dropout, and a humble man. Now, he lives his life as a
successful immigrant!



Chapter 9: 21 – 30, My First Job in Arizona
#21, be
 

         May be.
         Will be.
         Must be.
         Could be.
         Would be.
         Should be.
         Be careful.
         Be quiet.
         Be able to.
         Be right back.

 
         Six apples will be $2.
         I'll be there.
         It'll be this way.
         What will you be planning for life?
         What do you mean?
         We have plans for everything except for a plan for life.
         I don’t have one yet. Now will be a good time to set one.

 
 
#22, at
 

         At home.
         At work.
         At least.
         At first.
         At last.
         At the same time
         Arrive at.
         Start at.
         Look at.
         Good at.



 
         I arrived at 250 Main Street at five o'clock.
         It was cooler at night, so I brought a jacket.
         I started to work at seven.
         I'm always learning at home, at work, and at school.
         I'm good at math. What are you good at?
         I’m good at nothing yet, but I’ll be good at English in six months.

 
 
 
#23, one
 

         One day.
         One time.
         One more.
         One unit.
         One person.
         One of my plans.
         A good one.
         An unusual one.
         This one.
         That one.
         One in a million.

 
         One of my plans is to speak English like a native in six months.
         There is one good person who knows about my plan. Me.
         I practice my English with one of my friends. He wants to learn my
native language. We help each other.
         Of all my friends, he’s an unusual one.
         He’s one of the people who have big dreams.
         He’s one in a million who cares about the human race.

 
 
#24, have
The v in have is pronounced as v with vibration. Touch your lower lip with
your front teeth then make the sound, v. Now when there is a v at the end,
the /æ/ sound will be longer. Have, have, have.



 
Compare the difference between half and have. Half, have, half, have.
 
Today → have
Yesterday → had
For some time → have been
 

         Have fun.
         Have time.
         Have been.
         Have to.
         Have lunch.
         Have dinner.
         Have a good time.

 
         I have a new friend who is unusual.
         Do you have any brothers and sisters?
         We have two stores, one in Bellevue and one in Renton.
         They had lots of fun.
         He had twelve drinks and tried to drive home.
         I had to stop him and drove him home instead.
         We have been friends for 20 years. I felt like it was my duty to look
after him.



#25, this
The th in this is pronounced as /TH/ with vibration. The s in this is
pronounced as z with vibration also. This is pronounced as, listen for the
vibrations, this, this, this.
 
One → this
Two or more → these
 

         This time.
         This day.
         This week.
         This way.
         This one.
         This book.
         These books.

 
         Is this your book?
         No. It isn’t.
         Whose books are these?
         This is mine. These are theirs.
         This will be an easy week since we’ve finished most of it.
         Who's this?
         This is Victor.

 
 
#26, from
 

         From here.
         From there.
         From now on.
         From Monday to Friday.
         From time to time.
         From no English to fluent English.
         Come from.
         Across from.
         Away from.
         Far from.



         Where are you from?
 

         Work hours are from nine to five.
         Work days are from Monday to Friday.
         From now on, I work eight hours a day.
         I've learned from speaking no English to speaking conversational
English pretty easily.

 
 
 
#27, or
There is a /R/ sound at the end. Or, or, or.
 

         This or that.
         One or two.
         Use it or lose it.
         His or hers?
         More or less.
         Or not.
         Or else.
         To be or not to be.
         Now or never.
         Sooner or later.

 
         Would you like this one or that one?
         Would you like one pound or two pounds?
         Is this his or hers?
         Use it or lose it. We either use our skills or lose our skills.

 
 
 
#28, had
Today → have
Yesterday → had
For some time → have been
 

         Had fun.



         Had time.
         Had been.
         Had to.
         Had lunch.
         Had dinner.
         Had a good time.
         I had water.
         She had tea.
         They had a few drinks.

 
         What did you have? I had water.
         What did she have? She had tea.
         How many books do you have today? I have two.
         How many books did you have yesterday? I had three.
         How much water did you have yesterday? I had eight bottles.

 
 
 
#29, by
 

         By myself.
         By noon.
         By hand.
         By the time.
         By the way.
         Go by.
         Stand by.
         Pass by.
         Day by day.
         Side by side.
         Step by step.
         A book by Ken Xiao.
         By bus. By train. By subway.

 
         This book is written by Ken Xiao.
         What do you go by? I go by Jack.
         How do you go to work? By bus.



         This project is due by Monday.
         I drove by your house this morning.
         I'll stop by later today.

 
 
#30, hot
 

         Hot day.
         Hot dish.
         Hot food.
         Hot spring.
         Hot water.
         Hot topic.
         Hot issue.
         Hot pepper.
         Hot potato.
         Very hot.
         Hot tub
         Hot stuff.
         Hot sauce.

 
         In Arizona, summer daytime temperatures range from 90 to 110
degrees. It's really hot for me.
         There is chili pepper in the soup. It’s too hot for me. Is it hot for
you?
         The Super Bowl is a hot game in America.
         House price was a hot issue in 2007.
         It's going to be a hot day today. It'll go up to 95.
         It's a hot dish. It's cooked with chili pepper.
         This is hot food. That is cold food.
         It's a hot topic everyone is talking about.
         If I were you, I would stay away from that project. It's a hot potato
everyone is trying to avoid.



It's that time again. Let's learn these words in context.
 

         My name is Yoon-Jin.
         My parents and relatives called me Yoon-Jin.
         I go by Jack in school and at work.
         I came from Korea.
         In Arizona, summer is really cold at night and really hot during the
day. Temperatures range from 50 to 110 degrees.
         In my first day of work, I arrived at 250 Main Street at eight o'clock.
         Work hours were from eight-thirty to five.
         Work days were from Monday to Friday.
         It has been this way, but from now on, work hours are from nine to
five.
         It's cooler in the morning and at night, so I always bring a jacket.
         I work at a grocery store.
         One of my goals is to speak English fluently in six months.
         I practice every day by myself and with one of my friends.
        I’m sure I will speak English fluently.



We'll either find a way or make one.
Hannibal



Chapter 10: 31 – 40, The World
#31, but
 

         But will.
         But then.
         But still.
         But also.
         Last but not least.

 
         Some countries are small, but some countries are big.
         She's new to our class, but she knows a lot of English words.
         I'm sorry. There is nothing I can do for you, but I can show you a
way to get out of this.
         I would do nothing but laugh.
         Everyone but him wants to go to the party.

 
 
#32, some
 

         Some people.
         Some time.
         Some more.
         Some money.
         Some countries.
         Some of them.
         Some thirty students.
         Listen to some music.

 
         Most countries are small. Some countries are big.
         Some high school students work on a job after school to earn some
money, but some parents encourage them to study instead.
         Some students joined a trip to Europe.
         Some thirty students were on that trip.
         Some of them listened to music and some of them listened to
English lessons.

 



 
#33, what
 

         What about.
         What else.
         Whatever.
         What's your name?
         What?
         What time is it?
         What's up?
         What does it mean?
         What do you mean?

 
         What time is it?
         It's nine o'clock.
         What's your name?
         My name is Wei Ke.
         What?
         Wei Ke.
         What does it mean?
         It means a great scientist in Chinese.
         What a wonderful name!
         Thanks.
         What we need to do to become successful is a goal, actions, and
persistence.

 
 
#34, there
The th in there is pronounced as /TH/ with vibration. Place your tongue
between the upper and lower front teeth, force the air out, then make
vibration. /TH/. There.
 

         Stay there.
         Over there.
         Out there.
         Get there.
         Be there.



         There!
         Hi there!
         There is.
         There are.

 
         Where is Victor?
         He's over there.
         Where?
         There!
         There are about 200 countries in the world.
         There are 7000 languages in the world.

 
#35, we
 

         We are.
         We will.
         We shall.
         We would.
         We too.

 
         “We will either find a way or make a way.”
         If we don't find the things we're looking for, make them!
         Shall we dance?
         Are we in the right time to study?

 
 
#36, can
 

         I can.
         We can.
         You can.
         Can you?
         It can.
         Trash can.
         Garbage can.

 
 



         Student: Can I go to the bathroom?
         Teacher: I don't know. Can you?
         Student: May I?
         Teacher: Yes. You may.

 
         What I can do is what I have the ability to do. What I will do is what
I will take actions to get my results.
         Can you do it?
         Yes, I can, and I will.
         Out of the 7.6 billion people in the world, 795 million are hungry.
         There are many ways we can help these hungry people.

 
 
#37, out
 

         Take out.
         Carry out.
         Find out.
         Hang out.
         Figure out.
         Check out.
         Work out.
         Out of nowhere.
         Out there.
         A way out.

 
         Do you want to stay in or stay out?
         This is out of this world. I’ll take two more.
         I’m sorry. I’m completely sold out.
         Is Victor home? No, he's out.
         Victor suddenly appears out of nowhere!
         There are many successful people out there we can learn something
from.
         We’ll either find a way out or make a way out.

 
 
#38, other



The th in other is pronounced as /TH/ with vibration. Place your tongue
between the upper and lower front teeth, force the air out, then make
vibration. /TH/. other.
 
The o in other is pronounced as /ə/.  The o is not pronounced ad /Ah/.
Compare the difference. /ə/ /Ah/, /ə/ /Ah/. /ə/ther.
 

         Other than.
         Other side.
         The other.
         In other words.
         On the other hand.
         One or the other.
         Any other.
         Each other.

 
         Which one would you like? This one or the other one?
         The other one.
         You can use this one or the other one.
         Let's try the other one.
         Another way to learn “other” is to learn from a friend who is a
native speaker. Teach him or her your native language to help each
other.
         Any other questions?

 
 
 
#39, were
 
Today → are
Yesterday → were
 

         There were.
         If I were you.
         As it were.
         As you were.

 



         There are 12 students here today.
         There were 11 students here yesterday.
         There were many opportunities.
         They were sitting right here.
         They were here until ten.
         You started when you were in preschool.
         There were many opportunities to raise my hands to ask questions in
class.
         The teachers were sitting right here.
         They were here helping until ten.
         You were good friends when you were in preschool.

 
 
#40, all
 

         All of it.
         That's all.
         All of them.
         All I want.
         All we need.
         All right.
         After all.
         First of all.
         Above all.
         That's all.

 
         All of the students in the class came from different countries.
         All they want in class is to learn English. That’s all.
         All of them want the same thing.
         All they need to do is to learn it and use it.



Let's get them, tiger!
 

         My name is Victor.
         I came from Russia.
         There are about 200 countries in the world.
         Most countries are small while some countries are big.
         Russia is the world's biggest country. The second biggest is Canada
and the third is America.
         Russia is as big as Canada and America combined.
         All of the students in my class came from different countries.
         There were many opportunities to raise our hands to ask questions in
class.
         We asked questions until the teachers were gone.
         There are many successful people out there we can learn from.
         There are many ways we can become successful.
         If we can dream it, we can achieve it.

 
         You can use this one or the other one.
         Which one would you like? This one or the other one?
         The other one.
         What I can do is what I have the ability to do. What I will do is what
I will take actions to make things happen.
         Out of the 7.6 billion people in the world, 795 million are hungry.
         There are many ways we can help these hungry people.
        I won’t be able to help all of them, but I can help some of them.



If there are nine rabbits on the ground and you want
to catch one, just focus on one.

Jack Ma



Chapter 11: 41 – 50, English-Speaking
Countries

 
#41, your
 

         Your book.
         Your name.
         Your car.
         Your English.
         Your energy.

 
         Is that your book?
         The story will make your heart smile.
         What is your name?
         My name is _________.
         What's your country of origin?
         What's your big dream?
         That's a wonderful dream you have.

 
 
#42, when
 

         When was the test?
         When I was a child.
         When did you come?
         Today is when I'll get my things done.
         When it's cold.

 
         When there are American, Australian, British and other accents to
choose from, I need to choose one accent to learn.
         When you focus your attention on one thing, your energy will flow
to it.
         When I was a child, I had many dreams.

 
 



 
#43, up
 

         Jump up.
         Go up.
         Get up.
         Kick up.
         Pick up.
         Wake up.
         Make up.
         Grow up.
         Stand up.

 
         Jumping up and down.
         Get up in the morning.
         The up escalator.
         Sales were up last month.
         What are you up to?

 
 
 
#44, use
The s in use has two pronunciations. When use is used as a noun, the s is
pronounced as s. When use is used as a verb, the s is pronounced as z with
vibration.
 
The following three are used as nouns. Listen for the s sound.

         In use.
         Make use.
         For use.

 
The following three are used as verbs. Listen for the z sound.

         Use for.
         Use up.
         Use to.

 



         We use a pen to write, we use a cup to drink, and we use our mind to
think.
         If we use our mind and take actions until we become successful, we
will become successful.
         Use My Fluent English formula to speak English like a native in six
months.
         Like other languages, the English language used to be a small
language, but it has become a big language today.
         Languages are like our muscles, we either use them or lose them.

 
 
 
#45, word
 

         Word processor.
         Word of mouth.
         Word order.
         Word list.
         One word.
         Two words.
         An English word.
         A Spanish word.
         A man of his word.

 
         “Excellent” is a wonderful word.
         A good way to build a vocabulary is to learn a word a day.
         My English teacher is a man of his word. He does what he says.



#46, how
 

         How to.
         How long.
         How nice!
         How many.
         How much.
         How come.
         How far.
         How are you?
         How does it work?
         How did it go?

 
         How do you say excellent in your language?
         If you know how to do something extremely well, someone will hire
you.
         If you know how to do something extremely well and you use it to
achieve a goal, you’ll become successful.
         How nice it is to speak more than one language.
         How wonderful to see it happen!
         How did you like your trip to Europe?
         It was wonderful!

 
 
#47, said
Today → say
Yesterday → said
 
Said is pronounced as sed. It's not pronounced as sad. It's pronounced as
sed.
 

         He said.
         I said.
         As said.
         She said.
         They said.
         Easier said than done.



         When all is said and done.
 

         “What did she say when you asked her to go to your house?” She
said, “no.”
         Einstein said, “it's okay to make mistakes.”
         It's easier said than done. It takes a big man admit a mistake.
         He also said, “the more mistakes you make, the more you learn.”

 
 
 
#48, an
 

         A word.
         An English word.
         An umbrella.
         A yellow umbrella.
         A British accent.
         An American accent.
         A seventeen-day vacation.
         An eighteen-day vacation.
         Half an hour.
         Make an effort.
         Keep an eye on.
         Place an order.



#49, each
 

         Each day.
         Each book.
         Each one.
         Each time.
         Each other.
         For each.
         To each.
         Each and every one of us.

 
         Apples are 25 cents each.
         Each of us gets a textbook.
         Each day is a good opportunity to learn a new word.
         Each of us is unique.
         Each and every one of us can become successful.

 
 
 
#50, she
 

         She is.
         She does.
         She can.
         She will.
         She wants.
         She too.

 
         Who is she?
         She’s Claire.
         What language does she speak?
         She speaks Spanish, but she wants to learn to speak English like a
native speaker.



Let's get them!
 

         My name is Claire.
         Many people ask me where I came from by saying “Where are you
from?”
         One person asked me this way, “What's your country of origin?”
         One person asked, “Where did you come from?”
         I came from Argentina.
         I came to America two years ago.
         Something I learned in my English class made my eyes open.

 
         The English language used to be a small language, but it has become
a big language today.
         There are three major accents: the American accent with 250 million
speakers, the British accent with 60 million speakers, and the
Australian accent with 17 million speakers.

 
         I'm learning the American accent.
         A good way to build a vocabulary is to learn a word a day.
         My English teacher is a man of his word. He does what he says.
         He said, “if we use our mind and take actions until we become
successful, we will become successful.”
        How nice it is to speak more than one language.



Always remember, your focus determines your
reality.

George Lucas



Chapter 12: 51 – 60, Types of English
#51, which
 

         Which one?
         Which language?
         Which accent?
         Which is.

 
         Which one is your book?
         Which is yours?
         Which accent are you learning?

 
 
#52, do
 

         I do.
         You do.
         He does.
         She does.
         Do my best.
 
         I do my homework every day.
         Do your best.
         What do you do?
         Do you have any brothers and sisters?
         Which accent do you want to learn?



#53, their
 

         Their language.
         Their accent.
         Their book.
         Their children.
         Their friends.

 
         European immigrants brought their languages to America.
         They also brought their accents which contributed to the American
English accent.
         Their children learned the new accent.

 
 
#54, time
 

         This time.
         Last time.
         The time.
         Time travel.
         Time to begin.
 
         What time is it?
         It's eight o'clock.
         What's the time?
         It's ten-thirty.
         It's time to begin our experiment.
         Last time it burned after 10 seconds. Let’s see what happens this
time.
         If you can travel back in time, where will you go?



#55, if
 

         If it rains, we'll bring an umbrella.
         If we use it, we'll keep it.
         If this, then that.
         If you do your homework, then you'll pass the test.

 
         If I set my goal, take action, and keep working on it, I will become
successful.
         If you persevere, then you will become successful.

 
 
#56, will
 

         Will be.
         Will do.
         Willing to.
         I will.
         Will you?

 
         It will be 60 degrees tomorrow.
         I will bring a jacket.
         Will you do that again?
         Are you willing to practice for six months?
         You will become successful if you keep working on it.
         If you have faith, you will persevere.



#57, way
 

         One way.
         Two ways.
         Way to go.
         Make a way.
         A way in.
         A way out.

 
         One way to write is to use our right hand.
         Another way to write is to use our left hand.
         One way to learn English is to repeat what you hear again and again.
         There is a way in and there is a way out.
         We can either find a way or make a way.

 
 
#58, about
 

         What about?
         How about?
         Think about.
 
         How about you?
         What about me?
         We’re going to the party. How about you?
         I’ll think about it. What about you, George?
         I’m about to finish this book. I’m going stay home and finish it.
         These apples are about five pounds.
         There are about 20 trees in the garden.
         What are you talking about?
         We are talking about the party.



#59, many
 

         How many?
         So many.
         As many as.
 
         How many brothers and sisters do you have?
         Many students speak more than one language at home.
         Immigrants brought many European accents to America.
         There are as many as 7000 languages in the world.
         We make so many mistakes in life, but we learn many lessons from
our mistakes.

 
 
#60, then
 

         If… then…
         Back then.
         Then again.
 
         I set my goal and then achieve my goal.
         The teacher came and then the students came.
         She climbed one step and then another.
         If you study for the test, then you'll pass the test.
         If you do your homework, then you'll be OK.
         Let's meet at noon. See you then.



It's that time again. Let's do it.
 

         Which one is your book?
         Which is yours?
         Which accent are you learning?
         I do my homework every day.
         Do your best.
         What do you do?
         Do you have any brothers and sisters?
         Which accent do you want to learn?
         European immigrants brought their languages to America.
         They also brought their accents which contributed to the American
English accent.
         Their children learned the new accent.
         What time is it?
         It's eight o'clock.
         What's the time?
         It's ten-thirty.
         It's time to begin our experiment.
         Last time it burned after 10 seconds. Let’s see what happens this
time.
         If you can travel back in time, where will you go?
         If it rains, we'll bring an umbrella.
         If we use it, we'll keep it.
         If this, then that.
         If you do your homework, then you'll pass the test.
         If I set my goal, take action, and keep working on it, I will become
successful.
         If you persevere, then you will become successful.
         It will be 60 degrees tomorrow.
         I will bring a jacket.
         Will you do that again?
         Are you willing to practice for six months?
         You will become successful if you keep working on it.
         If you have faith, you will persevere.
         One way to write is to use our right hand.
         Another way to write is to use our left hand.



         One way to learn English is to repeat what you hear again and again.
         There is a way in and there is a way out.
         We can either find a way or make a way.
         How about you?
         What about me?
         We’re going to the party. How about you?
         I’ll think about it. What about you, George?
         I’m about to finish this book. I’m going stay home and finish it.
         These apples are about five pounds.
         There are about 20 trees in the garden.
         What are you talking about?
         We are talking about the party.
         How many brothers and sisters do you have?
         Many students speak more than one language at home.
         Immigrants brought many European accents to America.
         There are as many as 7000 languages in the world.
         We make so many mistakes in life, but we learn many lessons from
our mistakes.
         I set my goal and then achieve my goal.
         The teacher came and then the students came.
         She climbed one step and then another.
         If you study for the test, then you'll pass the test.
         If you do your homework, then you'll be OK.
         Let's meet at noon. See you then.

 



Decide what you want and believe you can get it.
Anthony Robbins



Chapter 13: 61 – 70, American English
#61, them
 
I → me
You → you
He → him
She → her
We → us
They → them
 

         It’s them.
         Give them.
         Take them.
         Follow them.
         Tell them.
 
         Talk to native speakers and learn English from them.
         Give them what they want, talk about topics they like, and they’ll be
happy to talk to you.
         Find successful people, follow them, and you, too, will become
successful.
         Do you know them? Talk to them and you will.
         They're good students. One of them is their team captain.
         If we hang out with them, we'll be good students, too.



#62, would
 

         I would.
         Would you?
         Would be.
 
         Would you like one?
         Yes, I would love to have one.
         The weather would be nice for a while.
         I would visit Arizona and Wyoming if I got two weeks off.
         If I were you, I would live on the west coast.
         If I have one more day, I will go to Yellowstone.
         If I had one more day, I would go to Yellowstone.
         It would be nice to see the sun at midnight.

 
 
#63, write
 

         Write a letter.
         Write an email.
         Write on a map.
         Write down your goal.

 
         Set our goal and write it down.
         Why do we write down our goals?
         Those who write down their goals become much more successful
than those who don't write down their goals.



#64, like
 

         Like it.
         Like this.
         Like that.
         Likewise.
         Like attracts like.
 
         I like the warm weather of the west coast.
         Would you like to Tango?
         He can speak like a native.
         Living in Seattle makes me feel like living in nature.
         Do it like this.
         Eat it like that.
         Like attracts like. If you find one successful person, you will find
more through that person.

 
 
#65, so
 

         So-so.
         So much.
         So well.
         So!
         So?
         So good.
 
         How is your English?
         So-so.
         How is her English?
         Her English is so good!
         Thank you so much!
         Do you think so?
         I think so.
         The temperature in eastern Canada is so cold in the winter.
         The temperature in western Canada is so warm in the winter.
         The equator is so hot and so is Phoenix.



         It was so hot in Phoenix, so I moved to Seattle.
         It's so effective to repeat what you hear again and again, so I'm using
it.
         My pronunciation is improving so quickly, so I'm going to continue
practicing.

 
 
#66, these
One → this
Two or more → these
 
 

         This book.
         These books.
         This is.
         These are.
         Is this your book?
         Are these your books?

 
         These cities are hot in the summer.
         These states are cold in the winter.
         These are useful words. Learn them and use them.



#67, her
 
I → me
He → him
She → her
 
I → my
He → his
She → her
 
 

         To her.
         For her.
         Respect her.
 
         Do you know her?
         Would you give this to her?
         Can you do this for her?
         She knows you like her.
         She always brings her phone and her book with her.

 
 
#68, long
 

         Long time.
         Long, long ago.
         A long moment.
 
         It's been a long time.
         She has long hair.
         Canada has long days in the summer.
         Canada has long nights in the winter.
         The Mississippi River is 2,202 miles long.
         The longest river in the US is the Missouri River. It's 2,341 miles
long.
         When waiting in a long line, it's a great time to listen to an
audiobook. 



 
#69, make
 

         Make lunch.
         Make friends.
         Make money.
         Make a living.
         Make it on time.
         Make it happen.

 
         We'll make it on time.
         It's easy to make a living in America.
         You'll make more friends in a day by talking about the things they
like than in a year by talking about the things you like.
         There are three types of people, those who don’t know what’s
happened, those who watch things happen, and those who make things
happen.

 
#70, thing
 

         One thing.
         The thing.
 
         Location is one thing to think about.
         The other thing is the weather.
         One more thing to think about is the time zone.
         I’m thinking of learning to speak English well, but the thing is I
don’t have time.
         There are three types of people, those who don’t know what’s
happened, those who watch things happen, and those who make things
happen.
         Those who make things happen are usually the ones who become
successful.



You know it's coming. Let's continue to practice.
 

         Talk to native speakers and learn English from them.
         Give them what they want, talk about topics they like, and they’ll be
happy to talk to you.
         Find successful people, follow them, and you, too, will become
successful.
         Do you know them? Talk to them and you will.
         They're good students. One of them is their team captain.
         If we hang out with them, we'll be good students, too.
         Would you like one?
         Yes, I would love to have one.
         How nice would it be to learn to speak English like a native!
         The weather would be nice for a while.
         I would visit Arizona and Wyoming if I got two weeks off.
         If I were you, I would live on the west coast.
         If I have one more day, I will go to Yellowstone.
         If I had one more day, I would go to Yellowstone.
         It would be nice to see the sun at midnight.
         Set our goal and write it down.
         Why do we write down our goals?
         Those who write down their goals become much more successful
than those who don't write down their goals.
         I like the warm weather of the west coast.
         Would you like to Tango?
         He can speak like a native.
         Living in Seattle makes me feel like living in nature.
         Do it like this.
         Eat it like that.
         Like attracts like. If you find one successful person, you will find
more through that person.
         How is your English?
         So-so.
         How is her English?
         Her English is so good!
         Thank you so much!
         Do you think so?



         I think so.
         The temperature in eastern Canada is so cold in the winter.
         The temperature in western Canada is so warm in the winter.
         The equator is so hot and so is Phoenix.
         It was so hot in Phoenix, so I moved to Seattle.
         It's so effective to repeat what you hear again and again, so I'm using
it.
         My pronunciation is improving so quickly, so I'm going to continue
practicing.
         These cities are hot in the summer.
         These states are cold in the winter.
         These are useful words. Learn them and use them.
         Do you know her?
         Would you give this to her?
         She knows you like her.
         She always brings her phone and her book with her.
         It's been a long time.
         She has long hair.
         Canada has long days in the summer.
         Canada has long nights in the winter.
         The Mississippi River is 2,202 miles long.
         The longest river in the US is the Missouri River. It's 2,341 miles
long.
         When waiting in a long line, it's a great time to listen to an
audiobook.
         We'll make it on time.
         It's easy to make a living in America.
         You'll make more friends in a day by talking about the things they
like than in a year by talking about the things you like.
         There are three types of people, those who don’t know what’s
happened, those who watch things happen, and those who make things
happen.
         Location is one thing to think about.
         The other thing is the weather.
         One more thing to think about is the time zone.
         I’m thinking of learning to speak English well, but the thing is I
don’t have time.



         There are three types of people, those who don’t know what’s
happened, those who watch things happen, and those who make things
happen.
        Those who make things happen are usually the ones who become
successful.



Energy flows where attention goes.
Hawaiian Proverb



Chapter 14: 71 – 80, North America Climates
#71, see
 

         I see.
         See it for yourself.
 
         I see a frozen lake.
         They come to see a friend.
         If you go to Lake Michigan in the winter, you'll see a frozen lake.
         If you go to Yellowstone National Park, you'll see geysers shooting
up hot water.
         Do you want to see how it works? It goes like this.
         I see.
         I’ll go see it myself.

 
 
#72, him
I → me
She → her
He → him
 

         To him.
         For him.
         With him.
 
         Do you know him?
         Can you give this to him?
         Would you like to ask him to come with us?
         He knows she likes him.
         In California's Death Valley, summer is hot for him.
         California's mild winter is just right for him.



#73, two
 

         One and one is two.
         Two and four is six.
         Two times two is four.
         Two of my friends.

 
         The U.S. and Canada are two friendly countries in North America.
         I'll build my dreams with my own two hands.
         Two of my friends will join me.

 
 
#74, has
 
He → has
She → has
It → has
I, you, they → have
 

         He has.
         She has.
         It has.
         Has it?
 
         Virginia has four seasons.
         Hawaii has one season.
         Alaska has a long and dark winter.
         Northern Canada has a long and bright summer.
         He has two children.
         She has a teacher's certificate.
         It has to be this way.
         It has been this way.



#75, look
 

         Look at.
         Look in.
         Look for.
         Look good
         Take a look.

 
         We can look through the clouds to see the stars.
         If you look around Seattle, you'll see lots of hiking trails.
         With 360 sunny days a year, I look at life differently in New
Mexico.
         If you look for a warm place to live, go to California.
         Look! That’s Mt. Denali, the highest mountain peak in North
America.
         Look at the midnight sun! Welcome to Alaska!
         That looks good!
         Yes. It does look good!

 
 
#76, more
 

         One more.
         Two more.
         Some more.
         Take more.
         Do more.
 
         Would you like some more?
         Do you want some more?
         Want some more?
         If I have one more day, I will go to Yellowstone.
         There are more people in California than in any other state.
         Persistence is more important than talent. Do more than others.
         I like Seattle's cool summer days more than Houston's hot summer
days.
         I'll be more than happy to help you.



 
 
#77, day
 

         One day.
         Two days.
         Day-by-day.
         Day after day.
         One more day.
 
         There are 24 hours a day. An average person sleeps eight hours a
day and works eight hours a day. What we do with the remaining eight
hours every day makes a huge difference 180 days later.
         Focus on a target day-by-day and keep working on it. You’ll see the
progress day after day.

 
 
#78, could
 
Present → can
Past → could
 

         I could.
         Could you?
         It could be.
         It could have been.
 
         I could do this.
         Could you be more precise?
         They could be right.
         That could be the right answer.



#79, go
 

         Go to.
         Go on.
         Go ahead.
         Go around.
         Go straight.
         Go with.
         Get going.

 
         Go to a meeting.
         Go to school.
         I must go now.
         Let's give it a go to see what happens.
         Go head.
         We can go straight to our target or go around to get to our target.
         I go with the second. When there are obstacles in front of me, I’ll go
around them and then get back to my target.



#80, come
 

         Come up.
         Come to.
         Come with.
         Come on.
         Come in.
         Come around.
         Come along.

 
         Come to my house to get the book.
         Come to America to study.
         Come to Earth to get what you want.
         Tomorrow has yet to come.
         We come in peace.
         Your lunch comes with soup.
         Once you come up with a new idea, come into my office right away.
         Come on. Let’s go.



Let's get them.
 

         I see a frozen lake.
         They come to see a friend.
         If you go to Lake Michigan in the winter, you'll see a frozen lake.
         If you go to Yellowstone National Park, you'll see geysers shooting
up hot water.
         Do you want to see how it works? It goes like this.
         I see.
         I’ll go see it myself.
         Do you know him?
         Can you give this to him?
         Would you like to ask him to come with us?
         He knows she likes him.
         In California's Death Valley, summer is hot for him.
         California's mild winter is just right for him.
         The U.S. and Canada are two friendly countries in North America.
         I'll build my dreams with my own two hands.
         Two of my friends will join me.
         Virginia has four seasons.
         Hawaii has one season.
         Alaska has a long and dark winter.
         Northern Canada has a long and bright summer.
         He has two children.
         She has a teacher's certificate.
         It has to be that way.
         It has been that way.
         We can look through the clouds to see the stars.
         If you look around Seattle, you'll see lots of hiking trails.
         With 360 sunny days a year, I look at life differently in New
Mexico.
         If you look for a warm place to live, go to California.
         Look! That’s Mt. Denali, the highest mountain peak in North
America.
         Look at the midnight sun! Welcome to Alaska!
         That looks good!
         Yes. It does look good!



         Would you like some more?
         Do you want some more?
         Want some more?
         If I have one more day, I will go to Yellowstone.
         There are more people in California than in any other state.
         Persistence is more important than talent. Do more than others.
         I like Seattle's cool summer days more than Houston's hot summer
days.
         I'll be more than happy to help you.
         There are 24 hours a day. An average person sleeps eight hours a
day and works eight hours a day. What we do with the remaining eight
hours every day makes a huge difference 180 days later.
         Focus on a target day-by-day and keep working on it. You’ll see the
progress day after day.
         I could do this.
         Could you be more precise?
         They could be right.
         That could be the right answer.
         Go to a meeting.
         Go to school.
         I must go now.
         Let's give it a go to see what happens.
         Go head.
         We can go straight to our target or go around to get to our target.
         I go with the second. When there are obstacles in front of me, I’ll go
around them and then get back to my target.
         Come to my house to get the book.
         Come to America to study.
         Come to Earth to get what you want.
         Tomorrow has yet to come.
         We come in peace.
         Your lunch comes with soup.
         Once you come up with a new idea, come into my office right away.
         Come on. Let’s go.

 



Keep your focus laser-locked on what you want to
create in your life.

Mike Basevic



Chapter 15: 81 – 90, 10 Largest Cities in
America

#81, did
 
Today → do
Yesterday → did
 

         It did.
         What did?
         How did?
         Did it?
 
         Did it happen?
         Yes. It did.
         How did it go?
         It went crazy.
         Did you see that? Yes. I did.
         He did a good job.
         How long did it take you?
         They did it in three hours.
         What did you do?
         She did my hair last week.
         Why did you choose New York?
         Because New York is the largest city in America.
         I did 35 miles per hour in New York City and got pulled over by a
cop.
         What's the speed limit in New York City? 30.
         When he was driving in New York, he made every right turn on red
lights.
         Did he get pulled over by the police? Yes. He did.



#82, my
 

         My book.
         My phone.
         My name.
         Oh my God!

 
         My name is ___________.
         My English is improving every day.
         My city is the second largest city in America.
         Oh my God! There is a bug in my phone.

 
#83, sound
 

         A sound.
         Sound wave.
         Soundtrack.
         Sound the alarm.
         Good sound.
         Sound good.

 
         What sound do you like the most, the sound of a subway train, the
sound of your voice, or the sound of your heart?
         Let’s listen to a soundtrack before we begin. How does that sound?
         That sounds like a plan.
         You had an exciting adventure in Chicago by the sound of your
voice.
         With a population of 2.7 million, Chicago sounds like a big city.
         Yes, indeed. Chicago is the third biggest city in America after New
York and Los Angeles.



#84, no
 

         Yes or no.
         No Smoking.
         No need.
         No way.
         No time.

 
         Are you a teacher? No. I'm a student.
         There is no need to bring a jacket. Unlike San Francisco, Houston's
summer is not cold.
         Driving across Houston is no easy task, but I'll be back in no time.

 
 
#85, most
 

         The most.
         Most of.
         At the most.

 
         Philadelphia is the most populous city in Pennsylvania and the fifth
most populous city in America.
         The most important day in my life is the day I discovered the
formula to success.
         Most of everyone agreed that education is the most important factor
to success. I disagreed.
         Thomas Edison, one of the most famous inventors who invented the
electric light bulb, had only three months of formal education.
         According to Professor Duckworth, the most important factor to
success is not education. It’s grit.

 
 



#86, number
 

         Number one.
         Number two.
         A phone number.
         The number of.

 
         What’s your phone number?
         The number of residents of Phoenix is numbered more than 1.5
million.
         The number of visitors increases the number of jobs.
         Phoenix is the number one largest city in Arizona.
         With 1.6 million people, Phoenix is the number six largest city
nationwide.
         With temperature often goes up to 105, Phoenix is the number one
hottest city in America.

 
#87, who

         Who is?
         For who?
         To who?

 
         Who’s that?
         That’s the mayor of San Antonio.
         Who’s this for?
         This is for the kid who got injured in the game.
         Who knows the population of San Antonio?
         One point five million.
         The number of visitors to San Antonio is almost 10 times of its
population. Who wants to visit San Antonio?
         Home to one of the largest concentrations of military bases, San
Antonio has become known as "Military City, USA.”
         Who wants to guess what the seventh largest city in America is?



#88, over
 

         Over there.
         Over here.
         Bring over.
         Sleepover.
         Over and out.

 
         What’s that over there?
         It’s an airplane.
         No. The round thing above it!
         Oh my God! It’s a UFO!
         The White House is over in Washington DC.
         San Diego is over in California.
         There are rarely any clouds over San Diego.
         With a large naval base in San Diego, you can often see military
aircraft flying over San Diego.
         I would stay in San Diego over Fairbanks in the winter.
         San Diego has a mild climate year-round while Fairbanks, Alaska's
average winter temperature is -17 degrees Fahrenheit.

 



#89, know
 

         Know it.
         Know how.

 
         Tom knows how to build tree houses. Chris knows how to sell them.
         Do you know him? Yes. I know him. I’ve known him for 20 years.
         Do you know what state is Dallas in?
         Yes. It's in Texas.
         Do you know the population of Dallas?
         One point two million.

 
 
#90, water
 

         A glass of water.
         Hot water.
         Cold water.
         Surrounded by water.

 
         Most of our body is water.
         San Jose is a city close to water.
         Let's water the plants.
         They added water to their juice.
         Would you like some water?
         In San Jose, you get 15 inches of rain a year. Be sure to water your
plants well.



You know it well. It's time to get them again.
 

         Did it happen?
         Yes. It did.
         How did it go?
         It went crazy.
         Did you see that? Yes. I did.
         He did a good job.
         How long did it take you?
         They did it in three hours.
         What did you do?
         She did my hair last week.
         Why did you choose New York?
         Because New York is the largest city in America.
         I did 35 miles per hour in New York City and got pulled over by a
cop.
         What's the speed limit in New York City? 30.
         When he was driving in New York, he made every right turn on red
lights.
         Did he get pulled over by the police? Yes. He did.
         My name is ___________.
         My English is improving every day.
         My city is the second largest city in America.
         Oh my God! There is a bug in my phone.
         What sound do you like the most, the sound of a subway train, the
sound of your voice, or the sound of your heart?
         Let’s listen to a soundtrack before we begin. How does that sound?
         That sounds like a plan.
         You had an exciting adventure in Chicago by the sound of your
voice.
         With a population of 2.7 million, Chicago sounds like a big city.
         Yes, indeed. Chicago is the third biggest city in America after New
York and Los Angeles.
         Is there anything wrong with it? No. Everything is fine.
         Are you a teacher? No. I'm a student.
         There is no need to bring a jacket. Unlike San Francisco, Houston's
summer is not cold.



         Driving across Houston is no easy task, but I'll be back in no time.
         Philadelphia is the most populous city in Pennsylvania and the fifth
most populous city in America.
         The most important day in my life is the day I discovered the
formula to success.
         Most of everyone agreed that education is the most important factor
to success. I disagreed.
         Thomas Edison, one of the most famous inventors who invented the
electric light bulb, had only three months of formal education.
         According to Professor Duckworth, the most important factor to
success is not education. It’s grit.
         What’s your phone number?
         The number of residents of Phoenix is numbered more than 1.5
million.
         The number of visitors increases the number of jobs.
         Phoenix is the number one largest city in Arizona.
         With 1.6 million people, Phoenix is the number six largest city
nationwide.
         With temperature often goes up to 105, Phoenix is the number one
hottest city in America.
         Who’s that?
         That’s the mayor of San Antonio.
         Who’s this for?
         This is for the kid who got injured in the game.
         Who knows the population of San Antonio?
         One point five million.
         The number of visitors to San Antonio is almost 10 times of its
population. Who wants to visit San Antonio?
         Home to one of the largest concentrations of military bases, San
Antonio has become known as "Military City, USA.”
         Who wants to guess what the seventh largest city in America is?
         What’s that over there?
         It’s an airplane.
         No. The round thing above it!
         Oh my God! It’s a UFO!
         The White House is over in Washington DC.
         San Diego is over in California.



         There are rarely any clouds over San Diego.
         With a large naval base in San Diego, you can often see military
aircraft flying over San Diego.
         I would stay in San Diego over Fairbanks in the winter.
         San Diego has a mild climate year-round while Fairbanks, Alaska's
average winter temperature is -17 degrees Fahrenheit.
         Tom knows how to build tree houses. Chris knows how to sell them.
         Do you know him? Yes. I know him. I’ve known him for 20 years.
         Do you know what state is Dallas in?
         Yes. It's in Texas.
         Do you know the population of Dallas?
         One point two million.
         Most of our body is water.
         San Jose is a city close to water.
         Let's water the plants.
         They added water to their juice.
         Would you like some water?
        In San Jose, you get 15 inches of rain a year. Be sure to water your
plants well.



Whatever the mind can conceive and believe it can
achieve.

Napoleon Hill



Chapter 16: 91 – 100, U.S. and Canada
Culture

#91, than
 

         Bigger than.
         Longer than.
         More than.

 
         Rich is better than poor.
         Canada is a little bit bigger than America.
         America has a much bigger population than Canada.
         America has nine times more people than Canada.
         A gallon is heavier than a liter.

 
 
#92, call
 

         A phone call.
         Call back.
         Call it a day.

 
         I'll give you a call tonight.
         I'll call you tonight.
         Who made that phone call?
         Let's wrap it up and call it a day.
         They called their daughter Katie.
         The U.S. is called a melting pot.



#93, first
 

         First day.
         First job.
         The first.
         First grade.
         First time.

 
         What grade is your child in?
         He’s in first grade.
         Have you seen snow before?
         No. This is my first time seeing snow.
         He’s the first one to get there.

 
 
#94, people
 
One → person
Two or more → people
 

         How many people?
         My people.
         For the people.

 
         My people have been working on this project since April.
         How many people signed up for the trip to Europe?
         Forty-six.
         When looking at a photo, what do you look at first? The people or
the background?
         I always look at the people first.



#95, may
 

         The month of May.
         May I?
         You may.
         May be.

 
         May I use your pen?
         Yes. You may.
         Think and Grow Rich may have been an old book, but it has been
the best-selling book in personal achievement.
         Learning to speak English may be easier than you think.
         Ken was born in May.

 
 
#96, down
 

         Sit down.
         Climb down.
         Fall down.
         Keep it down.
         Going down.
         The down escalator.
         Write down.
         A down payment.
         Walk down.

 
         Please sit down.
         Have you written down the VIN number of the car?
         Yes. I had it written down as I walked down the lot.
         How much down payment would you like to put down?
         I’ll put down a $1000.
         Our finance department can help you keep the interest rate down.
         No. Thanks! I’ll finance through my bank.

 
 
#97, side



 
         One side.
         The other side.
         Roadside
         Take a side.
         A side order.
         Both sides.

 
         No matter what decisions I make, my family always stands on my
side.
         Having a supportive family on my side accelerates my success.
         In the UK, you drive on the left side of the road. In America, you
drive on the right side.
         I’ll take a house salad with the dressing on the side, please.
         The two sides agreed to start trading.



#98, been
Note: Been is pronounced as bin or ben rather than been.
 

         Have been.
         Has been.

 
         How long have you been to the U.S.?
         Three years.
         How long have you been living in Canada?
         Two years.
         Your English is good! How long have you been learning?
         I've been learning for three years.
         Where have you been lately?
         I have been visiting a friend in Canada.
         How have you been doing for the past three years?
         I have perfected my English!
         It has been a wonderful trip to Canada!
         Have you been there before?
         Yes. I've been there three times.



#99, now
 

         For now.
         From now on.
         Now is the time.
 
         If I start to practice my English now, I'll be speaking like a native six
months from now.
         Now it's time to begin. Let’s learn the first 100 words for now.
         I've been working here for three months now.
         It's been done. Now, what?
         Now let's relax.

 
 
#100, find
 

         Find it.
         Easy to find.
 
         Did you find the key?
         We need to find our way home.
         I turned around to find her smiling.
         We're on earth to find what we want. If we don't find what we want,
make what we want!



Congratulations! This the last set of ten for lesson one. Now let's get
them.
 

         Rich is better than poor.
         Canada is a little bit bigger than America.
         America has a much bigger population than Canada.
         America has nine times more people than Canada.
         A gallon is heavier than a liter.
         I'll give you a call tonight.
         I'll call you tonight.
         Who made that phone call?
         Let's wrap it up and call it a day.
         My name is Yoon-Jin. My friends called me Jack.
         They called their daughter Katie.
         The U.S. is called a melting pot.
         What grade is your child in?
         He’s in first grade.
         Have you seen snow before?
         No. This is my first time seeing snow.
         He’s the first one to get there.
         My people have been working on this project since April.
         How many people signed up for the trip to Europe?
         Forty-six.
         There are 7.2 billion people in the world. Close to 90% have enough
to eat.
         When looking at a photo, what do you look at first? The people or
the background?
         I always look at the people first.
         May I use your pen?
         Yes. You may.
         Think and Grow Rich may have been an old book, but it has been
the best-selling book in personal achievement.
         Learning to speak English may be easier than you think.
         Ken was born in May.
         Please sit down.
         Have you written down the VIN number of the car?
         Yes. I had it written down as I walked down the lot.



         How much down payment would you like to put down?
         I’ll put down a $1000.
         Our finance department can help you keep the interest rate down.
         No. Thanks! I’ll finance through my bank.
         No matter what decisions I make, my family always stands on my
side.
         Having a supportive family on my side accelerates my success.
         In the UK, you drive on the left side of the road. In America, you
drive on the right side.
         I’ll take a house salad with the dressing on the side, please.
         The two sides agreed to start trading.
         How long have you been to the U.S.?
         Three years.
         How long have you been living in Canada?
         Two years.
         Your English is good! How long have you been learning?
         I've been learning for three years.
         Where have you been lately?
         I have been visiting a friend in Canada.
         How have you been doing for the past three years?
         I have perfected my English!
         It has been a wonderful trip to Canada!
         Have you been there before?
         Yes. I've been there three times.
         If I start to practice my English now, I'll be speaking like a native six
months from now.
         Now it's time to begin. Let’s learn the first 100 words for now.
         I've been working here for three months now.
         It's been done. Now, what?
         Now let's relax.
         Did you find the key?
         We need to find our way home.
         I turned around to find her smiling.
         We're on earth to find what we want. If we don't find what we want,
make what we want!

 
 



 



Lesson 2
In the supermarket

 
 

A typical supermarket has the following 10 departments. Each set of
10 words is focused on each department.
 
1. The Produce Department (Note, It's Produce Department)
2. The Floral Department
3. The Dairy Department
4. The Beverage Department
5. The General Supplies Department
6. The Pharmacy Department
7. The Health & Beauty Department
8. The Meat & Seafood Department
9. The Deli Department
10. The Bakery Department
 
 



Chapter 17: 101 – 110, The Produce
Department

Retrieved 2/13/2017 from keywordsuggest.org



#101, any
Any is pronounced as eny. It is not pronounced as Any. It's pronounced as
eny.
 

         Anyone.
         Anybody.
         Any time.
         Anything.
         Any choice.
         Any more.
         Any way.
         Any good.
         Any better.

 
         Does anyone have the time? It's 3:30.
         Do you have any potatoes?
         Yes, there are some potatoes left over there.
         I don't have any choice except to win.
         Anybody can do anything if they have a burning desire.
         This supermarket was unknown to any when it was first opened, but
it's well known today to everyone in the neighborhood.
         He said his English isn't any better.
         Putting out a fire with gasoline isn't going to do any good.

 
 



#102, new
 

         New look.
         New life.
         New moon.
         New world.
         New book.
         New language.
         New York.
         Brand new.
         Something new.
         New potatoes.
         New to America.

 
         When I came to America, the English language was a new language
to me.
         After listening to The Strangest Secret, I became a new person.
         The supermarket had a new look, so she went in and bought some
new potatoes.
         Seeking for a new life, she bought her new car in New York.
         I was trying to look for new strategies to learn to speak English
before I discovered what I needed was so simple and obvious.
         The local supermarket is hiring new assistants for its produce
department.
         This supermarket is selling new potatoes this year.



#103, work
 

         Homework.
         Housework.
         After work.
         Good work!
         The complete works.
         Work from home.
         Work out.
         Work on.
         Work in progress.

 
         Fresh produce is from the hard work of farmers.
         “Heads up, guys. We've got work to do.”
         School assignments to complete at home is your homework.
         Preparation before a job interview is also your homework.
         There are three ways to find work: wait for work opportunities, look
for work opportunities, and create work opportunities. Creating work
opportunities works better than the other two combined and then times
100.
         Where do you work? I work at Key Food.
         What do you do?
         I work as an assistant in the produce department.
         Work on something two hours a day every day for 20 years and
you'll be the best in that area.
         Working from home is becoming more and more popular.
         How does it work?
         You get your work assignments from your company's website and
work on them at home.



#104, part
 

         One Part.
         Two parts.
         Part one.
         Part two.
         Part of the family.
         Part of the store.
         Part of a movie.
         Parted.
         Depart.
         Department.

 
 

         Do your part and you'll be okay.
         My local supermarket has 10 departments.
         I work in the produce department.
         Part of my job is to make things look nice.



#105, take
 
Today: take
Yesterday: took
For some time taken
 

         Take care.
         Take out.
         Take on.
         Take up.
         Take along.
         Take over.
         Take place.
         Take it easy.
         Take a picture.
         Take two from six.
         Take blood pressure.
         Take notes.

 
         It'll just take five minutes to get to the supermarket. Just take I-90
West for three miles and take the exit on the right. I'll take you there.
         It takes time to do grocery shopping. I always take along a shopping
list and quickly grab the things on the list. It takes half of the time to
do shopping this way.
         I'll take your advice.



#106, get
 
Today: get
Yesterday: got
For some time gotten
 

         Get in.
         Get out.
         Get on.
         Get off.
         Get up.
         Get down.
         Get back.
         Get done.
         Get to.
         Get along.
         Get over.

 
         Let's get some lettuce and tomatoes to make our sandwiches.
         What do you mean? I didn't get you.
         For our potluck party tomorrow. We've got to bring something. I'm
good at making sandwiches, so let's get some lettuce and tomatoes.
         Good idea! I've gotten into a habit of eating green vegetables and
I'm getting healthier and healthier. Let's make some veggie
sandwiches.
         This is just what I'm thinking about! Let's get in line.



#107, place
 

         In place.
         Take place.
         A place.
         Birth place.
         My place.
         First place.
         To place.

 
         They place cucumbers and corns together.
         QFC is a good place for quality produce.
         The supermarket won first place in food quality and customer
service.
         A 17-year-old high school student was offered a place in the produce
department.

 
 
#108, made
Today: make
Yesterday: made
For some time made
 

         Made up.
         Made friends.
         Made sense.
         Made out.
         Made sure.
         Made money.
         Made a living.

 
         We made it!
         I made it on time to the movie and made a new friend today at work.
         I make money by working in the produce department of my local
supermarket.
         It's easy to make a living in America.



#109, live
 

         Live in.
         Live on.
         Live for.
         Live up.
         Live with.
         To live.

 
         How long do turtles live? Turtles live for 150 years.
         Charles Darwin of England lived 200 years ago.
         Everyone in this neighborhood lives in harmony.
         Farmers in this neighborhood live by growing fresh produce.
         Galileo died 400 years ago, but his name lived on.
         A regular customer who lives in the neighborhood eats only
vegetables and lives a healthy life.
         She said she's lived here all her life.

 
 
#110, where
 

         Where to?
         Where at?
         Where is?
         From where?
         To where?

 
         Where are alfalfa sprouts? The corner where the bean sprouts are.
         Where did you find that? I found this at that corner.
         Where do you live? I live around the corner.
         This is where I live.
         Where there's a will there's a way.



Now let's use these 10 words!
 

         Where do you live?
         I live around the corner. This is where I live.
         This is a very nice neighborhood.
         Yes, indeed. Everyone in this neighborhood lives in harmony.
         Where do you work?
         I work at QFC.
         QFC?
         Quality Foods Center.
         Is it your local supermarket?
         Yes. There two supermarkets in my neighborhood: Safeway and
QFC.
         I also work in my local supermarket. It’s Key Food. What do you
do?
         An assistant in the produce department.
         What a coincidence! I also work in the produce department.
         The supermarket was unknown to any when it was first opened, but
it's well known to everyone today in the neighborhood.
         It must have been doing a good job.
         Yes. It’s a good place for quality produce. It won first place in food
quality and customer service of the region last year.
         Nice! Farmers in my area live by growing fresh produce.
         My supermarket is selling new potatoes this year.
         Potatoes and yams are placed next to each in my store. I like to
make them look nice.
         My manager is really nice.
         So is mine. He said if I’d just do my part, and I'd be okay.
         After listening to The Strangest Secret, I became a new person.
         You’ve listened to that, too?
         Yeah! You’ve listened to that, too?
         Yeah! Earl Nightingale said, “Don’t just do your part. Do more than
you’re paid to do.”
         Exactly! After I’ve been doing more than I’m paid to do, I was
voted Employee of the Month!
         Hey, congratulations!
         Thanks!



         You know what? Me, too.
         Ha! Ha! We hold daily huddles in the morning, and the store
manager always says, “There are three ways to earn a promotion: wait
for a promotion opportunity, look for a promotion opportunity, and
create a promotion opportunity. Creating a promotion opportunity
works better than the other two combined and then times 1000.”
         Yeah! When it’s time for a promotion, we are next in line!



Retrieved 1/29/2017 from http://www.azquotes.com/quote/267345.



Chapter 18: 111 – 120, The Floral Department
 
 



#111, after
 

         After work.
         After school.
         After a while.
         After you.
         After all.
         Time after time.
         Day after day.
         The day after tomorrow.
         Go after.

 
         I bought two roses at the floral department after work.
         She always drinks a cup of tea after dinner.
         After a while, you get used to it.
         The floral department brings in fresh flowers day after day.
         Clean up after your dog. It's the law.
         They named the baby Charlie, after his grandfather.



#112, back
 

         Come back.
         Go back.
         Get back.
         Call back.
         Bring back.
         Sit back.
         Write back.
         Be right back.
         Got your back.
         Front or back?

 
         Lay on your back.
         Just go for it. I got your back.
         Is the floral department in the front or in the back?
         Floral is in the front. Dairy is in the back.
         The floral department has the local farmers backing it.
         This store started selling carnations back in the 90's.
         After three weeks, carnations are back in the store.
         I took some carnations after putting the roses back.
         If you'll be back in five minutes, your flowers will be ready.
         OK. I'll be back in five minutes.



#113, little
 

         Little flowers.
         Little bushes.
         Little one.
         Little bit.
         Little help.

 
         This plant will grow into a little bush.
         This plant will have little flowers.
         When I was little, I often played with my little brother.
         Shop for a little for some flower plants.
         There is a little problem. They sold out of rose plants.
         I got a little help from the florist. She found me some rose seeds.
         These giant blackberry plants were little known to local residents.
         The florist told me a little of the giant blackberries.

 



#114, only
 

         Only one.
         The only one.
         The one and only.
         Only if.
         If only.
         Not only.
         Only child.

 
 

         There are only five roses left.
         Flower sell in the winter has only declined by five percent.
         If you buy them by the bunch, roses are only a dollar each.
         We started selling jasmine plants only this year.
         She returned to get the last rose only to find that it was taken.
         The only lily in the store is waterlily.
         This supermarket is the only floral shop in town.



#115, round
 

         A round table.
         A round flower pot.
         Round One.
         Round Two.
         Round up.
         Round off.
         Round trip.

 
         Irises are on that round table.
         They're planted on round flower pots.
         I did two rounds of shopping today, a round for flowers and a round
for plants.
         The first round of delivery was in early March.
         The florist's job is a daily round of helping customers and wrapping
flowers.
         The New Horizon rounded the earth and sailed to Pluto.
         I was going to need nine irises, but I rounded it up to 10.
         I thought irises were only blue, but when the florist showed me
some red irises, my eyes rounded in surprise.



#116, man
One → man
Two or more → men
 

         A man.
         One man.
         Two men.
         Young man.
         Wise man.
         Man of his word.
         Man of the house.
         Man the station.

 
         A young man recently joined the floral department.
         The floral department is a three-man team.
         The man of the shop is a Harvard man.
         He always mans his station professionally.

 
 
 
 
 
 
#117, year
 

         This year.
         Last year.
         Every year.
         The year of 2018.
         Year after year.

 
         An Earth year is 365 days.
         A Martian year is 687 days.
         A Pluto year is 90,520 days.
         This plant is going to take years to grow.



#118, came
Today → come
Yesterday → came
For some time →  come
 

         Come on.
         Came down.
         Came in.
         Came out.
         Came to.
         Came back.
         Came from.
         Came over.
         Came into.
         Came with.

 
         I didn’t speak any English when I came to America, but now I speak
English like a native.
         Would you like to go to lunch with us?
         No, I just came from lunch.
         The sunflowers came in yesterday. Daisies will come in today.
         They came and left.
         Two customers came into the store and bought all of our roses.
         The daisy baskets came with gift wraps.

 
 
#119, show
 

         A show.
         Show up.
         Show off.
         To show.
         Show to.

 
         The floral department had a flower show yesterday.
         Carnations were a big show-off.



         This is your show! Read out loud to show the class that you now can
speak English like a native.
         The smart florist shows his work to his boss by decorating the floral
department with colorful plants.
         The assistant showed the customer how to plant the bush.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
#120, every
 

         Everyone.
         Every time.
         Every day.
         Everything.
         Everywhere.
         Everyone agrees.

 
         This store shows respect to each and every one of its customers
every day.
         Every time I come, I see smiley faces.
         Everything in this store is fresh.
         There are supermarkets everywhere but I just like to come to this
one. Everyone in the store is helpful and everything in the store is
fresh.



Now let's use these 10 words.
 

         Is the floral department in the front or back?
         It's in the back.
         This supermarket is the only floral shop in the neighborhood.
         The floral department has the local farmers backing it.
         The floral department brings in fresh flowers day after day.
         I was thinking to buy five roses after work.
         There were only three roses left.
         If you bought them by the bunch, roses were only a dollar each.
         Carnations were back in the store.
         This store started selling carnations back in the 90's.
         I took some carnations after putting the roses back.
         I returned to get the last roses only to find that they were taken.
         Two customers came in and bought all of the roses.
         The store started selling jasmine plants only this year.
         I was going to need nine irises, but I rounded it up to 10.
         I thought irises were only blue, but when the florist showed me
some red irises, my eyes rounded in surprise.
         The sunflowers came in yesterday. Daisies will come in today.
         The daisy baskets came with gift wraps.
         The floral department just had a flower show yesterday.
         Carnations were a big show-off.
         The smart florist showed his work to his boss by decorating the
floral department with colorful plants.
         I shopped for a little for some flower plants.
         There was a little problem. They sold out of rose plants.
         I got a little help from the florist. She found me some rose seeds.
         The rose seeds would take some years to grow. It would have little
flowers and would grow into little bushes.
         The assistant showed me how to plant the seeds.
         There were giant blackberry plants which were little known to local
residents.
         The florist told me a little of the giant blackberries.
         “If you'll be back in five minutes,” said the florist, “your flowers
will be ready.”
         “OK.” I said, “I'll be back in five minutes.”





Chapter 19: 121 – 130, The Dairy Department
 
 



#121, good
 

         A good thing.
         A good brand.
         Good or bad?
         For your own good.
         Storage area for goods.
         A good day.
         A good time.
         Good for 12 days.
         Good to go.

 
         Is it a good thing or a bad thing to drink milk?
         It's a good thing.
         Drink milk for your own good.
         What's a good brand?
         The milk here is good.
         It's good for 12 days.
         Please keep the goods storage area locked.
         Today is a good day to practice your English pronunciation.
         Practice every day and your English will be good.
         You've been practicing for a good hour. You're looking good. Have a
good time.
         You've already paid for that. You're good to go. Thank you for your
business.



#122, me
 

         For me.
         Help me.
         It's me.
         Got me something.

 
         I got two chocolate milk. One for you and one for me.
         Here is your whole milk. I got me a skim milk.
         Could you help me with this?
         Who is it? It's me.

 
 
#123, give
Today → give
Yesterday → gave
For some time → given
 

         Give and take.
         Give it a try.
         Give 100% and see what you'll get in return.
         Give me the police!
         Gave a relief.
         Give his name.
         Give in.
         Give up.
         Give out.
         Give off.
         give away.
 
         These stores are open for business. There is no give and take there.
         Milk or water? Give him milk, please.
         His parents didn't give the encouragement he needed to start his
business.
         Give it a try and see what happens.
         Give 100% and you'll be surprised what you'll get in return.
         Successful people give. Unsuccessful people take.



         Give me the police!
         When the police arrived, she gave a relief.
         What was his name? He didn't give his name. He was tall and
slender.
         When your children ask for soda instead of milk, do not give in.
Milk is good for them. Soda is bad for them.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
#124, our
 

         Our customer.
         Our dairy department.
         Our body.
         Our promotion.
         Our brain.
         Our friend.
         Our own.

 
         Congratulations! You're our 100th customer today. You'll receive our
free promotional item and a $100 gift card today. The gift card is good
for anything in our dairy department.
         Our body contains mostly water.
         When we drink something, our brain quickly tells us the taste.



#125, under
The u in under is pronounced as uh. Under. It is NOT pronounced as ah,
Ahn der. It's pronounced as Uhn der.
 

         Under way.
         Under consideration.
         Under review.
         Under the bridge.
         Under construction.
         Under pressure.
         Under 2%.
         Under contract.

 
         There is a creek under the bridge.
         The dairy department is under construction.
         The dairy department is under pressure for its delayed construction.
         Choose from whole milk, low-fat milk, and skim milk. Low-fat milk
has 2% or under 2% fat. Skim milk has no fat.
         The milk and dairy products are supplied under contract by local
farmers.

 
 
#126, name
 

         First name.
         Last name.
         Middle name.
         Full name.
         User name.
         A big name.
         Gain a name.
         Name the baby.

 
         What's your name?
         My name is _______________.
         Dairy Queen is a big name.



         This is a big event. It'll lure the big names.
         iPhone gained a name for innovation.
         Have you named the baby yet?
         Have you given the baby a name yet?
         Donald was named Employee of the Month for excellent
performance.

 
 
#127, very
To pronounce the v in very, slightly bite your lower lip with your upper
front teeth. Then force the air out to pronounce the sound. Remember, your
front teeth must be touching your lower lip. You do NOT round your lips.
Just touch your lower lip with your front teeth, and then force the air out to
pronounce the sound. /V/, very. /V/, very.
 

         Very good.
         Very well.
         Very nice.
         Very funny
         Very much.
         Very important.
         Very easy.
         The very best.
         Very words.
         Very beginning.
         The very thought.

 
         Thank you very much.
         It's very important to drink a lot of fluid every day.
         It's very easy to forget about it.
         This milk is whole milk, fresh, and natural. It's the very best quality
we have.
         These are the very words from our customers.
         Read the book from the very beginning.
         The very thought of killing small animals in his childhood life made
him feel guilty.



#128, through
There is no vibration in th. /TH/.
 

         Go through.
         Pass through.
         Come through.
         Look through.
         See through.
         Break through.
         Walk through.
         Put through.
         Through traffic.

 
         The customer came in through the left door.
         Anthony Robbins teaches his students to walk through fire without
getting hurt.
         Walk through the crowd to stand out.
         The heat is streaming through the window.
         Pass through Aisle 9 and the dairy department is at the end.
         We've finally gone through the busy hours.
         The dairy department is offering a discount from Monday through
Friday. I heard it through a friend.
         Phone call for the dairy department. I'm putting it through.
         This street is under construction. No through traffic.

 
 
#129, just
 

         Just right.
         Just then.
         Just now.
         Just as.
         Just in case.
         Just in time.
         Just because.
         Just and fair.

 



         I just found it. This is just the right one.
         He was just here a moment ago.
         You came at just the right moment. These are on sale just now.
         They're just $1.99.
         How many would you like? Just one.
         America is a just and free society.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
#130, form
 

         Form a company.
         Form a group.
         Form a habit.
         Into a form.
         Application form.
         Registration form.

 
         This company was formed in 1872.
         Three successful University of Washington students formed the
Success Impact Group.
         Parents form the minds of their children. Your children will form
good habits if unspoiled.
         Put the mixture into a form and let it dry.
         Water can exist in the forms of liquid, solid, and gas.
         We're hiring. Fill out an application form to join us.



Now, let's get them.
 

         The dairy department is offering a discount from Monday through
Friday. I heard it through a friend.
         Where is the dairy department?
         Pass through Aisle 9 and the dairy department is at the end.
         Milk or water? Milk, please.
         Is it a good thing or a bad thing to drink milk?
         It's a good thing.
         Drink milk for your own good.
         What's a good brand?
         Dairy Queen is a big name.
         The milk here is good.
         It's good for 12 days.
         This milk is whole milk, fresh, and natural. It's the very best quality
they have here.
         When is a good time to drink milk?
         Just like when is a good day to practice your English, today is a
good day to drink milk.
         Could you help me to find a good one?
         I got two chocolate milk. One for you and one for me.
         Here is whole milk for you. I got me skim milk.
         When we drink something, our brain quickly tells us the taste.

 
         His parents didn't give the encouragement he needed to start his
business.
         Give it a try and see what happens.
         Give 100% and you'll be surprised what you'll get in return.
         Successful people give. Unsuccessful people take.
         Give me the police!
         When the police arrived, she gave a relief.
         What was his name? He didn't give his name. He was tall and
slender.
         When your children ask for soda instead of milk, do not give in.
Milk is good for them. Soda is bad for them.
         Congratulations! You're our 100th customer today. You'll receive our
free promotional item and a $100 gift card today. The gift card is good



for anything in our dairy department.
         There is a creek under the bridge.
         The dairy department is under construction.
         The dairy department is under pressure for its delayed construction.
         Choose from whole milk, low-fat milk, and skim milk. Low-fat milk
has 2% or under 2% fat. Skim milk has no fat.
         The milk and dairy products are supplied under contract by local
farmers.
         This is a big event. It'll lure the big names.
         iPhone gained a name for innovation.
         Have you named the baby yet?
         Have you given the baby a name yet?
         Donald was named Employee of the Month for excellent
performance.
         Thank you very much.
         It's very important to drink a lot of fluid every day.
         It's very easy to forget about it.
         These are the very words from the customers.
         Read the book from the very beginning.
         The customer came in through the left door.
         Anthony Robbins teaches his students to walk through fire without
getting hurt.
         Walk through the crowd to stand out.
         The heat is streaming through the window.
         We've finally gone through the busy hours.
         Phone call for the dairy department. I'm putting it through.
         This street is under construction. No through traffic.
         I just found it. This is just the right one.
         He was just here a moment ago.
         You came at just the right moment. These are on sale just now.
         They're just $1.99.
         How many would you like? Just one.
         America is a just and free society.
         This company was formed in 1872.
         Three successful University of Washington students formed the
Success Impact Group.
         Parents form the minds of their children.



         Put the mixture into a form and let it dry.
         Our body contains mostly water.
         Water can exist in the forms of liquid, solid, and gas.
         We're hiring. Fill out an application form to join us.
         You've been practicing for a good hour. You're looking good. Have a
good time.
         You've already paid for that. You're good to go. Thank you for your
business.
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Chapter 20: 131 – 140, The Beverage
Department
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#131, much
 

         Very much.
         So much.
         Too much.
         How much.
         Nothing much.
         As much.

 
         Thank you very much.
         Thank you so much.
         How much water should I drink a day?
         Eight glasses.
         Isn't it too much?
         No. That's just the minimum. Drink as much as you can after eight
glasses.
         I had so much fun yesterday drinking Merlot. Would you join me
today?
         I'm not much of a drinker. But thank you, though.
         Looks like you didn't get much sleep yesterday.
         Right! I partied overnight.

 
#132, great
 

         Great job!
         Great work!
         Great people.
         A great year.
         A great day.
         A great thing.

 
         Great job, guys! Keep up the good work!
         This has been a great year for the store.
         Have a great day.
         One of the great things about drinking water is it maintains your
bodily fluid.



         This article about drinking water and avoiding coffee is of great
interest.

 



#133, think
Today → think
Yesterday → thought
For some time → thought
 

         Think about.
         Think of.
         Think like.
         Think over.
         Think twice.
         I think so.

 
         I'm just thinking about going to buy a case of bottled water.
         Are you thinking about spring water or purified water?
         Purified water. It's pure and much cheaper than spring water.
         I've thought about the same thing, too. A friend introduced to me to
use a water filter. It's much cheaper than buying bottled water.
         I think that's a good idea! I've never thought of using a water filter.
Where did you buy it?
         Home Depot.
         I’m thinking of saving money and eliminating plastics.
         You think like a winner!
         I can think of one more thing: saving a trip to the supermarket.



#134, say
Today → say
Yesterday → said
For some time → said
 

         I say.
         You say.
         Have a say.
         Say hello.
         Say nothing.
         Say again.

 
         A Cola salesperson will have her say about the benefits of drinking
soda.
         A wine salesperson will have his say about the benefits of drinking
alcohol.
         A doctor will have his say about the benefits of drinking water.
         He said alcohol. I said soda. What do you say?
         I don't want to say too much. Doctors say water is good for us. I say
water.
         What does the clock say?
         The clock says eight thirty.
         Let's say we leave at nine. We'll be there by noon.

 
 
#135, help
 

         Need help.
         Good help.
         Helper.
         Help out.
         Help yourself.
         Help desk.

 
         Do you need help?
         Yes. That would be great!
         That was a good help! Thanks.



         I run a corner store. She's my helper.
         Let me help you with this.
         Let me help you out.
         Speaking English like a native helped my confidence.
         Help yourself with the drinks.
         He's an alcoholic. He can't help drinking.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
#136, low
 

         Low tone.
         Low point.
         Low ground.
         Low cost.
         Low fat.
         Low profile

 
         She spoke in a low tone.
         She bent down low to look at the ants.
         The supermarket is built on a low ground.
         The moon is low in the sky, but the tide is high on the shore.
         The highs and lows of the stock market.
         A low-income family in a high-income neighborhood.
         We're low on food. Let's go shop for grocery.
         These drinks are high in calories, and these are drinks that are low in
calories.



#137, line
 

         Line up.
         Line out.
         Straight line.
         Country line.
         Line 1.
         Line 2.
         On the line.
         The line of work.
         Assembly line.

 
         If the police think you're drunk, they will ask you to walk in a
straight line.
         The borderline between the U.S. and Canada.
         The equator is an invisible line.
         “There's a call for the beverage department on Line 2.”
         “George, it's Bill on the line. Line 1.”
         This is one of Amazon’s shipping lines.
         We use a Ford production line.
         My line is production. (My line of work is production.)
         Each page has 25 lines.
         The line is that there will be no arguments with customers.
         Line up, guys! Let's form a straight line here. Please wait in line.



#138, before
It's okay to say beefore. We normally stress on “fore,” and “be” sounds like
just the sound of “b.” The whole word becomes “bfore.”
 

         Before this.
         Before that.
         Before now.
         Before you.
         Before long.
         Before bed.
         The day before yesterday.
         Before or after.

 
         We can meet before lunch.
         I'm sorry. I can't make it before lunch. Can we meet before dinner?
         Keep your goal before you and keep working on it.
         Sorry, madam. I need to help him first. He was here before you.

 
 
#139, turn
 

         Turn on.
         Turn off.
         Turn in.
         Turn out.
         Turn up.
         Turn down.
         Turn left.
         Turn right.
         Turn around.
         Turn over.

 
         Should we take turns to take a break?
         Is it your turn or my turn?
         It's your turn.
         Turn left or turn right?
         Turn right. Then make a U-turn.



         Turn right then make a U-turn! That means turn left now!
         You're right, but if you turn left now, you'll need to wait three
minutes to make the left turn. You can turn right now and then make a
U-turn right away. It'll only take about 10 seconds.
         My son just turned nine. How old is your son?
         He's nine. Ten! He just turned.
         Turn to page 20.
         She turned her attention to me.
         After years of working as a computer engineer, I turned to teaching
English.
         Turn it over!
         Turn what over?
         The rocks. Many good things are hidden under rocks.
         Rob's face turned red.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
#140, cause
 

         The cause.
         Main cause.
         To cause.
         Cause and effect.

 
         The cause was easy to identify.
         The cause of the accident was alcohol.
         Driving after drinking can easily cause accidents.



Let's use them in context.
 

         How much water should I drink a day?
         Eight glasses.
         Isn't it too much?
         No. That's just the minimum. Drink as much as you can after eight
glasses.
         Thank you very much.
         I had so much fun yesterday drinking Merlot. Would you join me
today?
         No, thanks. I'm not much of a drinker. But thank you, though.
         Looks like you didn't get much sleep yesterday.
         Right! I partied overnight.
         This has been a great year for the store. We should celebrate.
         Do you need help?
         Yes. That would be great!
         Let me help you with this.
         That was a good help! Thanks.
         Have a great day.

 
         One of the great things about drinking water is it maintains your
bodily fluid.
         This article about drinking water and avoiding coffee is of great
interest.
         I'm just thinking about going to buy a case of bottled water.
         Are you thinking about spring water or purified water?
         Purified water. It's pure and much cheaper than spring water.
         I've thought about the same thing, too. A friend introduced to me to
use a water filter. It's much cheaper than buying bottled water.
         I think that's a good idea! I've never thought of using a water filter.
Where did you buy it?
         Home Depot.
         I’m thinking of saving money and eliminating plastics.
         You think like a winner!
         I can think of one more thing: saving a trip to the supermarket.
         A Cola salesperson will have her say about the benefits of drinking
soda.



         A wine salesperson will have his say about the benefits of drinking
alcohol.
         A doctor will have his say about the benefits of drinking water.
         He said alcohol. I said soda. What do you say?
         I don't want to say too much. Doctors say water is good for us. I say
water.

 
         What does the clock say?
         The clock says eight thirty.
         Let's say we leave at nine. We'll be there by noon.
         Help yourself with the drinks.
         Nice drink. I can't help but drink it.
         These drinks are high in calories, and those are drinks that are low in
calories.
         Should we take turns to drive?
         Is it your turn or my turn?
         It's your turn.
         There was an accident yesterday. The cause was easy to identify.
         The cause of the accident was alcohol.
         Driving after drinking can easily cause accidents.
         If the police think you're drunk, they will ask you to walk in a
straight line.
         Thank goodness what you have here is not alcohol, or I would have
to take a sip.
         Turn left or turn right?
         Turn right. Then make a U-turn.
         Turn right then make a U-turn! That means turn left now!
         You're right, but if you turn left now, you'll need to wait three
minutes to make the left turn. You can turn right now and then make a
U-turn right away. It'll only take you 10 seconds.

 
         She spoke in a low tone. She bent down low to look at the floor.
         The supermarket is built on a low ground, and occasionally, rain
does find its way in.
         The moon is low in the sky, but the tide is high on the shore.
         The highs and lows of the stock market.
         A low-income family in a high-income neighborhood.



         We're low on food. Let's go shop for grocery.
         The borderline between the U.S. and Canada.
         The equator is an invisible line.
         “There's a call for the beverage department on Line 2.”
         “George, it's Bill on the line. Line 1.”
         This is one of Amazon’s shipping lines.
         We use a Ford production line.
         My line is production. (My line of work is production.)
         Each page has 25 lines.
         The line is that there will be no arguments with customers.
         Line up, guys! Let's form a straight line here. Please wait in line.
         Let's meet before lunch.
         I'm sorry. I can't make it before lunch. Can we meet before dinner?
         Keep your goal before you and keep working it.
         Sorry, madam. I need to help him first. He was here before you.

 
         My son just turned nine. How old is your son?
         He's nine. Ten! He just turned.
         Turn to page 20.
         She turned her attention to me.
         After years of working as a computer engineer, I turned to teaching
English.
         Turn it over!
         Turn what over?
         The rocks. Many good things are hidden under rocks.
         Rob's face turned red.
         Speaking English like a native helped my confidence.
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Chapter 21: 141 – 150, The General Supplies
Department
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#141, same
 

         Same thing.
         Same time.
         The same.
         Same as.
         Same here.
         Same to you.

 
         I'll do the same.
         I'll get the same thing.
         It's all the same.
         A customer has been shopping in the same place ever since she
moved here.
         She moved here the same year I started to work here.
         The customer has been buying the same things over and over for the
past 10 years.
         Treating children the same as adults will build their independence.

 
 
#142, mean
 

         The mean
         A mean person.
         A mean place.
         Meaning.
         In the mean time

 
         The mean of 3, 7, and 8 is 6.
         To find the mean, add the three numbers and divide it by three.
         The mean of 1, 2, 4, and 5 is 3.
         Seattle's mean summer temperature is 76 degrees F.
         She's so mean. She never shares her erasers with anybody.
         That must be because she came from a mean neighborhood.
         What's the meaning of being mean?
         The meaning of being mean is not generous.
         That's so hot, Jen!



         What do you mean?
         I mean the weather is hot today.
         Finish your homework and you'll earn your iPad back.
         Do you mean it?
         Of course, I mean it! I didn't mean to take your iPad. You were
meant to finish your homework yesterday. I took your iPad so you can
finish your homework. The iPad is meant for your use after you finish
your homework. Finishing your homework means a lot to you.

 
 
 
 
 
#143, different
 

         Different time.
         Different ways.
         Different things.
         Different kind.
         Different from.
         Different than.

 
         Is it the same or different?
         Try something different.
         I've tried bleaching the cloth two different times and the stains just
wouldn't go away.
         Try a different brand.
         This baking soda can be used in two different ways.



#144, move
 

         A different move.
         Make a move.
         Move from.
         Move to.
         Move on.
         Move up.
         Move in.
         Move out.
         Move along.
         Move forward.
         Move away.

 
         Moving from Virginia Beach to Seattle during a recession was a
bold move.
         He just moved recently.
         My passion for space moved me to major in space studies.
         My first move is to do a market research. My second move is to
write a plan. My next move is to take actions.
         The research tells me to move quickly with the plan.
         Detergent is a fast-moving item.
         Detergents are moving so fast that I often need to ask them for more.
         That is a touching story. I'm moved.



#145, right
 

         Left or right.
         Right or wrong?
         Right on.
         Right off.
         Right here.
         Right now.
         Right away.
         All right.
         Be right back.
         Copyright.
         Human right.

 
         Turn left or turn right?
         Turn right. Then make a U-turn.
         Turn right then make a U-turn! That means turn left now!
         You're right, but if you turn left now, you'll need to wait three
minutes to make the left turn. You can turn right now and then make a
U-turn right away. It'll only take you 10 seconds.
         Right on! We're on the right track.
         Is it right or wrong to send a birthday gift without a birthday card?
         There is no right or wrong to send a gift without a card. It's just
better to send it with a card.
         You are right! I'll be right back.
         She's the right person to do the laundry.
         You got it right. This is the right answer.
         I hold the copyrights to this book. I sold the digital rights to Amazon
and kept the audio rights and print rights. I have every right to sell the
rights.
         Right. You're right on time!



#146, boy
 

         A boy.
         A baby boy.
         A little boy.
         Good boy.
         A boy's play.
         My boy (my son).
         A delivery boy.
         A country boy.
         Boy!

 
         A boy or a girl?
         A boy's play is very different than a girl's play.
         My boy is nine years old.
         The delivery boy just passed by.
         I am a country boy, but even a country boy can be highly successful.
Can you be successful?
         Boy! That's a lot of work we’ve just finished.

 
 
#147, old
 

         Young and old.
         Old age.
         Old system.
         Old job.
         Old friend.
         Old days.
         Old times.
         How old are you?

 
         A young man standing in front of an old building.
         This young man always buys an old brand of dishwasher liquid.
         She washes her child's old clothes and gives them away.
         “Who said I'm old? I'm just 97!”
         “I may be 97 years old, but my heart is just 20.”



         Successful people will tell you that you're never too young or too
old to get started.
         The success formula is an old formula that worked in the old days
and works today.
         Trying to get your old job back? Why not start your own business?

 
 
#148, too
 

         Too much.
         Too young.
         Too many.
         Too long.
         Too busy.
         Too far.
         Too expensive.
         Too late.
         Too good.
         Me too.

 
         Too little or too much information may not help you.
         Making decisions based on too little information is too risky.
         Successful people will tell you that you're never too young or too
old to get started.
         He's a successful person, too.
         This is cane sugar, too.



#149, does
I, you, they → do
He, she, it → does
 
Today → do, does
Yesterday → did
For some time → done
 

         I do.
         He does.
         They do.
         She does.
         Doesn't matter.

 
         Do you have any napkins?
         Yes, I do.
         Does he have any napkins?
         Yes, he does.
         You do want to go there, don't you?
         A repair to the tire must be done before noon to deliver on time.
         Mom always does the cooking for breakfast.
         I always do the cooking for lunch.
         Dad always does the cooking for dinner.
         What do you do?
         I teach English.
         What does he do?
         He runs a grocery store.



#150, tell
Today → tell
Yesterday → told
For some time – told
 

         Tell it.
         Can tell.
         Tell off.
         Tell about.
         Tell a story.
         Tell the truth.

 
         Tell a story.
         He just told a story.
         Did he tell the truth?
         Yes, he told the truth.
         A picture tells the truth.
         Can you tell me your plan?



Let's use these 10 words.
 

         The mean of 3, 7, and 8 is 6.
         To find the mean, add the three numbers and divide it by three.
         The mean of 1, 2, 4, and 5 is 3.
         Seattle's mean summer temperature is 76 degrees F.
         She's so mean. She never shares her erasers with anybody.
         That must be because she came from a mean neighborhood.
         She's living in one of the best neighborhoods now. She will change
her mean behavior.
         What's the meaning of being mean?
         What do you mean?
         I mean the weather is so hot today.
         Finish your homework and you'll earn your iPad back.
         Do you mean it?
         Of course, I mean it! I didn't mean to take your iPad. You were
meant to finish your homework yesterday. I took your iPad so you can
finish your homework. The iPad is meant for your use after you finish
your homework. Finishing your homework means a lot to you.

 
         Is it the same or different?
         It's all the same.
         I'll do the same.
         Try something different.
         I've tried bleaching the cloth two different times and the stains just
wouldn't go away.
         This baking soda can be used in two different ways.
         Try a different brand.
         I'll get the same thing.
         A customer has been shopping in the same place ever since she
moved here.
         She moved here the same year I started to work here.
         The customer has been buying the same things over and over for the
past 10 years.
         Treating children the same as adults will build their independence.

 
         He just moved recently.



         His recent move was just a move to three blocks away.
         My passion for space moved me to major in space studies.
         My first move is to do a market research. My second move is to
write a plan. My next move is to take actions.
         The research tells me to move quickly with the plan.
         Detergent is a fast-moving item.
         Detergents are moving so fast that I often need to ask them for more.
         That is a touching story. I'm moved.
         Turn left or turn right?
         Turn right. Then make a U-turn.
         Turn right then make a U-turn! That means turn left now!
         You're right, but if you turn left now, you'll need to wait three
minutes to make the left turn. You can turn right now and then make a
U-turn right away. It'll only take you 10 seconds.
         Is it right or wrong to send a birthday gift without a birthday card?
         There is no right or wrong to send a gift without a card.
         You are right!
         You got it right.
         That is the right answer.
         I hold the copyright to my books. I sold the digital rights to Amazon
and kept the audio rights and paperback rights. I have every right to
sell the rights.
         You're right on time!
         He ran right off the track.
         I'll be right back.
         A boy or a girl?
         A boy's play is different than a girl's play.
         My boy is nine years old.
         The delivery boy just passed by.
         I am a country boy, but even a country boy can be highly successful.
Can you be successful?
         Boy! That's going to take a lot of work to be successful!
         If you want it strong enough, nothing can stop you from getting it!

 
         A young man standing in front of an old building always buys an old
brand of dishwasher liquid.
         “Who said I'm old? I'm just 97!”



         “I may be 97 years old, but my heart is just 20. That's why I'm a
young man”
         Moving from Virginia Beach to Seattle during a recession was a
bold move. It was a big decision to make.
         Trying to get your old job back? Why not start your own business?
Successful people will tell you you're never too young or too old to get
started.
         Follow your heart and keep working. Too little or too much
information may not help you. The success formula is an old formula
that worked 3000 years ago and works today.
         Follow the success formula, and you can be a successful person, too.

 
         This is cane sugar, too.
         Do you have any napkins?
         Yes, I do.
         Does he have any napkins?
         Yes, he does.
         You do want to go there, don't you? A repair to the tire must be done
before noon to deliver on time.
         Mom always does the cooking for breakfast. I always do the
cooking for lunch. Dad always does the cooking for dinner.
         What do you do?
         I teach English.
         What does he do?
         He runs a grocery store.
         Tell a story.
         He just told a story.
         Did he tell the truth?
         Yes, he told the truth.
         A picture tells the truth.
         Please tell him to bring the picture.
         Can you tell me your plan?
         Yes, you can tell by just looking at it.
         She's the right person to do the job.
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Chapter 22: 151 – 160, The Pharmacy
Department

 
 



#151, sentence
 

         Useful sentence.
         One-word sentence.
         Daily sentence.
         Simple sentence.
         Complex sentence.
         Sentence to death.
         Death sentence.

 
         Learn English by learning useful words, phrases, and sentences.
         Use it or lose it! Learn and use daily conversation words, phrases,
and sentences.
         Sometimes, a one-word sentence can be the best answer.
         Standing on Mars unprotected is better than sentencing to death.
Anyone will die in seconds.
         Many states have stopped the death sentence.

 
 
#152, set
Today → set
Yesterday → set
For some time → set
 

         Set up.
         Set down.
         Set on.
         Set off.
         Set in.
         Set out.
         Set sail.
         Set aside
         Set me thinking.
         Set a world record.
         Set the time.
         Set the volume.
         Set the price.



         Sunset.
         Set for a good night of sleep.

 
         She poured two teaspoons of the cough drops and set down the
bottle.
         A set of numbers were printed on the bottle.
         The pharmacists have set up the equipment for a free blood pressure
test.
         Nice! The store said yesterday that they would set it up and they did.
         The blood pressure test equipment was set on a table.
         The Titanic was ready to set sail to America.
         The sinking of the Titanic set me thinking.
         The discovery of penicillin set a world record in medicine.
         Take one tablet every four hours. Set the time to take the med
(medicine).
         Take the med and set for a good night of sleep.
         When listening to this recording, set the volume high so you can
hear it clearly.
         When the sun sets, the sky turns red. Enjoy the sunset.
         If I buy two, do I get a discount? I'm sorry but the price is set.



#153, three
 

         Three o'clock.
         Three hours.
         Three years.
         Three thousand.
         Three times.
         Three languages.

 
         What time is it? It's three o'clock.
         It's been three hours after you took the Tylenol. How do you feel?
         I feel great!
         Did you take two tablets?
         I took three. Three tablets a time, four times a day.
         The instructions were written in three languages.

 
 
#154, want
 

         Want to.
         Want for.
         Wanted.
         As you want.
 
         Do you want a pair of sunglasses?
         No. I want a ball cap.
         Mommy wants you to stay with me when we shop.
         No, mom! I want to sit on the cart.
         An assistant is wanted in the pharmacy.
         You should want for nothing except for rest since you're sick.



#155, air
 

         Aircraft.
         Airplane.
         Air traffic.
         Air transportation.
         Air conditioning.
         Air flow.
         Air force.
         Fresh air.
         Aired on TV.

 
         Earth is protected by a thin layer of air.
         The air around the earth protects the earth from comets and
asteroids.
         Open the windows and get some fresh air.
         Air traffic control directs aircraft on the ground and in the air.
         Airplanes will not fly on the moon because there is no air on the
moon.
         Air transportation greatly increases transportation speed.
         The new TV program was aired on Channel 13 last night.



#156, well
 

         Very well.
         It went well.
         Speak English well.
         Rest well.
         Mix well.
         Sleep well.
         Get well.
         Quite well.
         Well known.
         Well?
         As well as.

 
         She slept well after taking the cough drops.
         If you rest well, your body will fight off the diseases well.
         Add salt to warm water and mix well. Then gargle three times a day
to reduce a sore throat.
         Well! Drink a glass of warm water every hour and take plenty of
rests, and you'll feel well after three days.

 
 
#157, also
 

         I also.
         They also.
         And also.
         Also called.
         Also known as

 
         Where are Q-tips?
         They are also in the pharmacy department.
         I got some Tylenol, Motrin, and also some Ibuprofen.
         It’s also a good idea to take some Nightquails at night.
         That's also a good idea.

 



#158, play
 

         A child's play.
         A child at play.
         Play games.
         Play football.
         Play a movie.
         Play a character in the movie.
         Play the piano.
         Play the violin.
         Play music.

 
         Riding a wooden horse is a child's play.
         A child at play actually thinks a wooden horse he's riding is a real
horse.
         According to studies, when children are at play, they think the toy
animals they're playing with are live animals.
         Children like to play games.
         Playing games is an important part of a child's life.
         He likes to play football.
         He's a football player.
         He played a character in a movie.
         She played Dorothy in The Wizard of The Oz.
         She plays the piano.
         I play the violin.



#159, small
 

         A small department.
         A small pharmacy.
         A small bottle.
         Small tablets.
         A small child.
         A small amount.
         A small voice.
         Small talk.
         Small town.
         Small business.

 
         The pharmacy is a small department in the supermarket.
         This is a small pharmacy.
         The pharmacy is small, but its business is big.
         A small bottle of Dayquails will stop your running nose. Twelve
glasses of water a day will help you recover.
         Give small children liquid medicines only. Even small tablets can be
harmful to them.
         “Take a small amount,” she said in a small voice.



#160, end
 

         The end of the movie.
         The end of the aisle.
         The end of the day.
         At the end.
         Front end.
         Dead end.
         Till the end.
         End your day with a good thought.

 
         They watched the game all the way to the end.
         Band-Aids are at the end of the aisle.
         At the end of the conversation, he learned a lot of new words.
         All I heard was good things at my end.
         I heard happy ending at the other end.
         To build your happiness, end your days with good thoughts.



Let's learn these words in context.
 

         Learn English by learning useful words, phrases, and sentences.
Learning English is like using your muscles. Use it or lose it! Learn it
and use it by learning daily conversation words, phrases, and
sentences.
         Sometimes, a one-word sentence can be the best answer.
         The air around the earth protects the earth from comets, asteroids,
and radiation from the sun. Standing on Mars unprotected is better
than sentencing to death.
         Many states have stopped the death sentence.
         She poured two teaspoons of the cough drops and set down the
bottle.
         A set of numbers were printed on the bottle.
         The pharmacists have set up the equipment for a free blood pressure
test.
         Nice! The store said yesterday that they would set it up and they did.
         The blood pressure test equipment was set on a table.
         The Titanic was ready to set sail to America.
         The sinking of the Titanic set me thinking.
         The discovery of penicillin set a world record in medicine.
         Take one tablet every four hours. Set the time to take the med
(medicine).
         Take the med and set for a good night of sleep.
         When listening to this recording, set the volume high so you can
hear it clearly.
         When the sun sets, the sky turns red. Enjoy the sunset.
         If I buy two, do I get a discount? I'm sorry, but the price is set.
         What time is it? It's three o'clock.
         It's been three hours after you took the Tylenol. How do you feel?
         I feel great!
         Did you take two tablets?
         I took three. Three tablets a time, four times a day.
         The instructions were written in three languages.
         Do you want a pair of sunglasses?
         No. I want a ball cap.
         An assistant is wanted in the pharmacy.



         You should want for nothing except for rest since you're sick.
         Open the windows and get some fresh air.
         Airplanes will not fly on the moon because there is no air on the
moon.
         Air transportation greatly increases transportation speed.
         The new TV program was aired on Channel 13 last night.
         She slept well after taking the cough drops.
         If you rest well, your body will fight off the diseases well.
         Add salt to warm water and mix well. Then gargle three times a day
to reduce a sore throat.
         The best treatment is to prepare well and not to get sick.
         I got some Tylenol, Motrin, and also some Ibuprofen.
         It’s also a good idea to take some Nightquails at night.
         That's also a good idea.
         Where are Q-tips?
         They are in the pharmacy department also.

 
         Riding a wooden horse is a child's play.
         A child at play actually thinks a wooden horse he's riding is a real
horse.
         According to studies, when children are at play, they think the toy
animals they're playing with are live animals.
         Children like to play games.
         Playing games is an important part of a child's life.
         He likes to play football.
         He's a football player.
         He played a character in a movie.
         She played Dorothy in The Wizard of The Oz.
         She plays the piano.
         I play the violin.
         The pharmacy is a small department in the supermarket.
         This is a small pharmacy.
         The pharmacy is small, but its business is big.
         A small bottle of Dayquails will stop your running nose. Twelve
glasses of water a day will help you recover.
         Give small children liquid medicines only. Even small tablets can be
harmful to them.



         “Take a small amount,” she said in a small voice.
         They watched the game all the way to the end.
         They ended the conversation with a goodbye.
         At the end of the conversation, he learned a lot of new words.
         All I heard was good things at my end.
         I heard happy ending at the other end.
         To build your happiness, end your days with good thoughts.



Steve Martin
Retrieved 1/29/2017 from quotefancy.com.



Chapter 23: 161 – 170, The Health & Beauty
Department

 
 

Retrieved 2/13/2017 from Amazon.com



#161, put
 

         Put up.
         Put down.
         Put in.
         Put out.
         Put on.
         Put at.
         Put off.
         Put away.
         Put forward

 
         Put up a fight with this virus.
         She has put in extra effort to win the beauty contest.
         Which one are you going to get, a lipstick or a lip balm? A lip balm.
I've already put it in the shopping cart.
         Put me in your situation, I would get the same thing.
         Lip balms put me at ease. They don't make me look too shiny.
         The new rule was put out yesterday at the meeting.
         Health & beauty magazines normally put pictures of beautiful
models on their cover pages.



#162, home
 

         Go home.
         Get home.
         Stay home.
         Come home.
         At home.
         Home, sweet home!
         Leave home for college.
         Welcome home!
         Home team.
         Home office.
         Work from home.
         Home page.

 
         Let's go home.
         Home, sweet home!
         You’re back!
         No, I’m home!
         Welcome home!
         For the first time, I'm going to leave home for college.
         What's your home address?
         This store is known to locals as the home of lip balms.
         My home is also my office.
         Which one is your home team?
         The Seahawks.

 



#163, read
Today → read
Yesterday → read
For some time → read
 

         Read a book.
         Read a letter.
         Read an email.
         Read to a child.
         Read out.
         Read up.
         Read on
         Read through.
         Read and write
         Read aloud.
         Read out loud.
         Do you read me?

 
         Excuse me. Where is the health and beauty department?
         Three aisles down where the sign reads H & B.
         Thanks.
         You're welcome.
         This book is a good read. It's one of the best books I've read. I've
read all of the stories to my son.
         To improve your English pronunciation, read out loud.
         This is Captain Oscar of the fishing boat Titanic. Do you read me?
Over.



#164, hand
 

         At hand.
         Hold hands.
         Lend a hand.
         Need a hand.
         Give a hand.
         Give a big hand.
         In good hands.
         On the one hand.
         On the other hand.
         Hand in.
         Hand out.
         Hand off.
         Hand down.
         Hand over.
         First hand.
         Second hand.
         Left hand.
         Right hand.

 
         On busy streets, moms hold the hands of their children for their
safety.
         In supermarkets, moms let go of the hands of their children to give
them freedom.
         Do you need a hand?
         Yes, I need some help. Would you lend me a hand?
         Good job, Evan! You deserve a big hand.
         Who are you learning English from?
         I'm learning English from Ken.
         Ken is a successful teacher. You're in good hands.
         Michelle Phan is a good hand at makeup. She's one of the best in the
world. We have her products here.
         Would you hand over the towel?
         Can you hand over the towel?



#165, port
 

         Seaport.
         Airport.
         Home port.
         USB port.
         Serial port.
         Parallel port.
         Loading port.
         The Seattle Port.
         Port forwarding.
         Port side.

 
         The cosmetics came from the seaport.
         The Atlanta Airport is the busiest airport in America.
         The Port of Seattle is the third busiest port in America.
         When you're facing the front, the left side of the boat is the port side
of the boat.
         Norfolk Naval Base is home port to five aircraft carriers.
         A computer's USB port transfers data 7,000 times faster than a serial
port.

 
 
#166, large
 

         A large building.
         A large ship.
         A large department.
         A large order.
         A large investment.
         A large view.
         At large.
         Very large.
         Extra large.
         Large-scale.
         Large amount.

 



         The health & beauty department is inside this large building.
         Health & beauty is a large department in this supermarket.
         Do you have any more Michelle Phan blushes? I'd like to do a large
order.
         Yes, we do. They're excellent blushes.
         Yes. It's a large investment.
         Please come with me. They're under the window with a large view.

 
 
#167, spell
 

         Spell check.
         Spell out.
         Dry spell.
         Cold spell.
         Warm spell.
         Break the spell.
         Put a spell.
         Magic spell.

 
         Your name, please?
         Ken Xiao.
         How do you spell your last name?
         X-I-A-O.
         Applying poisoned makeup on the face will spell disaster.
         As I arrived Texas, I felt an early warm spell in spring.
         After staying 40 minutes in the sauna, I felt a spell of dizziness.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



#168, add
 

         Add up.
         Add to.
         Add on.
         Add in.
         Add more.
         Add water to flour.
         Add sugar to water.
         Add oil to fire.

 
         To apply makeup, add blush on top of the foundation.
         Add sugar to water and steam the broccoli. This will be a healthy
lunch.
         Add up the numbers to find the total.
         The numbers have added up to a total of $20.
         Making $5,000 a month but spending $6,000 just doesn't add up.
         “I have another part-time job,” she later added.

 



#169, even
 

         Even up.
         Even better.
         Even though.
         Even if.
         Even so.
         Even more.
         Even now.
         Even after
         Even or odd?
         Even number.
         Make it even.
         Even chance.
         Not even.
         Break even.

 
         Is it an even number or an odd number?
         It's an even number. It's 12.
         You helped me yesterday. Let me help you today to make it even.
         If I help you today, we'll be even.
         We have an even chance at the beauty contest.
         How much is this?
         Ten dollars even.
         We can even up the shelves to make it look better.
         What's the brand of the blush?
         Michelle Phan.
         Excellent!
         It's a new brand and most have never even heard of it.
         That's even better. There's a large market for it.

 
 



#170, land
 

         Dry land.
         Wet land.
         Flat land.
         Farmland.
         Homeland.
         Foreign land.

 
         Except for two hills, most of my homeland is farmland.
         After leaving my homeland, I landed on a foreign land.
         America is the land of opportunities. Anything you can imagine is
possible. Even if you’re just a 16-year-old girl.
         A hippo can run at 19 mph on land, but it's not a land animal. It's too
heavy to live on land.
         “KW2315, Atlanta Tower, you are clear for landing.”
         The Wright brothers landed the world's first airplane in Kitty Hawk,
North Carolina.



Now let's learn these words in context.
 

         Excuse me. Where is the health and beauty department?
         Three aisles down where the sign reads H & B.
         Thanks.
         You're welcome.

 
         Put up a fight with this virus.
         She has put in extra effort to win the beauty contest.
         Which one are you going to get, a lipstick or a lip balm? A lip balm.
I've already put it in the shopping cart.
         Put me in your situation, I would get the same thing.
         Lip balms put me at ease. They don't make me look too shiny.
         The new rule was put out yesterday at the meeting.
         Health & beauty magazines normally put pictures of beautiful
models on their cover pages.

 
         Your name, please?
         Ken Xiao.
         How do you spell your last name?
         X-I-A-O.
         You’re back!
         No, I’m home!
         Welcome home!
         Except for two hills, most of my homeland is farmland.
         After leaving my homeland, I landed on a foreign land.
         For the first time, I'm going to leave home for college.
         What's your home address?
         This store is known to locals as the home of lip balms.
         My home is also my office. I've been working from home for the
past two years.
         Which one is your home team?
         The Seahawks.

 
         This book is a good read. It's one of the best books I've read. I've
read all of the stories to my son.
         To improve your English pronunciation, read out loud.



         This is Captain Oscar of the fishing boat Titanic. Do you read me?
         On busy streets, moms hold the hands of their children for their
safety.
         In supermarkets, moms let go of the hands of their children to give
them freedom.
         Do you need a hand?
         Yes, I need some help. Would you lend me a hand?
         Good job, Evan! You deserve a big hand.
         Who are you learning English from?
         I'm learning English from Ken.
         Ken is a successful teacher. You're in good hands.

 
         Would you hand over the towel?
         Can you hand over the towel?
         The cosmetics came from the seaport.
         The Atlanta Airport is the busiest airport in America.
         The Port of Seattle is the third busiest port in America.
         When you're facing the front, the left side of the boat is the port side
of the boat.
         Norfolk Naval Base is home port to five aircraft carriers.
         A computer's USB port transfers data 7,000 times faster than a serial
port.
         The health & beauty department is inside this large building.
         Health & beauty is a large department in this supermarket.
         Do you have anymore Michelle Phan blushes? I'd like to do a large
order.
         Yes, we do. They're excellent blushes.
         Yes. It's a large investment.
         Please come with me. They're under the window with a large view.
         A hippo can run at 19 mph on land, but it's not a land animal. It's too
heavy to live on land.
         “KW2315, Atlanta Tower, you are clear for landing.”
         The Wright brothers landed the world's first airplane in Kitty Hawk,
North Carolina.

 
         Driving at 100 mph would spell disaster.
         Applying poisoned makeup on the face would also spell disaster.



         As I arrived Texas, I felt an early warm spell in spring.
         After staying 40 minutes in the sauna, I felt a spell of dizziness.
         Add sugar to water and steam the broccoli. This will be a healthy
lunch.
         Add up the numbers to find the total.
         The numbers have added up to a total of $20.
         Making $5,000 a month but spending $6,000 just doesn't add up.
         “I have another part-time job,” she later added.
         Is it an even number or an odd number?
         It's an even number. It's 12.
         You helped me yesterday. Let me help you today to make it even.
         If I help you today, we'll be even.
         We have an even chance at the beauty contest.
         We can even up the shelves to make it look better.

 
         To apply makeup, add blush on top of the foundation.
         What's the brand of the blush?
         Michelle Phan.
         Excellent!
         Michelle Phan is a good hand at makeup. She's one of the best in the
world. We have her products here.
         It's a new brand and most have never even heard of it.
         That's even better. There's a large market for it.
         America is the land of opportunities. Anything you can imagine is
possible. Even if you’re just a 16-year-old girl.





Chapter 24: 171 – 180, The Meat & Seafood
Department

 



#171, here
 

         Here!
         Come here.
         Same here.
         Over here.
         Right here.
         Near here.
         Stay here.
         Still here.
         From here.
         Here we go.
         Here you are.
         Here it is.

 
         Excuse me. Where are lamb chops?
         They're over here.
         I'm here to pick up an order for Ken.
         Here is your order, Ken. Please sign here.
         I'm here to pick up some shrimp.
         Here is your shrimp.
         And here is the money.
         Excellent. Thanks.



#172, must
 

         Must be.
         Must have.
         Must go.
         Must do.
         Must see.
         I must.
         One must.

 
         To speak English well, you must open your mouth to practice
English.
         You must be kidding! No, I’m serious!
         This lobster is a must try. It's so good!
         Water is a must-have for any hiker.
         If you want to be there on time, you must go now.
         Studying before the test is something I must do.
         If you visit Seattle, the Space Needle is something you must see.

 
 
#173, big
 

         Big eyes.
         A big boy.
         A big project.
         A big store.
         A big lunch.
         A big decision.

 
         May I help you?
         Yes, I'd like to have a salmon, please.
         Is this salmon OK? No, the one with big eyes.
         You are a big boy now.
         Moving the meat department to the back is a big project.
         This is a big store with a cafeteria.
         Let's have a big lunch.
         It's a big decision to make.



 



#174, high
 

         High season.
         High tide.
         High up the mountain.
         High temperatures.
         High summer.
         High school.
         High office.
         High principles.
         High price.
         Highs and lows.
         High heels.
         High quality.
         High speed.
         High tech.
         High performance.
         High five.

 
         Salmons are in high season right now.
         It's a good time to go fishing at high tides.
         These are not farmed fish. These are wild fish caught in the streams
high up in the mountains.
         Keep the meat at low temperatures below 41. A temperature above
41 will spoil it.
         The high school graduate who takes the high office leads the
company by high principles.
         Selling his seafood at a high price is certainly not one of his
principles.
         The company had its highs and lows. It had made a million dollars a
day at its highest point.

 
 
#175, such
 

         Such lesson
         Such book.



         Such a.
         Such thing.
         Such as.
         Such that.
         As such.

 
         What is this? I've never seen such thing before.
         That's such a big shrimp. What kind is it? It's a Pacific lobster.
         May I ask a stupid question?
         There is no such thing as a stupid question. The stupid thing is you
don't ask when you have a question.
         This is such an easy lesson.

 
 
#176, follow
 

         Follow up.
         Follow me.
         To follow.
         Follow the leader.
         Examples to follow.
         Follow through.
         Follow by.
         Follow suit.
         Follow on
         Follow your plan.
         Follow your heart.
         A plan to follow.

 
         Following are sentences for the word “Follow.”
         Follow your heart to do what you want to do.
         Follow your heart, write out a plan to follow, and follow the plan to
succeed.
         Follow your plan and make sure your plan is followed.
         Are you a follower or a leader?
         Be a leader and a follower to succeed.



         Be a leader to find out what you want, be a leader to write out a
plan, and be a follower to follow your plan.



#177, act
 

         Act out.
         Act up.
         Act on.
         Act for.
         Act as.
         Act upon.
         In the act.
         The power to act.
         Act as if someone is watching.
         Act like a winner.
         An acting principal.
         A hero act.

 
         The power to act is now.
         Act as someone is watching.
         Act like a winner to be a winner.
         In the absence of the principal, the assistant principal takes on the
role of an acting principal.
         Bacteria act on sugar left on the teeth.
         Watching how animals are killed in the slaughterhouse is an act to
stop eating meat.



#178, why
 

         Why?
         Why not.
         That's why.
         Why is that?
         Why so?
         I wonder why.
         The reason why.
         Why would you do that?
         Why don't you get this instead?

 
         Why would you do that?
         Why do you do that?
         Why don't you get two instead?
         Why is that?
         If you get two, you get a 50% discount.

 
 
#179, ask
 

         Ask for.
         Ask about.
         Ask to.
         Ask questions.
         Ask out.

 
         May I ask a stupid question? There is no stupid question. The stupid
thing is you don't ask when you have a question.
         The staff in the meat department are very friendly. Ask for help at
any time.
         I'm going to ask for James. I know him by name.
         Let me ask him the difference between this New York steak and that
T-bone steak.
         Andrea is just 12 years old. It's too early to ask her out to dinner.

 



#180, men
One → man
Two or more → men
 

         One man.
         Two men.
         Most men.
         For men.
         Men and women.
         A gentleman.
         Three gentlemen.
         A man of his word.
         The man of the shop.
         Man the station.

 
         Two young men recently joined the meat department.
         The seafood department is a two-man team.
         The Man of the Month is from the seafood department.
         He always mans his station professionally.



Let's build up your muscles. Here we go.
 

         Excuse me. Where are lamb chops?
         They're over here.
         May I help you?
         Yes, I'm here to pick up an order for Ken.
         Here is your order, Ken. Please sign here.
         What are you doing here, Jen?
         I'm here to pick up some shrimp.
         Here is your shrimp.
         And here is the money.
         Excellent. Thanks.
         This lobster is a must try. It's so good!
         May I help you?
         Yes, I'd like to have a salmon, please.
         Is this salmon OK? No, the one with big eyes.
         Why don't you get two instead?
         Why is that?
         If you get two, you get a 50% discount.
         These are not farmed fish. These are wild fish caught in the streams
high up in the mountains.

 
         Water is a must-have for any hiker.
         You must be kidding!
         No, I’m serious! You must bring water if you want to go hiking.
         If you want to be there on time, you must go now.
         Studying before the test is something I must do.
         If you visit Seattle, the Space Needle is something you must see.

 
         You are a big boy now.
         Moving the meat department to the back is a big project.
         This is a big store with a cafeteria.
         Let's have a big lunch.
         That's a big decision to make.
         Salmons are in high season right now.
         It's a good time to go fishing at high tides.

 



         Keep the meat at low temperatures below 41. A temperature above
41 will spoil it.
         The high school graduate who takes the high office of the W3
Seafood Company leads the company by high principles.
         The company had its highs and lows. It had made a million dollars a
day at its highest point.
         What is this? I've never seen such thing before.
         That's such a big shrimp. What kind is it? It's a Pacific lobster.
         May I ask a stupid question?
         There is no such thing as a stupid question. The stupid thing is you
don't ask when you have a question.
         This is such an easy lesson.
         Following are sentences for the word “Follow.”
         Follow your heart to do what you want to do.
         Follow your heart, write out a plan to follow, and follow the plan to
succeed.
         Follow your plan and make sure your plan is followed.
         Are you a follower or a leader?
         Be a leader and a follower to succeed.
         Be a leader to find out what you want, be a leader to write out a
plan, and be a follower to follow your plan.
         The power to act is now.
         Act as someone is watching.
         Act like a winner to be a winner.
         In the absence of the principal, the assistant principal takes on the
role of an acting principal.
         Bacteria act on sugar left on the teeth.
         Watching how animals are killed in the slaughterhouse is an act to
stop eating meat.
         Why would you do that?
         Why do you do that?

 
         May I ask a stupid question? There is no stupid question. The stupid
thing is you don't ask when you have a question.
         Why are chickens so cheap this week?

 



         The staff in the meat department are very friendly. Ask for help at
any time.
         I'm going to ask for James. I know him by name.
         Let me ask him the difference between this New York steak and that
T-bone steak.
         Andrea is just 12 years old. It's too early to ask her out to dinner.
         Two young men recently joined the meat department.
         The seafood department is a two-man team.
         The Man of the Month is from the seafood department.
         He always mans his station professionally.



Retrieved 1/29/2017 from brainyquote.com.



Chapter 25: 181 – 190, The Deli Department
 
 



#181, change
 

         The change.
         To change.
         No change.
         For a change.
         Change to.
         Change color.
         Change order.
         Keep the change.
         What a change.
         Change the rule.
         Change the menu.
         Change the light bulb.
         Change of management.

 
         A dollar fifty is your change.
         Keep the change.
         What a change. The whole menu is changed.
         What's today's special? Turkey and meatball on mashed potatoes.
         What a change! Looks like a holiday menu.
         Brandon, two light bulbs burned out today. Can you change them?
         Seattle has just changed the residential speed limit from 25 to 20.

 
 
#182, went
Today – go
Yesterday – went
For some time – gone
 

         Go to.
         Went to.
         Go out.
         Went out.
         Go ahead.
         Went ahead.
         Go straight.



         Went straight.
         Went on.
         Went back.
         Went away.
         Went to bed.
         As time went on.

 
         Where did Sophia go? She went to the deli.
         Did you go out yesterday? Yes, I went out with her.
         Sophia went to the Deli Department.
         She went straight to the new items yesterday.
         She went ahead to try the turkey and meatball on mashed potatoes.
         Time went by quickly. It’s been two weeks since they changed their
menu.
         Five minutes went by, and they didn't say a word.
         Sophia talks to another girl when she comes in every day, but today,
they went for five minutes without talking.
         She went a long way.
         Lunch price went up by 10%, but food quantity went up by 10%,
too.
         When I returned, they were gone.
         When I came back for more, the whole case of hot food was gone.
         Since there was no more food to buy, the rest of the money went to
my savings.
         What went wrong? Nothing went wrong. I just got richer by saving
more lunch money.
         Did you come to the deli for an interview yesterday? How did it go?
It went well. I got hired.

 
 
 
#183, light
Today – light
Yesterday – lit
For some time – lighted
 

         Daylight.



         Sunlight.
         Headlight.
         Traffic lights.
         Light bulb.
         Street light.
         Light it up.
         Light up.
         Light green.
         Light blue.
         Light rain.
         Light truck.
         Light breakfast.

 
         Street lights, traffic lights, and vehicle lights light up the night sky.
         The lights in the supermarket are as bright as daylight.
         Although they've never seen sunlight, these green leaves look as
healthy as if they had.
         The heat lamps use light bulbs that are designed to generate heat.
         The heat lamps lit up; the food stayed hot.
         These green leaves are as light as feathers.
         These green leaf lettuces are delivered by a light truck every
morning.
         I had a light breakfast and a big lunch.

 
 
#184, kind
 

         Kind of.
         What kind.
         Very kind.
         A kind customer.
         A kind clerk.
         Kind enough.
         Kind to the stomach.

 
         The deli used to have one kind of fried chicken, but now they have
two kinds.



         They serve pizza once a week. Once in a while, they serve a
homemade pizza that’s different in kind from any other.
         Every one of the clerks is kind and polite.
         Once a clerk was kind enough to make a meatball “fall” into my
order.
         They sometimes serve spicy food, but it's kind to the stomach.

 
 
#185, off
 

         Turn off.
         Get off.
         Run off.
         Take off.
         Cut off.
         Lay off.
         Put off.
         Set off.
         Show off.
         Kick off
         On or off.
          

 
         Is Brandon here? No, he's off. He gets off at 1.
         Jessica, can you turn off the heat lamps, please?
         Jessica has run off with Alisa.
         Turkey and meatball are on sale today. If you buy both of them, you
get $2 off.
         Excellent! I'll take them.
         Good deal! I'll take $2 off.
         Hi, Alisa. I haven't heard from you about the project. Are we on or
off?

 
 
#186, need
 

         In need.



         Need help,.
         No need.
         Basic need.
         A friend in need is a friend indeed

 
         Do you need help?
         Need any help?
         Do you need any help?
         Yes, I need some help. I'd like six fried chicken wings, please.
         There's no need to wrap them up. I'm going to eat them right here.
         Workers and supplies are deli's basic needs for daily operation.
         The basic human need for food.
         The basic human need for shelter.
         Basic human needs for food and shelter.

 
 
 
#187, house
 

         A single-family house.
         A big house.
         A townhouse.
         A birdhouse.
         The White House.
         House wine.
         On house.
         A full house.
         House the poor and the homeless.

 
         In crowded cities, houses are usually townhouses.
         A birdhouse in the backyard is a safe house for birds.
         The White House is the house where the president lives.
         The deli is not a restaurant. They don't have a house salad, but they
do have an excellent salad.
         In a restaurant, if they say “on house,” it means you get it for free.
For example, “This is our house wine. On house.” It means the
restaurant is giving you their regular wine for free.



         Seattle is doing so much to house the poor and the homeless.
 
 
#188, picture
 

         Take a picture.
         Paint a picture.
         Draw a picture.
         Motion picture.
         In the picture.
         A good picture.
         Picture frame.
         Big picture.

 
         Harry Potter was named the best picture of the year.
         I showed the clerk a picture of the salad I wanted to order, and she
instantly knew what it was and made it for me.
         Pictured here is the salad.
         I pictured myself eating the salad while she was making it.

 
#189, try
 

         Try again.
         Keep trying.
         Try on.
         Try out.
         Try to.
         Try hard.
         Give it a try.

 
         You should try this sandwich. It's really good.
         Try again and again and again.
         Keep trying until you succeed.
         She passed the job interview for the clerk position and liked the job
after a tryout.
         I tried the deli, but their phone was busy.
         Now we know what to do. Let's give it a try.



 
#190, us
I → me
You → you
We → us
 

         To us.
         With us.
         For us.
         All of us.
         Between us.
         Both of us.
         Let us.

 
         Let me know.
         Let us know.
         Let's give it a try.
         Let's go.
         Let's get something hot.
         Are you with us?
         Yes. Let both of us get some hot food from the deli.
         This is between us, I got a whole pizza for all of us.



Let's build your muscles, tiger!
 

         What a change. The whole menu is changed.
         What's today's special? Turkey and meatball on mashed potatoes.
         What a change! Looks like a holiday menu.
         Lunch price went up by 10%, but food quantity went up by 10%,
too.
         Deli changed its management last week. The rule has changed, too.
         Sophia went to the Deli Department.
         Sophia normally talks to another girl when she comes in every day,
but today, they went for five minutes without talking.
         They went straight to the new items yesterday.
         They went ahead to tried the turkey and meatball on mashed
potatoes.
         Five minutes went by, and they didn't say a word.
         They went a long way. When I returned, they were gone. When I
came back for more, the whole case of hot food was gone.
         Since there was no more food to buy, the rest of the money went to
my savings.
         Time went by quickly. It’s been two weeks since they changed their
menu.
         These green leaves are as light as feathers. They are delivered by a
light truck every morning.
         I had a light breakfast and a big lunch.
         The deli used to have one kind of fried chicken, but now they have
two kinds.
         They serve pizza once a week. Once in a while, they serve a
homemade pizza that’s different in kind from any other.
         Every one of the clerks is kind and polite.
         Once a clerk was kind enough to make a meatball “fall” into my
order.
         They sometimes serve spicy food, but it's kind to the stomach.

 
         Brandon, two light bulbs burned out today. Can you change them? Is
Brandon here?
         No, he's off. He gets off at 1 today.
         Seattle has just changed the residential speed limit from 25 to 20.



         Where did Sophia go? She went to the deli.
         Did you go out yesterday? Yes, I went out with her.
         What went wrong? Nothing went wrong. I just got richer by saving
more lunch money.
         Did you come to the deli for an interview yesterday? How did it go?
It went well. I got hired.
         Street lights, traffic lights, and vehicle lights light up the night sky.
         The lights in the supermarket are as bright as daylight.
         Although they've never seen sunlight, these green leaves look as
healthy as if they have.
         The heat lamps use light bulbs that are designed to generate heat.
         The heat lamps light up the hot food bar.
         The heat lamps lit up; the food stayed hot.
         The heat lamps have lighted up the hot food bar.
         Jessica, can you turn off the heat lamps, please?
         Jessica has run off with Alisa.
         Turkey and meatballs are on sale today. If you buy both of them, you
get $2 off.
         Excellent! I'll take them.
         Good deal! I'll take $2 off.
         Hi, Alisa. I haven't heard from you about the project. Are we on or
off?

 
         Do you need help?
         Need any help?
         Do you need any help?
         Yes, I need some help. I'd like six fried chicken wings, please.
         There's no need to wrap them up. I'm going to eat them right here.
         Workers and supplies are deli's basic needs for daily operation.
         The basic human need for food.
         The basic human need for shelter.
         Basic human needs for food and shelter.
         Most houses in America's rural areas are single-family houses.
         In cities, houses are small. In suburbs, houses are big.
         In crowded cities, houses are usually townhouses.
         A birdhouse in the backyard is a safe house for birds.
         The White House is the house where the president lives.



         The deli is not a restaurant. They don't have a house salad, but they
do have an excellent salad.
         In a restaurant, if they say “on house,” it means you get it for free.
For example, “This is our house wine. On house.” It means the
restaurant is giving you their regular wine for free.
         Seattle is doing so much to house the poor and the homeless.
         Take a picture of me ordering lunch at the deli.
         Paint a picture of the picture taken at the deli ordering lunch.
         Harry Potter was named the best picture of the year.
         I showed the clerk a picture of the salad I wanted to order, and she
instantly knew what it was and made it for me.
         Pictured here is the salad.
         I pictured myself eating the salad while she was making it.
         You should try this sandwich. It's really good.
         Try again and again and again.
         I tried again and again and successfully ordered the perfect chicken
sandwich at the deli.
         Keep trying until you succeed.
         She passed the job interview for the clerk position and liked the job
after a tryout.
         I tried the deli, but their phone was busy.
         Now we know what to do. Let's give it a try.
         Let me know.
         Let us know.
         Let's give it a try.
         Let's go.
         Let's get something hot.
         Let's get some hot food from the deli.
         We got us some hot food from the deli.
         A dollar fifty is your change.
         Keep the change.



Napoleon Hill

Retrieved 1/29/2017 from brainyquote.com.



Chapter 26: 191 – 200, The Bakery
Department

 
 



#191, again
Again is pronounced as agen. It's not pronounced as again or agan. It's
pronounced as agen.
 

         Try again.
         Do again.
         Say again.
         Not again.
         Then again.
         Meet again.
         Come again.
         Once again.
         Never again.
         Over again.
         Again and again.
         Over and over again.

 
         That's amazing! Can you do it again?
         Do you have any naan?
         What was it again?
         Naan. An Indian bread.
         Do you have any croissants?
         Say it again?
         Croissants.
         We bake croissants every day, but then again, they can be sold out in
the morning.
         Try again and again and again.
         I tried again and again and successfully ordered the perfect cake at
the bakery.
         Thank you for your help.
         See you again.
         Come again.



#192, animal
 

         An animal.
         A wild animal.
         A small animal.
         A stuffed animal.
         Land animals.
         Sea animals.
         Flying animals.

 
         Cats are animals welcomed in Petco.
         Cheetahs are the fastest land animals on earth. They can run 70
miles per hour.
         Blue whales are the largest animals in the world.
         The very thought of killing small animals in his childhood life made
him feel guilty.



#193, point
 

         Point out.
         Point to.
         Point at.
         The point.
         Turning point.
         Melting point.
         Boiling point.
         Focal point.
         Starting point
         Point of view.

 
         How big is this cake?
         This is a 15.8- inch cake.
         The point of the mountain peak is in the center of the cake.
         Put the point of the knife at the point of the mountain peak and cut it
there.
         Excuse me. Where is the bakery department?
         Go straight to the point where you see a coffee shop. That's where
the bakery department is.
         When I ordered a birthday cake for my kid, the baker pointed out a
few points.
         What's the point of adding a toy on the cake?
         The point is for kids to get excited about the cake.
         Good idea! Five points for the bakery department.



#194, mother
 

         Mother and baby.
         Mother bear.
         Mother Teresa.
         Mother ship.
         Motherland.
         Mother tongue.
         Mother language.
         Mother in law.
         Mothered two children.

 
         A kid came to the baker with his mother and asked for a sample
cookie.
         The kid ordered a cake with a decorative picture of a mother bear
and a baby bear.
         The mother ordered a cake with a picture of Mother Teresa.
         Failure is the mother of success.
         She said she mothered two children.

 
 
#195, world
 

         My world.
         Our world.
         Around the world.
         Other worlds.
         All over the world.
         The whole world.
         The music world.
         The bakery world.
         The English-Speaking world.
         New world.
         Out of this world.

 
         Earth is our world.
         People travel here from around the world.



         Scientists suggest that there must be life on other worlds.
         I found my world on Facebook.
         Technology has completely changed the music world.
         Technology has also changed the bakery world. Customers place
their cookie orders on the World Wide Web.
         The bakery department is an English-Speaking world, but the deli
department is a completely different world.

 
 
#196, near
 

         Near to.
         Near here.
         Near future.
         Come near.
         Draw near.
         Quite near.
         Very near.
         Nowhere near
         Near the bakery.

 
         The cookie tables are near the coffee shop.
         The current baking cycle is drawing near.
         A sample cookie stand is placed near the entrance of the store.
         Cream cheesecakes are near the end of the season.
         If I round it up to the nearest thousand, I would have sold 2,000
cookies today.
         Baking related items are placed near the bakery.
         As technology advances quickly, a self-baking machine will be
available in the near future.



#197, build
Today – build
Yesterday – built
For some time – built
 

         Build up.
         Build in.
         Build on.
         Build upon.
         Build into.
         Build a house.
         Build a bridge.
         Build a fire.
         Build a baking oven.
         Build your fluency.
         Medium build.
         Muscular build.

 
         The house was built two years ago.
         The bridge was built 50 years ago.
         After the baking oven was built, baking cookies was so easy.
         I've built up my English fluency in six months.
         By talking to hundreds of customers a day, every day, one of my
students has built up her confidence in English fluency.
         He's strong and muscular build.

 
 
#198, self
One – self
Two or more – selves
 

         Yourself.
         Your outer self.
         Myself.
         My inner self.
         Self-confidence.
         Self-esteem.



         Self-driving cars.
         Self-baking machines.
         Self-conscious
         Self-employed.

 
         Help yourself!
         If there was only one choice between my inner self and my outer
self, I'd rather choose my inner self.
         Building your outer self will build your attractiveness.
         Building your inner self will build your success.
         Self-driving cars can be used to deliver cookies.
         Self-baking machines can greatly reduce the department’s
manpower and enhance its quality.

 
 
#199, earth
 

         The earth.
         On earth.
         Planet Earth.
         Down to earth.
         The Earth's orbit.
         Orbit around the Earth.
         Dig up tons of earth.

 
         Earth is our world.
         We have one place to live – Planet Earth.
         Earth's nearest neighbor is Venus.
         The earth's orbit is surrounded by thousands of satellites.
         The moon orbits around the earth.
         They dug up tons of earth to build the new house.
         We're on Earth to find what we want. If we don't find what we want,
make what we want!

 
 
#200, father
 



         My father.
         Father and son.
         Father figure.
         Like father, like son.
         Founding father.
         Fathered two children.

 
         The father teaches the son.
         The son learns from the father.
         Like father, like son.
         The daughter models the father.
         He's the founding father of this bakery shop.
         They're the founding fathers of the country.
         He said he fathered two children.



Congratulations! This is the last set of ten of lesson two. Now let's use
them in context.
 

         Excuse me. Where is the bakery department?
         Go straight to the point where you see a coffee shop. That's where
the bakery department is.
         How big is this cake?
         This is a 15.8- inch cake.
         The point of the mountain peak is the center of the cake.
         Put the point of the knife at the point of the mountain peak and cut it
there.
         When I ordered the birthday cake for my kid, the baker pointed out a
few points.
         What's the point of adding a toy on the cake?
         The point is for kids to get excited about the cake.
         Good idea! Five points for the bakery department.
         Technology has completely changed the music world.
         Technology has also changed the bakery world. Customers place
their orders on the World Wide Web.
         The bakery department is an English-Speaking world, but the deli
department is a completely different world.
         The cookie tables are near the coffee shop.
         The current baking cycle is drawing near.
         A sample cookie stand is placed near the entrance of the store.
         Cream cheesecakes are near the end of the season.
         If I round it up to the nearest thousand, I would have sold 2,000
cookies today.
         Baking related items are placed near the bakery.
         As technology advances quickly, a self-baking machine will be
available in the near future.
         A kid came to the bakery with his mother asked for a sample cookie.
         The kid ordered a cake with a decorative picture of a mother bear
and a baby bear.
         The mother ordered a cake with a picture of Mother Teresa.
         That's amazing! Can you do it again?
         Do you have any naan?
         What was it again?



         Naan. An Indian bread.
         Do you have any croissants?
         Say it again?
         Croissants.
         We bake croissants every day, but then again, they can be sold out in
the morning.
         I tried again and again and successfully ordered the perfect cake at
the bakery.
         Thank you for your help.
         See you again.
         Come again.

 
         Cats are animals welcomed in Petco, but they're not welcomed in the
supermarket.
         Spiders are animals of the wild.
         Cheetahs are the fastest land animals on Earth. They can run 70
miles per hour.
         The very thought of killing small animals in his childhood life made
him feel guilty.
         Failure is the mother of success.
         She said she mothered two children.
         People travel here from around the world.
         Scientists suggest that there must be life on other worlds.
         I found my world on Facebook.
         The house was built two years ago.
         The bridge was built 50 years ago.
         After the baking oven was built, baking cookies was so easy.
         I've built up my English fluency in six months.
         By talking to hundreds of customers a day, every day, one of my
students has built up her confidence in English fluency.
         He's strong and muscular build.
         If there was only one choice between my inner self and my outer
self, I'd rather choose my inner self.
         Building your outer self will build your attractiveness.
         Building your inner self will build your success.
         Self-driving cars can be used to deliver cookies.



         Self-baking machines can greatly reduce the department’s
manpower and enhance its quality.
         Earth is our world.
         We have one place to live – Planet Earth.
         The earth's orbit is surrounded by thousands of satellites.
         The moon orbits around the Earth.
         They dug up tons of earth to build the new house.
         We're on Earth to find what we want. If we don't find what we want,
make what we want!
         The father teaches the son.
         The son learns from the father.
         Like father, like son.
         The daughter models the father.
         He's the founding father of this bakery shop.
         They're the founding fathers of the country.
        He said he fathered two children.



Never give up. Winners never quit, and quitters never win.
Vince Lombardi

 
 
 
 



Lesson 3
School, Work, Society







Chapter 27: Words 201 – 210, In High School
#201, head
 

         Head up.
         Head for.
         Head on.
         Head office.
         Head and shoulder
         Head to toe.
         Head to school!
         Head of the school football team.
         Headphones
         Headband
         Headlight
         Headquarter
         Headset
         Headwind
         A head of lettuce.

 
         Where’s Head and Shoulder?
         What?
         The shampoo.
         Use Head and Shoulder to wash from head to toe and then look at
people from head to toe.
         How much is a head of lettuce?
         A dollar.
         Jack and Johnny are heading to school together after a fight
yesterday.
         Do you want to head to the supermarket after school?
         Let’s head to the park after school.
         He's the head of the school football team.
         Do you want to buy a headphone or a headset?
         I’m going to buy a headlight.



#202, stand
Today → stand
Yesterday → stood
For some time → stood
 

         Stand in.
         Stand out.
         Stand up.
         Stand down.
         Stand for.
         Stand by.
         Stand it.
         Stand alone.
         A microphone stand.
         A light stand.
         A stand on immigration law.

 
         What's your stand on the new immigration law?
         Stand up from your seat after you’ve been sitting for a while.
         She was attacked during the meeting, but she stood up for herself.
         While we were standing in line to get our movie tickets, a young
man stood up for his friend who was in trouble.
         We should stand here to wait for our parents.
 



#203, own
 

         Your own.
         My own.
         Our own.
         His own.
         Own it.
         On its own.
         Your own business.
         Of my own.

 
         I own the same book as him.
         Do you have your own computer at school?
         I own a guitar. He owns a picture of my guitar.
         Jake washes his own shirt at home. I clean up my own mess at
home.
         The students expressed their own opinions. I encouraged them to
talk.
         Kids own their dreams. Happy parents share them.

 
 
#204, page
 

         Page one.
         Page two.
         First page.
         Next page.
         Front page.
         Cover page.
         Web page.
         Home page.
         Current page.
         Turn the page.
         Page number.
         What page?

 
         The first page is about your own dreams.



         The second page is about your own life.
         What page are you up to in Chemistry class?
         How many pages do you have?
         Can you make me a copy of this page?
         I will write three more pages.
         Turn your book to page 24.
         I wrote three more pages yesterday.

 
 
#205, should
 

         I should.
         She should.
         You should.
         Should be.
         Should not.
         Should have.

 
         I think I should help him with his homework.
         Should I go to the park alone?
         You should be successful.
         He should feed his pet daily.
         Children should own their dreams.
         You should tell him the truth.
         Bob should pay for his class now.
         You know how to read and write English. You should learn how to
speak English as well.

 
 
#206, country
 

         Cross country.
         In the country.
         Home country.
         Country code.
         Country house.
         Foreign country.



         Country of origin.
         Country music.

 
         What country were you born in?
         What country did you come from?
         My parents were born in a different country.
         What country would you like to travel to if you want to listen to
country music?
         Although Ken is a country boy, he’s proud of it. He has learned a
great deal of nature from living in the country.
         Even people came from the countryside can be successful. I can be
successful, too.



#207, found
Today → find
Yesterday → found
For some time → found
 

         Have found.
         Be found.
         Found out.
         Found guilty.
         Lost and found.
         Founding fathers.

 
         He found his textbook in his book bag.
         Josh found the subject interesting.
         I think Henry found a job by now.
         She found her purse under her bed.
         I found it easy to lift this table.
         She found it funny to solve the math problem.
         He found it comfortable to get along with her friends.
         He's the founding father of this school.
         George Washington is the founding father of a country.

 
 
#208, answer
 

         Answer me.
         Answer him.
         Answer back.
         Answer sheet.
         Answer the phone.
         Answer the question.
         The correct answer.

 
         Please answer this question, Johnny.
         Who wants to answer this question?
         These math questions are really easy to answer!
         Active students want to answer questions.



         Do you have an answer?
         Yes. I do have an answer!
         There are many answers to a question that asks for your opinion.

 
 
#209, school
 

         Elementary school.
         Primary school.
         Secondary school.
         Middle school.
         High school.
         At school.
         After school.
         Go to school.
         A good school.
         A school of fish.

 
         I am leaving high school tomorrow for college.
         She loves her teachers at her current school.
         Do you know what school John attends?
         What subject do you like best at school?
         Do you like to go to school?
         Sally really likes to go to school.
         Some subjects are really interesting at school.
         A school of fish is swimming together for protection.



#210, grow
Today → grow
Yesterday → grew
For some time → grown
 

         Grow up.
         Grow on.
         Grow out.
         Grow apart.
         Grow into
         Grow plants
         Room to grow.

 
         Where did you grow up?
         I grew up in Brooklyn.
         The wind grows stronger at night. Josh’s mustache grows faster at
night.
         These bamboos will continue to grow at two feet per day.
         I grew up in a different country.
         Haven't seen you in 10 years. You've grown.



Now let's get them!
 

         Where’s Head and Shoulder?
         What?
         The shampoo.
         Use Head and Shoulder to wash from head to toe and then look at
people from head to toe.
         How much is a head of lettuce?
         A dollar.
         Jack and Johnny are heading to school together after a fight
yesterday.
         Do you want to head to the supermarket after school?
         Let’s head to the park after school.
         He's the head of the school football team.
         Do you want to buy a headphone or a headset?
         I’m going to buy a headlight.
         What's your stand on the new immigration law?
         Stand up from your seat after you’ve been sitting for a while.
         She was attacked during the meeting, but she stood up for herself.
         While we were standing in line to get our movie tickets, a young
man stood up for his friend who was in trouble.
         We should stand here to wait for our parents.
         I own the same book as him.
         Do you have your own computer at school?
         I own a guitar. He owns a picture of my guitar.
         Jake washes his own shirt at home. I clean up my own mess at
home.
         The students expressed their own opinions. I encouraged them to
talk.
         Kids own their dreams. Happy parents share them.
         The first page is about your own dreams.
         The second page is about your own life.
         What page are you up to in Chemistry class?
         How many pages do you have?
         Can you make me a copy of this page?
         I will write three more pages.
         Turn your book to page 24.



         I wrote three more pages yesterday.
         I think I should help him with his homework.
         Should I go to the park alone?
         You should be successful.
         He should feed his pet daily.
         Children should own their dreams.
         You should tell him the truth.
         Bob should pay for his class now.
         You know how to read and write English. You should learn how to
speak English as well.
         Although Ken is a country boy, he’s proud of it. He has learned a
great deal of nature living in the country.
         Even people came from the countryside can be successful. I can be
successful, too.
         The country’s economy is good.
         What country were you born in?
         My parents were born in a different country.
         What country would you like to travel to if you want to listen to
country music?
         He found his textbook in his book bag.
         Josh found the subject interesting.
         I think Henry found a job by now.
         She found her purse under her bed.
         I found it easy to lift this table.
         She found it funny to solve the math problem.
         He found it comfortable to get along with her friends.
         He's the founding father of this school.
         George Washington is the founding father of a country.
         Please answer this question, Johnny.
         Who wants to answer this question?
         These math questions are really easy to answer!
         Active students want to answer questions.
         Do you have an answer?
         Yes. I do have an answer!
         There are many answers to a question that asks for your opinion.
         I am leaving high school tomorrow for college.
         She loves her teachers at her current school.



         Do you know what school John attends?
         What subject do you like best at school?
         Do you like to go to school?
         Sally really likes to go to school.
         Some subjects are really interesting at school.
         A school of fish is swimming together for protection.
         Where did you grow up?
         I grew up in Brooklyn.
         The wind grows stronger at night. Josh’s mustache grows faster at
night.
         These bamboos will continue to grow at two feet per day.
         I grew up in a different country.
        Haven't seen you in 10 years. You've grown.



Chapter 28: Words 211 – 220, More High
school!

#211, study
 

         A study.
         To study.
         Study room.
         Study hall.
         Study skills.
         Study science.
         Case study.
         Field study.

 
         What are you studying?
         I’m studying music.
         Can I study with you?
         Okay. Let’s study together.
         According to studies, many who study very hard get a Ph. D. degree
and then work for high school dropouts.
         She will get into the study of happiness this semester.

 
 
#212, still
 

         Stand still.
         Sit still.
         Lie still.
         Hold still.
         Still care.
         Still hungry.
         Still here.
         Still water.

 
         I still remember winning the game.
         I’ve tried 68 times and I’m still trying.



         Please sit still for this exam.
         We can still win this soccer game if you keeping singing.
         He is still singing that happy song.
         Is she still studying?
         Josh is still here to help.

 
 
#213, learn
 

         To learn.
         Live and learn.
         Learn more.
         Learn about.
         Learn from.
         Learn by heart.
         Lifelong learning.
         Lessons learned.

 
         I need to learn a foreign language.
         What's easier to learn, English or rocket science?
         We learn our lessons from failing.
         “Tell me and I forget. Teach me and I remember. Involve me and I
learn.”
         I want to learn how to cook.
         I want to learn how to speak English.
         You teach me how to cook. I teach you how to speak English. Deal?
         Deal!
         What did you learn today?
         Get involved to learn.

 



#214, plant
 

         A plant.
         To plant.
         Power plant.
         Plant a seed.
         Plant a tree.
         Plant a bug.
         Plant an idea.

 
         I’ve learned how to plant tomato seeds today by doing it myself.
         They're planting trees around the power plant.
         Did you water the plants?
         When did you plant the idea in your mind to become a musician?
         What are you going plant in your garden?
         I’m going to plant roses.

 
 
#215, cover
 

         Cover letter.
         Cover page.
         Cover up.
         Cover down.
         Front cover.
         Back cover.
         Take cover.
         Book cover.
         Cover me.

 
         We often judge a book by its cover.
         Look at the cover of that book!
         We have a lot of ground to cover.
         I’m happy to cover your job for you.
         The snow covered the town.
         The floor was covered with dust, so I covered the bed with a
blanket.



         We've already covered that topic in school.
 
 
#216, food
 

         Fast food.
         Junk food.
         Fresh food.
         Frozen food.
         Canned food.
         Good food.
         Food court.
         Food chain.

 
         Tom likes to eat hot food for lunch.
         Let’s prepare some food for the party.
         There’s plenty of food to go around at school!
         We still have some food left.
         Do you like spicy food?
         Do you want to share your food with me?
         There is plenty of food in the cafeteria.

 
 
#217, sun
 

         Sunrise.
         Sunset.
         Sunlight.
         Sunshine.
         Sunday.
         Morning sun.
         Rising sun.
         In the sun.
         Under the sun.

 
         Earth goes around the sun at 18.5 miles per second.
         Earth takes 365 days to rotate around the sun.



         The sun is about to rise. Let’s start before the sun rises.
         The sun is warm and they enjoy it.
         The sun is shining bright today. It’s a good idea to bring a pair of
sunglasses.
         It’s okay to sit on the sunny side. The water evaporated when the
sun rose.
         It’ll be sunny this Sunday. Do you want to go see the sunset?

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
#218, four
 

         The number four.
         Four languages.
         Four seasons.
         Forty four.
         Four hundred
         Four billion.

 
         Let’s split the bill four ways.
         This drink is $4.
         They have four children living with them.
         Four is a lucky number in America.
         He has been excited for four days.
         My apartment is on the fourth floor.
         Ken speaks four languages perfectly.



#219, thought
Today → think
Yesterday → thought
For some time → thought
 

         My thoughts.
         I thought.
         Food for thought.
         What are your thoughts?
         Thought about.
         Lost in thought.
         Thought out.
         A thought.
         Second thought.
         Well thought.
         Deep thought.
 
         I thought I would finish this in a month, but after I wrote out a plan
and followed it, I finished it in a week.
         She pushed the thought from her mind.
         The thought never crossed her mind.
         I've failed so many times that the thoughts of pain can no longer hurt
my brain.
         Speaking English like a native was easier than I thought.



#220, let
Today → let
Yesterday → let
For some time → let
 

         Let go.
         Let out.
         Let it go.
         Let’s go!
         Let’s party.
         Let me see.
         Let me know.
         You can let your past play two roles.
         I will let my past stay behind me.

 
         Let go of your past so you can succeed now.
         It’s hard to let go of the past, but the choice is yours.
         You can let your past do two things to you: let it destroy you or let it
help you.
         My past is so humble that it feels much better to hide it, but I choose
to face it and let it help me all the way to my success.
         I will let my past become my friend.
         Let me help you with your pronunciation. Just follow my steps and
let’s party after that.



Now let's get them!
 

         What are you studying?
         I’m studying music.
         Can I study with you?
         Okay. Let’s study together.
         According to studies, many who study very hard get a Ph.D. degree
and then work for high school dropouts.
         She will get into the study of happiness this semester.
         I still remember winning the game.
         I’ve tried 68 times and I’m still trying.
         Please sit still for this exam.
         We can still win this soccer game if you keeping singing.
         He is still singing that happy song.
         Is she still studying?
         Josh is still here to help.
         I need to learn a foreign language.
         What's easier to learn, English or rocket science?
         We learn our lessons from failing.
         “Tell me and I forget. Teach me and I remember. Involve me and I
learn.”
         I want to learn how to cook.
         I want to learn how to speak English.
         You teach me how to cook. I teach you how to speak English. Deal?
         Deal!
         What did you learn today?
         Get involved to learn.
         I’ve learned how to plant tomato seeds today by doing it myself.
         They're planting trees around the power plant.
         Would you like to plant these eggplants together?
         Did you water the plants?
         When did you plant the idea in your mind to become a musician?
         What are you going plant in your garden?
         I’m going to plant roses.
         We often judge a book by its cover.
         Look at the cover of that book!
         We have a lot of ground to cover.



         I’m happy to cover your job for you.
         The snow covered the town.
         The floor was covered with dust, so I covered the bed with a
blanket.
         We've already covered that topic in school.
         Tom likes to eat hot food for lunch.
         Let’s prepare some food for the party.
         There’s plenty of food to go around at school!
         We still have some food left.
         Do you like spicy food?
         Do you want to share your food with me?
         There is plenty of food in the cafeteria.
         Earth goes around the sun at 18.5 miles per second.
         Earth takes 365 days to rotate around the sun.
         The sun is about to rise. Let’s start before the sun rises.
         The sun is warm and they enjoy it.
         The sun is shining bright today. It’s a good idea to bring a pair of
sunglasses.
         It’s okay to sit on the sunny side. The water evaporated when the
sun rose.
         It’ll be sunny this Sunday. Do you want to go see the sunset?
         Let’s split the bill four ways.
         This drink is $4.
         They have four children living with them.
         Four is a lucky number in America.
         He has been excited for four days.
         My apartment is on the fourth floor.
         Ken speaks four languages perfectly.
         I thought I would finish this in a month, but after I wrote out a plan
and followed it, I finished it in a week.
         She pushed the thought from her mind.
         The thought never crossed her mind.
         I've failed so many times that the thoughts of pain can no longer hurt
my brain.
         Speaking English like a native was easier than I thought.
         Let go so you can succeed.
         It’s hard to let go of the past, but the choice is yours.



         You can let your past do two things to you: let it destroy you or let it
help you.
         My past is so humble that most people will try to hide it, but I will
face it and let it help me all the way to my success.
         I will let my past become my friend.
         Let me help you with your pronunciation. Just follow my steps and
let’s party after that.

 
 
 
 
 



Chapter 29: Words 221 – 230, College
#221, keep
 

Keep it.
Keep in.
Keep out.
Keep on.
Keep up.
Keep fit.
Keep going.
Keep warm.
Keep practicing.
Keep the change.
Keep away.
Keep in touch.

 
Keep trying and you will succeed.
Just keep practicing to improve your pronunciation.
They say “use it or lose it.” I say “use it to keep it.”
I’ll keep what I’ve learned by using what I’ve learned.
She likes to keep her room really organized while he likes to keep his
room really messy.
Bob keeps trying to help everybody to make more friends.
They stay together to keep warm.
Keep practicing and you will speak like a native!

 
 
#222, eye
 

Eyesight.
Eye on.
Eye drop.
Eye contact.
Eye shadow.



Left eye.
Right eye.
Evil eye.
An eye for an eye.

 
Open your eyes to see the outer world. Close your eyes to see the inner
world.
The show was so good that kept my eyes open.
I can see the surprise in your eyes during math.
She has really attractive eyes. I saw happy tears in her eyes.
Keep an eye out for the children.
“An eye for an eye makes the world blind.”
What you eye on is what you see. What you sow is what you reap.

 
 
#223, never
 

Never try, never know.
Never ever.
Never give up.
Never mind.
Never again.
Never ending.
Better than never.

 
Making $1 million a month may seem impossible, but you never try,
you never know.
Start today. It’s never too late.
Never give up. If what you're doing is what you want to do, keep doing
it until you succeed.
Bob never needs to study for his tests and he always passes them. I
never want to know why.

 
 



 
#224, last
 

Last one.
Last time.
Last minute.
Last day.
Last month.
Last person.
Last name.
Last resort.
Last but not least.
At last.

 
I finished my homework last night. I tried to finish the last one by 10
but I finished it by nine.
We were the last ones to arrive at the party but we were the first ones
to enjoy it.
The last meal we had was breakfast yesterday.
They say that some friendships last forever.
These batteries last for eight hours.
Who's the last person to land on the moon?



#225, door
 

Front door.
Back door.
Sliding door.
Next door.
Hold the door.
Open the door.
Close the door.
Walk through the door.
Look for the door.
Door to English fluency.

 
Leave the door open. I am coming back.
The door is open. Please come in.
You can find the door to the left of the aquarium.
Please hold the door for the professor. He’s got a lot of stuff.
If you find famous quotes in this book, you're right. I'm showing you
the door to success.

 
 
 
 
#226, between
 

In between.
Choose between.
Stay between.
Get between.
Relax between.
Sat between.
Far between.
Between us.
Between them.



 
Decide between these two schools on which one will get you to your
destination.
Just between you and me, how did you do that?
There is a three-minute wait between trains.
It's easy to tell the difference between them.
Things worked out between Tom and Jerry.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
#227, city
 

City hall.
City tour.
City center.
City block.
City life.
Capital city.
Around the city.
New York City.
The city of Toronto.
A huge city.
Country or city?

 
He plans to meet his relatives in the city.
Boston is a big city. It’s also one of the oldest cities in America.
I can show you around the city after school.
It’s easy for me to adjust living in the city.
The biggest city in America is New York City.
The last city that I would visit is Chicago.



#228, tree
 

Tall tree.
Peach tree.
Plum tree.
Family tree.
Climb a tree.
Under the tree.
Tree branch.
Tree house.

 
They tied their horses to a tree and planted 10 more trees in the yard.
Ken likes to sit under the tree in the fall to enjoy the change of colors.
Kids enjoy climbing trees. Most parents stop them. Some parents let
them fall to learn a lesson.

 
 
#229, cross
 

Crossroad.
Cross out.
Cross section.
Cross over.
Crisscross.
Across from.
Cross the street.
Cross the bridge.
Cross the road.
Cross the border.

 
Children should cross the street with care, but I saw a child crossed the
street with his eyes glued on his cell phone.
Look at the train crossing the bridge. It looks like a train from the
1800s.



Where will you go in front of a crossroad?
Across from your left is money. Across from your right is love. Which
way will you cross?

#230, since
 

Since then.
Since when.
Since yesterday.
Since last year.
Since that.
Ever since.
Since I’m here.

 
What a hungry day. I've eaten two more meals since breakfast.
I’ve known Tom since he was a kid.
We knew Jack lived in California since he was born.
Since the task is important, I will take care of it.
It’s been sunny since Sunday.
Since I did a good job finishing all of this, I should give me a big
reward.



Get them, tiger!
 

         Keep trying and you will succeed.
         Just keep practicing to improve your pronunciation.
         They say “use it or lose it.” I say “use it to keep it.”
         I’ll keep what I’ve learned by using what I’ve learned.
         Bob keeps trying to help everybody to make more friends.
         They stay together to keep warm.
         Keep practicing and you will speak like a native!
         Open your eyes to see the outer world. Close your eyes to see the
inner world.
         The show was so good that kept my eyes open.
         I can see the surprise in your eyes during math.
         She has really attractive eyes. I saw happy tears in her eyes.
         Keep an eye out for the children.
         “An eye for an eye makes the world blind.”
         What you eye on is what you see. What you sow is what you reap.
         Making $1 million a month may seem impossible, but you never try,
you never know.
         Start today. It’s never too late.
         Never give up. If what you're doing is what you want to do, keep
doing it until you succeed.
         Bob never needs to study for his tests and he always passes them. I
never want to know why.
         I finished my homework last night. I tried to finish the last one by 10
but I finished it by nine.
         We were the last ones to arrive at the party but we were the first
ones to enjoy it.
         The last meal we had was breakfast yesterday.
         They say that some friendships last forever.
         These batteries last for eight hours.
         Who's the last person to land on the moon?
         Leave the door open. I am coming back.
         The door is open. Please come in.
         You can find the door to the left of the aquarium.
         Please hold the door for the professor. He’s got a lot of stuff.



         If you find famous quotes in this book, you're right. I'm showing you
the door to success.
         Decide between these two schools on which one will get you to your
destination.
         Just between you and me, how did you do that?
         There is a three-minute wait between trains.
         Things worked out between Tom and Jerry.
         He plans to meet his relatives in the city.
         Boston is a big city. It’s also one of the oldest cities in America.
         I can show you around the city after school.
         It’s easy for me to adjust living in the city.
         The biggest city in America is New York City.
         The last city that I would visit is Chicago.
         They tied their horses to a tree and planted 10 more trees in the yard.
         Ken likes to sit under the tree in the fall to enjoy the change of
colors.
         Kids enjoy climbing trees. Most parents stop them. Some parents let
them fall to learn a lesson.
         Children should cross the street with care, but I saw a child crossed
the street with his eyes glued on his cell phone.
         Look at the train crossing the bridge. It looks like a train from the
1800s.
         Where will you go in front of a crossroad?
         Across from your left is money. Across from your right is love.
Which way will you cross?
         What a hungry day. I've eaten two more meals since breakfast.
         I’ve known Tom since he was a kid.
         We knew Jack lived in California since he was born.
         Since the task is important, I will take care of it.
         It’s been sunny since Sunday.
         Since I have a lot of energy, I'll get it done now.
         Since I did a good job finishing all of this, I should give me a big
reward.

 
 
 
 



Chapter 30: Words 231 – 240, More College
#231, hard
 

         Hard drive.
         Hard disk.
         Hard copy.
         Work hard.
         Hard work.
         Hard object.
         Hard or easy.
         Learn it the hard way.

 
         Getting an A in this computer course is hard, but if I work hard, I
can do it.
         Passing that math class seems hard, but it's actually very easy.
         It can be hard to take many courses at once.
         If you pick up a piece of rock, put it next to your ear and hear music,
what music is that?
         Hard rock music.
         I can learn things the easy way or the hard way.
         The easy way is to make mistakes when I'm a kid. The hard way is
to make mistakes when I'm an adult.



#232, start
 

         Start up.
         Start over.
         Start out.
         Start off.
         Start again.
         Start with.
         Start from.
         At start
         To start.
         A head start.
         A good start.

 
         When does school start next semester?
         This class will start in 15 minutes. Do you want to start going there
now?
         Give me a head start when you’re ready to start your homework.
         I will also start going to my classes in June.
         A good start is half done.
         I'll give you a head start before I begin.

 
 
#233, might
 

         Might be.
         Might have.
         Might as well.
         Might is right.
         Pigs might fly.
         Might have been.
         Might win.
         Might come.

 
         This might be the right answer.
         The invention of the internet might be the best thing ever happened
in communications.



         She might have to ask her professor for help if she does not
understand this topic.
         They might pass by each other on campus today.
         You might get lost on the campus if you don’t have a map.
         The professor might give us a surprise quiz tomorrow.

 
 
 
 
 
#234, story
 

         Love story.
         True story.
         Long story.
         Bedtime story.
         A story.
         Tell a story.
         Read a story.
         Long story short.
         A 10-story building.

 
         Let me tell you a story of Thomas Edison.
         Did you read the story before answering the questions on the test?
         How many stories were there on the test you took?
         I read all two of the stories that were recommended by the professor.
         This class is in a 10-story building.



#235, saw
Today → see
Yesterday → saw
For some time → seen
 

         I saw it.
         Never saw it.
         She saw the movie.
         I know what I saw.

 
         Did you see that?
         Yes, I saw it.
         Do you believe it then?
         Yes. I know what I saw.
         I saw all the textbooks that are needed for the course.
         It would be great if you tell me what you saw in class.
         I only saw the last bits of the lesson from the professor.
         He said he saw great opportunities for growth in this school.
         She wanted to move to this school after she saw the student
performance around here.
         He felt relaxed after he saw his improvement at school.



#236, far
 

         So far.
         How far.
         Too far.
         By far.
         As far as.
         So far, so good.
         Far down the road.
         Far or close?
         Far from.
         Far away.
         The far corner.
         The far side.

 
         Speaking like a native seems far away, but it will be mine if I have
the will to get it.
         How's the progress so far?
         We are so far, so good and looking so darn good!
         I saw my friend from school from far down the road.
         My campus is pretty far from my house, but the good thing is I can
exercise by running to school.
         The bus stop is at the far corner of this building.
         The train station is at the far side of the campus.
         There might be something beyond our imagination on the far side of
the moon.



#237, sea
 

         The sea.
         At sea.
         By sea
         The Red Sea.
         The Black Sea.
         The Mediterranean Sea.
         Overseas.
         Sea level.
         Sea bass.
         Sea food.
         Sea waves.
         Sea lion.

 
         Do you want to go swimming? In the sea?
         Yeah. I want to go swimming in the Dead Sea.
         Why is that?
         Because everyone will float in the Dead Sea.
         After the final exam, I went to the Mediterranean Sea to have some
fun.
         The sea is looking pretty rough today, but it's usually calm.
         How far above sea level are we?
         Many students study overseas.
         What sea do you like, the Red Sea, the Black Sea, or the
Mediterranean Sea?



#238, draw
Today → draw
Yesterday → drew
For some time → drawn
 

         Draw in.
         Draw out.
         Draw on.
         Draw off
         Draw up.
         Draw close.
         Draw a picture.
         Draw a house.
         Draw attention.
         Draw him aside.
         Drawn by horse.

 
         I’m going to draw a big house for our art class. What are you going
to draw?
         I have a friend who draws really well.
         Did you have to draw diagrams in English class?
         No. You draw diagrams in math class. You can draw the attention of
the girl sitting next to you in English class.
         The doctor will draw your blood or the nurse will do it.
         The teacher can draw their own conclusions.
         Drawing pictures on a moving cart drawn by a horse can be
challenging but fun!
         The finals were drawing close. Johnny quickly drew him aside and
asked questions about the drawing class.
         The ball game ended in a draw. Everyone is a winner!



#239, left
Today → leave
Yesterday → left
For some time → left
 

         Turn left.
         On the left.
         To the left.
         Left out.
         Left behind.
         Left hand.
         Left side.
         Left arm.
         Left school.

 
         Turn left or turn right?
         Turn left.
         Where is he?
         He left after school.
         Did you leave a message?
         Yes. I left a note for him.
         All that’s left is the final exam!
         We've left no one behind. Everyone sat on the left side, wrote with
their left hand, and left school altogether.

 



#240, late
 

         Running late.
         Arrived late.
         Stay up late.
         Very late.
         Too late.
         Better late than never.
         The latest news.

 
         Why was the student late to class?
         Because the bus left early today.
         Do you know why Robert came late to math class?
         If you’re running late to class, copy your notes from someone else.
         I have the latest news: The exam will have 10 questions.
         See you later.



Let's learn them again.
 

         Getting an A in this computer course is hard, but if I work hard, I
can do it.
         Passing that math class seems hard, but it's actually very easy.
         It can be hard to take many courses at once.
         If you pick up a piece of rock, put it next to your ear and hear music,
what music is that?
         Hard rock music.
         I can learn things the easy way or the hard way.
         The easy way is to make mistakes when I'm a kid. The hard way is
to make mistakes when I'm an adult.
         When does school start next semester?
         This class will start in 15 minutes. Do you want to start going there
now?
         Give me a head start when you’re ready to start your homework.
         I will also start going to my classes in June.
         A good start is half done.
         I'll give you a head start before I begin.
         This might be the right answer.
         The invention of the internet might be the best thing ever happened
in communications.
         She might have to ask her professor for help if she does not
understand this topic.
         They might pass by each other on campus today.
         You might get lost on the campus if you don’t have a map.
         The professor might give us a surprise quiz tomorrow.
         Let me tell you a story of Thomas Edison.
         Did you read the story before answering the questions on the test?
         There was a great story about how a farmer became a hero.
         I read all two of the stories that were recommended by the professor.
         This class is in a 10-story building.
         Did you see that?
         Yes, I saw it.
         Do you believe it then?
         Yes. I know what I saw.
         I saw all the textbooks that are needed for the course.



         It'd be great if you tell me what you saw in class.
         I only saw the last bits of the lesson from the professor.
         He said he saw great opportunities for growth in this school.
         She wanted to move to this school after she saw the student
performance around here.
         He felt relaxed after he saw his improvement at school.
         Speaking like a native seems far away, but it will be mine if I have
the will to get it.
         How's the progress so far?
         We are so far, so good and looking so darn good!
         I saw my friend from school from far down the road.
         My campus is pretty far from my house, but the good thing is I can
exercise by running to school.
         The bus stop is at the far corner of this building.
         The train station is at the far side of the campus.
         There might be something beyond our imagination on the far side of
the moon.
         Do you want to go swimming? In the sea?
         Yeah. I want to go swimming in the Dead Sea.
         Why is that?
         Because everyone will float in the Dead Sea.
         After the final exam, I went to the Mediterranean Sea to have some
fun.
         The sea is looking pretty rough today, but it's usually calm.
         How far above sea level are we?
         Many students study overseas.
         What sea do you like, the Red Sea, the Black Sea, or the
Mediterranean Sea?
         I’m going to draw a big house for our art class. What are you going
to draw?
         I have a friend who draws really well.
         Did you have to draw diagrams in English class?
         No. You draw diagrams in math class. You can draw the attention of
the girl sitting next to you in English class.
         The doctor will draw your blood or the nurse will do it.
         The teacher can draw their own conclusions.



         The finals were drawing close. Johnny quickly drew him aside and
asked questions about the drawing class.
         The ball game ended in a draw. Everyone is a winner!
         Turn left or turn right?
         Turn left.
         Where is he?
         He left after school.
         Did you leave a message?
         Yes. I left a note for him.
         All that’s left is the final exam!
         We left for the movies after we finished our math class.
         Why was the student late to class?
         Because the bus left early today.
         Do you know why Robert came late to math class?
         Because the train arrived late.
         If you’re running late to class, copy your notes from someone.
         I have the latest news: The exam will have 10 questions.
         See you later.



Anything is possible if you've got enough nerve.
J. K. Rowling

 



Chapter 31: Words 241 – 250, In the Society
#241, run
Today → run
Yesterday → ran
For some time → run
 

         Run up.
         Run down.
         Run out.
         Run off.
         Run into.
         Run for.
         Run away.
         Run over.
         A runway.
         Run around.
         Run a store.
         In the long run

 
         Why are you running home?
         I’m trying to run away from fear.
         There is one way to run away from fear—overcome it.
         If you run away from your projects, you will face them later. Face
them now.
         Let's run to the store to get our art supplies.
         Max runs a store around the corner. We can go to his store so we
don't go running around looking for them.
         Do you want to run for President of the club?
         Andrea is running for the president of the Success Impact Group.



#242, don’t
 

         Don’t ask.
         Don’t talk!
         Don’t worry.
         Don’t care.
         Don’t touch it.

 
         Don't worry. Be happy.
         Don’t worry. Just get it done.
         The professor said don't talk or ask questions during the exam. Just
take it.
         I don’t care if it rains. I have to go to the movies.

 
 
#243, while
 

         A while.
         The while.
         Meanwhile.
         For a while.
         A while ago.
         Once in a while.
         After a while.
         A while ago.
         Wait a while
         Repeat while I listen.

 
         I haven’t eaten in a while but I still have lots of energy.
         Let’s repeat our lesson while we listen.
         I usually relax while I eat.
         The train took a while to come, but I still got to the office on time.
         I felt I had full of energy while listening to my boss.
         I haven’t seen James in a while. I should go call him.
         Study right away after class while the memory is still fresh.

 
 



#244, press
 

         Press on!
         Press down.
         Press it.
         Press the button.
         Press hard.
         Press conference.
         The L.A. Daily Press.

 
         Henry has his trousers pressed every day to make them look nice.
         Where can I get my suit pressed around the city?
         Press five. It’ll get you there.
         Press your hand on your forehead to check if you’re okay.
         The company issued a press release to the public.
         The press pressed hard trying to confirm the rumors.

 
#245, close
 

         Close up.
         Close down.
         Close to.
         Close by.
         Close in.
         Close out.
         Close friend.
         Close talk.
         Close enough.
         Open or close.
         Close the door.
         Close to the window.

 
         Can you close the window, please?
         Yes. If you’d close the door.
         That store is closing early today because of a holiday. It’s closed
now. We've walked close enough to see it.
         Anna and Sarah are close friends. They keep each other's secrets.



         She closed her eyes to feel the breeze since her seat was close to the
window.
         The project due day is closing in. The IT team holds close talks
daily.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
#246, night
 

         Day or night.
         Day and night.
         Last night.
         At night.
         Nightfall.
         Good night.
         A moonless night.
         Night sky.

 
         If you go to Arizona, you’ll see beautiful night skies.
         Visitors can come day or night. The park is open day and night.
         It was a moonless night that night when I went stargazing. I saw
Venus and Jupiter since I arrived before nightfall.
         Good night!



#247, real
 

         For real.
         Get real.
         Keep it real.
         Real person.
         Real thing.
         Real gold.
         Real love.
         Real time.
         Real life.
         Real estate agent.

 
         He’s in real need for help. If you help him out now, you'll be his real
friend.
         It was really hard to get this internship during college, but I worked
really hard and got it.
         I’ve had a really good day at work because there were lots of snacks.
         The worker who helped us goes by CJ. He never told us his real
name.

 
 
#248, life
 

         Full life.
         Half life.
         Way of life.
         Full of life.
         New life.
         Shelf life.
         For life.
         An entire life.
         Life on Earth.
         Life jacket

 
         Do you have a life insurance?
         No, but I have a life.



         What’s your aim in life?
         My aim in life is to change life on Earth within my lifetime. What
do you want from life?
         I just want a simple and quiet life.
         Einstein spent his entire life in science.
         The ocean is full of life.
         Life on Earth is beautiful! I’ll guard this planet with my life.

 
 
 
 
 
#249, few
 

         A few.
         The few.
         Very few.
         Quite a few.
         Too few.
         Fewer.
         Fewer than.
         A few minutes.
         A few days.
         A few years ago

 
         I had a few dollars last year, but now I have a lot more.
         Give me a few minutes to finish this.
         I bought a few stamps a few days ago.
         He has very few friends, but all his friends are good friends.
         I have fewer friends, but all of them can trust me with their lives.



#250, stop
         Bus stop.
         Stop sign.
         Non-stop.
         Full stop.
         Stop by.
         Stop moving.
         Stop right here.

 
         With a strong enough faith, no one can stop you from reaching your
dreams.
         Do you see the stop sign? That’s where the bus stop is.
         Please stop right here. I need to stop the squirrels from eating my
corns.



Now let's get it done!
 

         Why are you running home?
         I’m trying to run away from fear.
         There is one way to run away from fear—overcome it.
         If you run away from your projects, you will face them later. Face
them now.
         Let's run to the store to get our art supplies.
         Max runs a store around the corner. We can go to his store so we
don't go running around looking for them.
         Do you want to run for President of the club?
         Andrea is running for the president of the Success Impact Group.
         Don't worry. Be happy.
         Don’t worry. Just get it done.
         The professor said don't talk or ask questions during the exam. Just
take it.
         I don’t care if it rains. I have to go to the movies.
         I haven’t eaten in a while but I still have lots of energy.
         Let’s repeat our lesson while we listen.
         I usually relax while I eat.
         The train took a while to come, but I still got to the office on time.
         I felt I had full of energy while listening to my boss.
         I haven’t seen James in a while. I should go call him.
         Study right away after class while the memory is still fresh.
         Henry has his trousers pressed every day to make them look nice.
         Where can I get my suit pressed around the city?
         Press five. It’ll get you there.
         Press your hand on your forehead to check if you’re okay.
         The company issued a press release to the public.
         The press pressed hard trying to confirm the rumors.
         Can you close the window, please?
         Yes. If you’d close the door.
         That store is closing early today because of a holiday. It’s closed
now. We've walked close enough to see it.
         Anna and Sarah are close friends. They keep each other’s secrets.
         She closed her eyes to feel the breeze since her seat was close to the
window.



         The project due day is closing in. The IT team holds close talks
daily.
         If you go to Arizona, you’ll see beautiful night skies.
         Visitors can come day or night. The park is open day and night.
         It was a moonless night that night when I went stargazing. I saw
Venus and Jupiter since I arrived before nightfall.
         Good night!
         He is in real need for help. If you help him out now, you'll be his
real friend.
         It was really hard to get this internship during college, but I worked
really hard and got it.
         I’ve had a really good day at work because there were lots of snacks.
         The worker who helped us goes by CJ. He never told us his real
name.
         Do you have a life insurance?
         No, but I have a life.
         What’s your aim in life?
         My aim in life is to change life on Earth within my lifetime. What
do you want from life?
         I just want a simple and quiet life.
         Einstein spent his entire life in science.
         The ocean is full of life.
         Life on Earth is beautiful! I’ll guard this planet with my life.
         I had a few dollars last year, but now I have a lot more.
         Give me a few minutes to finish this.
         I bought a few stamps a few days ago.
         He has very few friends, but all his friends are good friends.
         I have fewer friends, but all of them can trust me with their lives.
         With a strong enough faith, no one can stop you from reaching your
dreams.
         Do you see the stop sign? That’s where the bus stop is.
         Please stop right here. I need to stop the squirrels from eating my
corns.

 



It always seems impossible until it's done.
Nelson Mandela

 
 



Chapter 32: Words 251 – 260, More in the
Society!

#251, open
 

         Open up.
         Open mind.
         Open air.
         Open space.
         Open house.
         Open relationship.
         Open the door.
         Leave it open.
         Open to suggestions.
         Open and honest.
         Open until filled.

 
         Is it okay to open the window?
         Yes, if it’s okay to leave the door open.
         I can barely keep my eyes open in the desert.
         He's about to open another store on the other side of the town. That
will open up new opportunities on the other side of the town.
         There are more open spots on the other side of the town. These spots
are open until filled. Any ideas? I'm open to suggestions.



#252, seem
         Seem to.
         Seem like.
         Seem right.
         Would seem.
         Seem okay.
         Seem happy.
         Seem excited.
         Seem to get it.

 
         He seems to be in good health.
         It seems important to check that item out.
         Tom seems a lot happier since you showed up.
         He seems to enjoy himself at college.
         Tim seemed to be having lots of fun today.

 
 
 
 
 
 
#253, together
 

         Stay together.
         Work together.
         Come together.
         Go together.
         Put together.
         Get together.
         All together.
         Stick together.
         Bring together.

 
         Tom likes to rub his hands together during cold days.
         The Red Team had lots of fun together in the forest. They’re
returning to the forest together.



         Two brothers set out on a journey together.
         They remember the happy childhood days they played together.
         They seem to get together on everything.
         Now they came in together and donated more money than the rest of
the class added together.

 
 
#254, next
 

         Next to.
         Next door.
         Next time.
         Next week.
         Next year.
         Next of kin.
         What next?
         What’s next?
         Who’s next?
         The next.
 
         Tom happened to sit next to Mary at the corner during the contest.
         What happened next?
         They passed the contest and went on to the next level together.
         Next March, Tom will be going to Australia for one year to study.
         Who's next?
         You're next.
         Once I achieve this goal, I'll write down my next goal.
         Where is the shoe store?
         Next door.

#255, white
 

         Black and white.
         Off white.
         White wine.
         White pepper.
         White bread.
         White flower.



         White color.
         White collar.

 
         The white horse was prancing around the fence while the lady in
white bent over to pick up the white flower from the ground.
         The dress she was wearing contained both red and white roses. That
was why the horse tried to eat her dress.
         How do you order a vegetable sandwich on white bread?
         Just say vegetable sandwich on white.

 
 
#256, children
 

         The children.
         For children.
         Little children.
         Small children.
         Raise children.
         Like a child.
         Such a child.
         Childish.

 
         A child's play seems childish to us, but children enjoy it.
         Children like to play in the park.
         Children should obey their parents.

 
 
 
 
#257, begin
Today → begin
Yesterday → began
For some time → begun
 

         Begin to.
         Begin with.
         Begin on.



         Begin work.
         Begin at the beginning.
         Begin again.
         To begin.
         Will begin.

 
         This has been your advantage from the beginning.
         Tom read the whole book yesterday from beginning to end and
learned a great deal from it.
         We were about to start when it began to rain.
         He began to laugh when he saw the beginning of the movie.
         The word atrium begins with the A vowel sound.

 



#258, got
Today → get
Yesterday → got
For some time → got
For some time → gotten
 

         Got up.
         Got off.
         Got in.
         Got out.
         Got it.
         Got there.
         Got to go.
         Got married.

 
         I got to the bus stop just on time to get on the bus.
         When I got home, I noticed that I had a visitor.
         Bill got up early in order to catch the first train.
         When I got to school, the race had just begun.
         He got into Harvard. I got to go meet him.

 
 
 
 
 
#259, walk
 

         Walk on.
         Walk up.
         Walk in.
         Walk out.
         Walk around.
         Walk away.
         A sidewalk.
         Go for a walk.

 



         Three beautiful ladies just walked into the lobby when Tom was
ready to go for a walk.
         Jason stopped talking when Mary walked into the classroom.
         I walked 30 miles home yesterday after work. Was I crazy?
         Mark can walk to his office in thirty minutes or less.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
#260, example
Example is pronounced as ig'zampəl with vibration. Zzzzz,  ig'zampəl. It is
not pronounced as  ig'sampəl. With vibration, it's pronounced as ig'zampəl.
ig'zampəl. ig'zampəl.
 

         An example.
         For example.
         As an example.
         Show an example.
         Set an example.
         Make an example.
         Give an example.
         Follow an example.

 
         You ought to set an example for the others.
         What you do becomes examples to your children.
         Your children will follow your examples.
         Can someone show me an example of a good person?
         Sure! Mother Teresa is an example of a good person.
         Thomas Edison is an example of success through persistence.



Let's continue our journey.
 

         Is it okay to open the window?
         Yes, if it’s okay to leave the door open.
         I can barely keep my eyes open in the desert.
         He's about to open another store on the other side of the town. That
will open up new opportunities on the other side of the town.
         There are more open spots on the other side of the town. These spots
are open until filled. Any ideas? I'm open to suggestions.
         It seems important to check that item out.
         Tom seems a lot happier since you showed up.
         He seems to enjoy himself at college.
         Tim seemed to be having lots of fun today.
         Tom likes to rub his hands together during cold days.
         The Red Team had lots of fun together in the forest. They’re
returning to the forest together.
         Two brothers set out on a journey together.
         They remember the happy childhood days they played together.
         They seem to get together on everything.
         Now they came in together and donated more money than the rest of
the class added together.
         Tom happened to sit next to Mary at the corner during the contest.
         What happened next?
         They passed contest and went on to the next level together.
         Next March, Tom will be going to Australia for one year to study.
         Who's next?
         You're next.
         Once I achieve this goal, I'll write down my next goal.
         Where is the shoe store?
         Next door.
         The white horse was prancing around the fence while the lady in
white bent over to pick up the white flower from the ground.
         The dress she was wearing contained both red and white roses. That
was why the horse tried to eat her dress.
         How do you order a vegetable sandwich on white bread?
         Just say vegetable sandwich on white.
         A child's play seems childish to us, but children enjoy it.



         Under the care of their parents, children like to play in the park.
         Children should obey their parents.
         This has been your advantage from the beginning.
         Tom read the whole book yesterday from beginning to end and
learned a great deal from it.
         We were about to start when it began to rain.
         I’m beginning to getting results from my practices.
         He began to laugh when he saw the beginning of the movie.
         The word atrium begins with the A vowel sound.
         I got to the bus stop just on time to get on the bus.
         When I got home, I noticed that I had a visitor.
         Bill got up early in order to catch the first train.
         When I got to school, the race had just begun.
         He got into Harvard. I got to go meet him.
         Three beautiful ladies just walked into the lobby when Tom was
ready to go for a walk.
         Tom got to his feet just before the chair collapsed.
         Jason stopped talking when Mary walked into the classroom.
         I walked 30 miles home yesterday after work. Was I crazy?
         Mark can walk to his office in thirty minutes or less.
         You ought to set an example for the others.
         What you do becomes examples to your children.
         Your children will follow your examples.
         Can someone show me an example of a good person?
         Sure! Mother Teresa is an example of a good person.
        Thomas Edison is an example of success through persistence.



Everything is created with a desire.
Earl Nightingale

 
 
 
 
 
 



Chapter 33: Words 261 – 270, a Job or a
Career

#261, ease
The s in ease is pronounced as z with vibration. Ease is pronounced as eaze.
 

         Ease up.
         Ease off.
         Feel ease.
         At ease.
         With ease.

 
         It's easy for me to feel at ease when I meditate.
         When I meditate, my mind is empty. That sets my mind at ease.
         An empty mind eases up my body.
         I can meditate with ease.
         When you want peace, meditate.



#262, paper
 

         A paper.
         The paper.
         On paper.
         A piece of paper.
         Term papers.
         Paper clip.
         Paper towel.
         Paper bag.
         Paper plane

 
         Children like to make paper airplanes. It’s childish to us, but it’s
amazing to them. A paper airplane is a paper to us, but it’s a plane to
them.
         Please look at this paper carefully. Everything we’ve talked about is
on the paper.
         Our term papers are due by next Saturday. I've finished two term
papers so far.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
#263, often
 

         How often.
         Very often.
         More often.
         Quite often.
         Come often.
         Speak often.
         Laugh often.
         Eat often.



         As often as.
         Every so often

 
         James often laughs when he watches movies.
         Laugh often to stay healthy.
         I practice my English often. How often do you practice?
         I practice more often. I practice every available moment I have.
         Right! I often hear him practice.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
#264, always
 

         Always on.
         Always try.
         Always be.
         Always stay happy.
         always on top.
         As always.

 
         Jenny always seems to be happy.
         Helen is always at the top of her class.
         I’ve always tried to do the right things.
         I always eat a big meal when I celebrate.
         Billy always feels happy when he sees Mary.
         Try this and when you get tired, you can always take a break.
         Always learn something when you’re in your car.
         Never say never. Always say always.

#265, music
 

         Read music.
         Write music.



         Listen to music.
         Country music.
         Rock music.

 
         Sam has a great talent in music and he's determined to pursue a
music career.
         He really enjoys playing classical music. He always listens to it.
         Last night, we attended a country music concert in London, but a
rock music star suddenly showed up.
         The music we listened to last night was wonderful.
         Learn to read music first and then learn to write music.

 
 
 
 
 
#266, those
 

         To those.
         For those.
         Of those.
         As those.
         All those.
         Those days.
         Those who.
         Those flowers.
         Those positive people.
         Those who practiced.
         Those who are positive.

 
         She looks good in those red clothes.
         He devoted himself to music in those days.
         He’s one of those people who seems to be good at everything.
         All of those students are happy since all of them are positive.
         Those who are positive will stay happy.

 
 



#267, both
 

         Both side.
         Both end.
         Both of.
         Both ways.
         Both parties.
         Both hands.

 
         Jenny and Mary are both positive people.
         Both of them went to the window to look outside.
         They both laughed while watching.
         Both America and Canada are large countries.
         Both sides are friendly.

 
 
#268, mark
 

         A mark.
         Birthmark.
         Trademark.
         Quotation mark.
         Make a mark.
         Leave a mark.
         Mark up.
         Mark down.
         Mark out.
         Mark off.

 
         “Mark my words” is often used as something will definitely happen.
         She put her hair down to hide her birthmark.
         The dog left a mark on his favorite tree.
         I marked all the important details of the story.
         What's his name?
         His name is Mark.

 
 



#269, book
 

         Textbook.
         Read a book.
         Address book.
         Instruction book.
         Phone book.
         Book store.
         Book bag.
         Bookmark.
         Bookkeeper.

 
         Do you know which book is our textbook?
         The book with the blue cover is our textbook.
         He’s about to finish reading the book.
         I borrowed the book from this library and got a free bookmark.
         Our bookkeeper will book a ticket for you.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
#270, letter
 

         Cover letter.
         Capital letter.
         Love letter.
         Write a letter.
         Mail a letter.
         Letter of appreciation.

 
         Should I use capital letters for this drawing?



         Capital letters would be a great choice.
         I'm going to write a letter with this invisible ink pen.
         How are they going to read the letter?
         They’re going to read the letter with a pair of invisible glasses.
         Letters are delivered here at noon.
         I haven't received any letters from friends in the last 10 years
because they all send emails instead.



Let's use these words!
 

         It's easy for me to feel at ease when I meditate.
         When I meditate, my mind is empty. That sets my mind at ease.
         An empty mind eases up my body.
         I can meditate with ease.
         When you want peace, meditate.
         Children like to make paper airplanes. A paper airplane is a paper to
us, but it’s a plane to them.
         Please look at this paper carefully. Everything we’ve talked about is
on the paper.
         Our term papers are due by next Saturday. I've finished two term
papers so far.
         James often laughs when he watches movies.
         Laugh often to stay healthy.
         I practice my English often. How often do you practice?
         I practice more often. I practice every available moment I have.
         Right! I often hear him practice.
         Jenny always seems to be happy.
         Helen is always at the top of her class.
         I’ve always tried to do the right things.
         I always eat a big meal when I celebrate.
         Billy always feels happy when he sees Mary.
         Always learn something when you’re in your car.
         Never say never. Always say always.
         Sam has a great talent in music and he's determined to pursue a
music career.
         He really enjoys playing classical music. No matter where he goes,
he always listens to it.
         Last night, we attended a country music concert in London, but a
rock music star suddenly showed up.
         The music we listened to last night was wonderful.
         Learn to read music first and then learn to write music.
         She looks good in those red clothes.
         He devoted himself to music in those days.
         He’s one of those people who seems to be good at everything.
         All of those students are happy since all of them are positive.



         Those who are positive will stay happy.
         Jenny and Mary are both positive people.
         Both of them went to the window to look outside.
         They both laughed while watching.
         Both America and Canada are large countries.
         Both sides are friendly.
         “Mark my words” is often used as something will definitely happen.
         She put her hair down to hide her birthmark.
         The dog left a mark on his favorite tree.
         I marked all the important details of this story.
         What's his name?
         His name is Mark.
         Do you know which book is our textbook?
         The book with the blue cover is our textbook.
         He’s about to finish reading the book.
         I borrowed the book from this library and got a free bookmark.
         Our bookkeeper will book a ticket for you.
         Should I use capital letters for this drawing?
         Capital letters would be a great choice.
         I'm going to write a letter with this invisible ink pen.
         How are they going to read the letter?
         They’re going to read the letter with a pair of invisible glasses.
         Letters are delivered here at noon.
         I haven't received any letters from friends in the last 10 years
because they all send emails instead.



You're capable of more than you know
E. O. Wilson

 
 
 
 



Chapter 34: Words 271 – 280, More a Job or a
Career

#271, until
 

         Until now.
         Until then.
         Until morning.
         Until dark.
         Until finished.
         Until done.
         Until recently.
         Until further notice.
         Wait until.
         Work until.

 
         Let's wait until dark to stargaze.
         I'll wait until morning to get up.
         If you keep working, it's just a matter of time until you succeed.
         What will you choose, work on a job until it is time to retire or work
on your passion until you succeed?



#272, mile
         One mile.
         Walk a mile.
         Miles away.
         Miles better.
         Square mile.
         Last mile.
         Stand out a mile.
         Go the extra mile.

 
         I walk a mile to get to work every day.
         A mile is 1.6 km.
         Those who go the extra mile will stand out from the crowd.
         Going the extra mile is miles better than not going the extra mile.
         If you want just a job, do what you're supposed to do. If you want a
career, do more than what you're supposed to do. The extra mile you've
walked will gain you unimaginable benefits.

 
 
 
 
#273, river
 

         A river.
         Clean river.
         The Mississippi River.
         The Missouri River.

 
         Bizarre! A man swam across the river to go to a job interview.
         Did he get the job?
         Yes. He showed up soaking wet at the interview.
         And then?
         He said he swam across the river because the job was important to
him.
         Rivers flow to the sea. Treat others like family.
         The Missouri River is 2,341 miles long. It’s the longest river in
America.



 
 
 
 
 
#274, car
 

         A car.
         Hybrid car.
         Electric car.
         Family car.
         New car.
         Used car.
         Fast car.
         By car.
         Car park.
         Car rental.
         Car wash.

 
         Josh drove his new car to New Jersey so that he could interview for
a job.
         I went to the interview for a job by taking the train instead of driving
my car.
         If you get this job, you will be able to buy a car. If you don’t get this
job, you will be able to work on something bigger than doing a job.
         Her parents bought her an electric car after seeing her putting
endless energy into the renewable energy program.

 



#275, feet
 

         One foot.
         Two feet.
         My feet.
         Bare feet.
         Both feet.
         Square feet.
         Stand on your feet.
         Three feet from gold.

 
         Set a target and start walking on your feet if you want a career rather
than a job!
         After barely making it through the job interview, he was barely on
his feet.
         He had been on his feet all day looking for a job. He didn’t get a job
but learned a lesson. He started to stand on his feet to build his
company rather than looking for a job.
         Josh jumped to his feet when he knew he got the job.
         She fell down on her feet after realizing she didn't prepare for the
job interview.
         I’ll stand on my feet, stop looking for a job, and create my own
opportunities.
         Three Feet from Gold is a book about why I should continue to
work on my goal. I can be three feet away from success.

 
 



#276, care
 

         With care.
         To care.
         Take care.
         Health care.
         Skin care.
         Customer care.
         Care of.
         Care for.
         Care about.

 
         Do you care if you get the job?
         Look around you, 95% of people care about having a job, 80% don't
like their job, and 30% hate their job.
         Now, do you still care for a job? How about care for your passion
and make your passion work for you?
         He's an exception, he doesn’t care about finding a job. He creates
jobs. Anyone, including me, can be like him.
         I treat my parents with love and care! If I don’t, I’ll be sorry when
see their empty chair.



#277, second
 

         One second.
         Two seconds.
         Wait a second.
         Every second.
         Second chance.
         Second hand.
         Second floor.
         Second to none.

 
         If you like science, make it work for you. You can make more
money in 60 seconds inventing a new technology than you can in 60
days doing a job you don't like.
         He was getting a second thought on whether to continue looking for
a job or start working on his passion.
         His interview for the job didn't last a second because he didn't care.
He had something much better to do.
         Decide what you want first, then decide what you do second.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
#278, group
 

         Big group.
         That group.
         Ethnic group.
         Focus group.
         Age group.
         Follow the group.
         Lead the group.
         Walk with the group.



         Group work.
         Group leader.
         Group them together.

 
         I followed the group of people into the room for the interview.
         We were interviewed in groups instead of one at a time.
         Make sure you work well in groups because it is needed for a job.
         Be brave. Lead the group. Anyone can be a leader, including me!
         If you group the successful and the unsuccessful people together,
which group do you belong to?
         I can be in the successful group if I’ll just do one thing: go get what
I want until I succeed!

 
 
#279, carry
 

         To carry.
         Carry on.
         Carry out.
         Carry with.
         Carry over.
         Carry away.
         Carry forward.

 
         Do you carry a pen?
         Yes.
         Can I borrow your pen?
         Sure! Here it is. It's an ink pen but it's out of ink today.
         Do you carry a backpack to school?
         Yes. I carry a laptop in the backpack.
         If I carry on my daily business with a specific target in sight, I can
carry out the result at a specific time.

 
#280, took
Today → take
Yesterday → took
For some time → taken



 
         Took care.
         Took away.
         Took off.
         Took out.
         Took place.
         Took over.
         Took a long time.
         Took the long way.
         Took a picture.
         Took notes.
         Took my advice.
         Took some time.
         Took my time.

 
         I once took an exam after a job interview and saw the interviewer
exchanged a smile with yet another interviewer. Their body language
sent me a clear message.
         There were people in line who already took the exam for the job.
They took notes while they took the exam.
         The person he was interviewing with took his time with his
questions. He took my advice by staying positive on all answers.
         He took a picture before going to interview for the job. That took
away five minutes.

 



Keep practicing.
 

         Let's wait until dark to stargaze.
         I'll wait until morning to get up.
         If you keep working, it's just a matter of time until you succeed.
         What will you choose, work on a job until it is time to retire or work
on your passion until you succeed?
         I walk a mile to get to work every day.
         A mile is 1.6 km.
         Those who go the extra mile will stand out from the crowd.
         Going the extra mile is miles better than not going the extra mile.
         If you want just a job, do what you're supposed to do. If you want a
career, do more than what you're supposed to do. The extra mile you've
walked will gain you unimaginable benefits.
         Bizarre! A man swam across the river to go to a job interview.
         Did he get the job?
         Yes. He showed up soaking wet at the interview.
         And then?
         He said he swam across the river because the job was important to
him.
         Rivers flow to the sea. Treat others like family.
         The Missouri River is 2,341 miles long. It’s the longest river in
America.
         I went to the interview for a job by taking the train instead of driving
my car.
         If you get this job, you will be able to buy a car. If you don’t get this
job, you will be able to work on something bigger than doing a job.
         Her parents bought her an electric car after seeing her putting
endless energy into the renewable energy program.
         Set a target and start walking on your feet if you want a career rather
than a job!
         After barely making it through the job interview, he was barely on
his feet.
         He had been on his feet all day looking for a job. He didn’t get a job
but learned a lesson. He started to stand on his feet to build his
company rather than looking for a job.



         She fell down on her feet after realizing she didn't prepare for the
job interview.
         I’ll stop looking for a job, and create my own opportunities.
         Three Feet from Gold is a book about why I should continue to
work on my goal. I can be three feet away from success.
         Do you care if you get the job?
         Look around you, 95% of people care about having a job, 80% don't
like their job, and 30% hate their job.
         Now, do you still care for a job? How about care for your passion
and make your passion work for you?
         He's an exception, he doesn’t care about finding a job. He creates
jobs. Anyone, including me, can be like him.
         I treat my parents with love and care! If I don’t, I’ll be sorry when
see their empty chair.
         If you like science, make it work for you. You can make more
money in 60 seconds inventing a new technology than you can in 60
days doing a job you don't like.
         He was getting a second thought on whether to continue looking for
a job or start working on his passion.
         His interview for the job didn't last a second because he didn't care.
He had something much better to do.
         Decide what you want first, then decide what you do second.
         There were a group of people waiting in line for the interview.
         I followed the group of people into the room for the interview.
         We were interviewed in groups instead of one at a time.
         Make sure you work well in groups because it is needed for a job.
         Be brave. Lead the group. Anyone can be a leader, including me!
         If you group the successful and the unsuccessful people together,
which group do you belong to?
         I can be in the successful group if I’ll just do one thing: go get what
I want until I succeed!
         Do you carry a pen?
         Yes.
         Can I borrow your pen?
         Sure! Here it is. It's an ink pen but it's out of ink today.
         Do you carry a backpack to school?
         Yes. I carry a laptop in the backpack.



         If I carry on my daily business with a specific target in sight, I can
carry out the result at the specific time.
         I once took an exam after a job interview and saw the interviewer
exchanged a smile with yet another interviewer. Their body language
sent me a clear message.
         There were people in line who already took the exam for the job.
They took notes while they took the exam.
         The person he was interviewing with took his time. He took my
advice by staying positive on all answers.
         He took a picture before going to the interview for the job. That took
away five minutes.



If you can dream it, you can do it.
Walt Disney

 
 
 
 
 



Chapter 35: Words 281 – 290, Making Friends
#281, rain
 

         Rain or dry.
         Pouring rain.
         Heavy rain.
         Light rain.
         In the rain.
         Rainy day.
         Rainy season.
         Rain forest.

 
         We'll meet here next week. Rain or dry.
         A pouring rain is just what's needed in the dry summer months.
         It's been raining all day, easing the drought.
         Rainy season is the perfect time to harvest mushrooms in the rain
forest.



#282, eat
Today → eat
Yesterday → ate
For some time → eaten
 

         To eat.
         Eat out.
         Eat up.
         Eat away.
         Eat well.
         Eat a lot.
         Eat three meals a day.
         Eat the difficult meals.
         Something to eat.

 
         It tastes better to eat with friends.
         Make friends by eating with a new group of people.
         If you try to eat with people and socialize, you have a better chance
of making friends.
         Which of these is the healthiest meal to eat, steam vegetables, raw
fish, or fried chicken?
         Which one do you choose to eat, an easy meal or a difficult meal?

 



#283, room
 

         Living room.
         Bedroom.
         Classroom.
         Emergency room.
         Locker room.
         Fitting room.
         Room service.
         Room to grow.

 
         Open up to make room for making new friends.
         There is enough room to take two more people.
         The classroom is filled with teachers today.
         Your college roommate knows a great deal of you.

 
#284, friend
 

         A friend.
         My friend.
         Close friend.
         Good friend.
         True friend.
         Boyfriend.
         Girlfriend.
         Old friend.
         Long-lost friend.
         A friend of mine.
         A friend in need is a friend indeed

 
         A friend in need is a friend indeed.
         Friendly smiles will make you a lot of new friends.
         Do you want to make friends? If so, help people.
         Do you enjoy making friends? If so, help more people.
         Which one do you choose, 1000 new friends or one true friend?



#285, began
Today → begin
Yesterday → began
For some time → begun
 

         Began with.
         Began to.
         Began on.
         Began work.
         Began again.
         Began at the beginning.
         Began my journey.

 
         He began making friends by listening to people and helping people.
         We all began somewhere when we tried to make friends.
         After the internet began, it was easy to make friends with people
from around the world.
         When I began my hard work, I began with one idea.
         After I began my journey, I began to enjoy the feeling of success.

 
 
 
#286, idea
 

         An idea.
         Good idea.
         Main idea.
         No idea.
         The idea of.

 
         If you want to become successful in selling, you must get the idea of
helping people.
         What's your idea? I'm open to suggestions.
         My idea is to go swimming in Lake Michigan in December.
         Good idea! We can make some friends who also go swimming there.

 



#287, fish
 

         A fish.
         Goldfish.
         Big fish.
         To fish.
         A school of fish.
         Fishing for something.

 
         "Give a man a fish, feed home for a day; teach a man to fish, feed
home for a lifetime."
         A dolphin is a fish that likes to make friends.
         A school of fish is swimming in the ocean. If you have to choose
one, which one will you choose, one that's in the crowd or one that
leads the crowd?
         If a friend keeps fishing for your secret, is he a real friend?

 



#288, mountain
 

         A mountain.
         The mountain.
         High mountain.
         Mountain range.
         Mountain bike.
         Mountain dew.
         Climb a mountain.
         Walk on the mountain.
         Gaze at the mountain.
         A mountain of work.

 
         I went hiking with my friends on the mountain, and we had a great
time.
         Let us go climb the mountains together to make some friends.
         Do you want to go to the mountains and gaze down from above?
         The highest mountain on Earth is Mount Everest.
         Would you rather eat a mountain of food or finish a mountain of
work?

 
 
#289, north
 

         The north.
         Head north.
         Up north.
         Go north.
         Due north.
         The North Pole.
         The north stars.
         North America.
         In the north.
         To the north.

 
         Our ancestors used the north stars to find their directions.
         Where do you want to go on your next road trip, north or south?



         Head north to the forest to enjoy the peace of nature.
         In the North Pole, it's easy to see an aurora.
         North Africa's climate is very different than North America's
climate.

 
#290, once
 

         Once upon a time.
         At once.
         Once again.
         Once more.
         Once in a while.
         All at once.
         Measure once, cut twice.
         Measure twice, cut once.

 
         Once I got a really high score on my math test, and everyone in the
class wanted to become my friend. I made everyone my friend at once.
         Once I made a big mistake, but I learned something big from it.
         Once in a while, I’d face the same situation again, but I will not
make the same mistake again.
         It's easy to make friends once you’ve mastered how to communicate
with people.
         Would you rather measure once and cut twice or measure twice and
cut once?



Now let’s get up to speed!
 

         We'll meet here next week. Rain or dry.
         A pouring rain is just what's needed in the dry summer months.
         It's been raining all day, easing the drought.
         Rainy season is the perfect time to harvest mushrooms in the rain
forest.
         It tastes better to eat with friends.
         Make friends by eating with a new group of people.
         If you try to eat with people and socialize, you have a better chance
of making friends.
         Which of these is the healthiest meal to eat, steam vegetables, raw
fish, or fried chicken?
         Which one do you choose to eat, an easy meal or a difficult meal?
         Open up to make room for making new friends.
         There is enough room to take two more people.
         The classroom is filled with teachers today.
         Your college roommate knows a great deal of you.
         A friend in need is a friend indeed.
         Friendly smiles will make you a lot of new friends.
         Do you want to make friends? If so, help people.
         Do you enjoy making friends? If so, help more people.
         Which one do you choose, 1000 new friends or one true friend?
         He began making friends by listening to people and helping people.
         We all began somewhere when we tried to make friends.
         After the internet began, it was easy to make friends with people
from around the world.
         When I began my hard work, I began with one idea.
         After I began my journey, I began to enjoy the feeling of success.
         If you want to become successful in selling, you must get the idea of
helping people.
         What's your idea? I'm open to suggestions.
         My idea is to go swimming in Lake Michigan in December.
         Good idea! We can make some friends who also go swimming there.
         "Give a man a fish, feed home for a day; teach a man to fish, feed
home for a lifetime."
         A dolphin is a fish that likes to make friends.



         A school of fish is swimming in the ocean. If you have to choose
one, which one will you choose, one that's in the crowd or one that
leads the crowd?
         If a friend keeps fishing for your secret, is he a real friend?
         I went hiking with my friends on the mountain, and we had a great
time.
         Let us go climb the mountains together to make some friends.
         Do you want to go to the mountains and gaze down from above?
         The highest mountain on Earth is Mount Everest.
         Would you rather eat a mountain of food or finish a mountain of
work?
         Our ancestors used the north stars to find their directions.
         Where do you want to go on your next road trip, north or south?
         Head north to the forest to enjoy the peace of nature.
         In the North Pole, it's easy to see an aurora.
         North Africa's climate is very different than North America's
climate.
         Once I got a really high score on my math test, and everyone in the
class wanted to become my friend. I made everyone my friend at once.
         Once I made a big mistake, but I learned something big from it.
         Once in a while, I’d face the same situation again, but I will not
make the same mistake again.
         It's easy to make friends once you’ve mastered how to communicate
with people.
         Would you rather measure once and cut twice or measure twice and
cut once?

 
 
 
 



Chapter 36: Words 291 – 300, More Making
Friends

 
#291, base
 

         A base.
         The base.
         Basement.
         Home base.
         Military base.
         Knowledge base.
         Customer base.
         Second base.
         Base on.
         Baseball.
         Base form.

 
         Do you believe the moon is an alien base?
         Based on my research, I do believe that the moon is the home base
of an alien race.
         The basement of your house is a great place to store your old
electronic gadgets. Bring them out 200 years later, and they'll become
priceless antiques.
         The knowledge base is a good place to look for answers.
         With a large customer base, starting a new business is halfway done.
 



#292, hear
Today → hear
Yesterday → heard
For some time → heard
 

         To hear.
         Hear music.
         Heard the news.
         Hear from.
         Hear about.
         Hear out.

 
         If you press your ear against a rock and hear music, what music do
you hear?
         Rock music.
         Did you hear the news?
         Yes, I heard the news. The news is no news is good news.
         Where did you hear about that?
         I heard that from the doctor.
         If you want to say something, say it so that they hear you out, and if
you'd like to donate $2 million, we would love to hear from you.
         OK. I heard you.

 
 
#293, horse

         A horse.
         Seahorse.
         Rocking horse.
         Ride a horse.
         Horse race.
         Horseback riding.
         Horsepower.

 
         What do you learn first, to walk or to ride a horse?
         Would you rather ride a horse or a cow?
         How many horsepower does your car have?
         200.



         What horse you can’t ride on?
         A seahorse.

 
 
 
 
 
 
#294, cut
Today → cut
Yesterday → cut
For some time → cut
 
Cut is pronounced kət. It's not pronounced kät. The u in cut is pronounced
as ə.  Ə →  ət →  kət.
 

         Cut back.
         Cut off.
         Cut in.
         Cut out.
         Cut up.
         Cut down.
         Cut through.
         Cut cost.
         Paper cut.
         Take your cut.
         Haircut.

 
         What's that cut on your finger?
         A paper cut.
         Streams have cut up the land. You should cut the price if you want to
sell it.
         "A river cuts through rock not because of its power, but because of
its persistence"
         Would you like a haircut?
         No. I’d like a clear-cut.



#295, sure
 

         Be sure.
         Make sure.
         For sure.
         Sure thing.
         A sure sign.

 
         What's a sure way of making friends?
         Render help when they need help is a sure way of making friends.
         Are you sure?
         I’m sure of it. That's a sure way to make friends for sure.
         A sure sign to make sure if a friend is a true friend is to see if he'll
jump into the water when you're drowning. Be sure you know how to
swim.

 
#296, watch

         A watch.
         Watch out.
         Watch over.
         Watch for.
         Watch your steps.

 
         When I fly an airplane, I watch out for birds.
         Relax! They have lifeguards to watch over the swimmers.
         When hiking in the forest, is there anything to watch for?
         Yes. Watch your steps.
         Why are you wearing two watches on both hands?
         Because I have to stand a watch in 30 minutes.
         Why do you have to wear four watches when you stand a watch?
         So that I know the exact time to get off.

 



#297, color
Color is pronounced as ˈkələr. It's not pronounced as ˈkälər. The first o in
color is pronounced as ə.  Ər →  lər →  ələr →  ˈkələr.
 

         One color.
         Two colors.
         Bright color.
         True color.
         Background color.
         Color picture.
         Full of colors.
         Colorful.
         Color the picture.
         The change of color.

 
         What's your favorite color?
         My favorite is blue.
         How do you like people, by the color of the skin or by the content of
their mind?
         What a colorful background color you have!
         Would you like to see the change of color?

 
#298, face
 

         To face.
         Face up.
         Face down.
         Face to face.
         Happy face.
         The three faces of a triangle.

 
         Draw a happy face if you're happy.
         How many faces does a triangle have?
         When facing a difficult situation, you can run from it or face it.
         Do you feel the pain from the mistakes you've made in the past? You
can run away from them and keep the pain or face them and be free.
         Face them! It's a painful but wise choice.



 
#299, wood
 

         Firewood.
         Wood log.
         Knock on wood.
         Made of wood.
         Solid wood.
         Wood chip.
         Woodchuck.
         Wood carving.
         In the woods.

 
         What would you like to carve, bamboo or wood?
         Firewood is gathered in the past for fuel and cooking.
         How much wood would a woodchuck chuck if a woodchuck could
chuck wood?
         A woodchuck would chuck as much wood as a woodchuck would
chuck if a woodchuck could chuck wood.

 
#300, main
 

         Main Street.
         Main road.
         Main meal.
         Main menu.
         Main character.
         Main idea.

 
         The main road of your town is normally called Main Street.
         Go to the main street of your town, and you should see some history.
         The main idea of bringing you appetizers is to bring up your
appetite. Be sure to save some room for the main meal.



Last 10 of this lesson. Let's go.
 
         Do you believe the moon is an alien base?
         Based on my research, I do believe that the moon is the home base
of an alien race.
         The basement of your house is a great place to store your old
electronic gadgets. Bring them out 200 years later, and they'll become
priceless antiques.
         The knowledge base is a good place to look for answers.
         With a large customer base, starting a new business is halfway done.
         If you press your ear against a rock and hear music, what music do
you hear?
         Rock music.
         Did you hear the news?
         Yes, I heard the news. The news is no news is good news.
         Where did you hear about that?
         I heard that from the doctor.
         If you want to say something, say it so that they hear you out, and if
you'd like to donate $2 million, we'd love to hear from you.
         OK. I heard you.
         What do you learn first, to walk or to ride a horse?
         Would you rather ride a horse or a cow?
         How many horsepower does your car have?
         200.
         What horse you can’t ride on?
         A seahorse.
         What's that cut on your finger?
         A paper cut.
         Streams have cut up the land. You should cut the price if you want to
sell it.
         "A river cuts through rock not because of its power, but because of
its persistence"
         Would you like a haircut?
         No. I’d like a clear-cut.
         What's a sure way of making friends?
         Render help when they need help is a sure way of making friends.
         Are you sure?



         I’m sure of it. That's a sure way to make friends for sure.
         A sure sign to make sure if a friend is a true friend is to see if he'll
jump into the water when you're drowning. Be sure you know how to
swim.
         When I fly an airplane, I watch out for birds.
         Relax! They have lifeguards to watch over the swimmers.
         When hiking in the forest, is there anything to watch for?
         Yes. Watch your steps.
         Why are you wearing two watches on both hands?
         Because I have to stand a watch in 30 minutes.
         Why do you have to wear four watches when you stand a watch?
         So that I know the exact time to get off.
         What's your favorite color?
         My favorite is blue.
         How do you like people, by the color of the skin or by the content of
their mind?
         What a colorful background color you have!
         Would you like to see the change of color?
         Draw a happy face if you're happy.
         How many faces does a triangle have?
         When facing a difficult situation, you can run from it or face it.
         Do you feel the pain from the mistakes you've made in the past? You
can run away from them and keep the pain or face them and be free.
         Face them! It's a painful but wise choice.
         Would you bring the wood inside?
         What would you like, wood or bamboo?
         Firewood is gathered in the past for fuel and cooking.
         How much wood would a woodchuck chuck if a woodchuck could
chuck wood?
         A woodchuck would chuck as much wood as a woodchuck would
chuck if a woodchuck could chuck wood.
         The main road of your town is normally called Main Street.
         Go to the main street of your town, and you should see some history.
         The main idea of bringing you appetizers is to bring up your
appetite. Be sure to save some room for the main meal.

 
 



Setting goals is the first step in turning the invisible into the visible.
Anthony Robbins
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Chapter 37: Words 301 – 310 What to Say in
English

 
 
 
 
#301: enough
 

         Good enough.
         Strong enough.
         Just enough.
         More than enough.
         Fair enough.

 
         We have enough people to get the job done.
         Is that enough?
         Sweetie, that's more than enough!
         An eight-year-old boy is old enough to do his own laundry.
         An eight-year-old child can get the laundry done easily enough.
         It's so delicious. I can't have enough of it!



#302: plain
 

         Plain paper.
         Plain water.
         Plain envelope.
         Plain clothes.
         Plain language.
         Plain English.
         Plain area.
         Plain view.
         Plain to see.
         Plain and honest person.

 
         Get it done and leave. Plain and simple.
         We can mail these plain letters in plain envelopes.
         This book is written in plain English. It's plain and simple to read.
         If you stand on the highest point of East Grand Canyon, the Grand
Canyon Plain is in plain view.
         He's a plain and honest person. His intentions are plain to see.

 
 
#303, girl
 

         Pretty girl.
         Beautiful girl.
         Attractive girl.
         Little girl.
         Baby girl.
         Nice girl.
         Good girl.
         Girlfriend.

 
         What a cute little girl!
         He's proud of his girls.
         Do you have a girlfriend?
         What do you think of the attractive girl over there?
         She's too beautiful. I don't feel secure.



         That's the whole point! If a girl is too beautiful, all boys are staying
away from her. She likes boys who are brave enough to talk to her!

 
#304, usual
The S in usual is pronounced as ZH with vibration.
 

         As usual.
         The usual.
         Usual time.
         Usual practice.
         Usual day.
         Usual way.
         Usually.

 
         Carry out business the usual way.
         Ninety-five percent of people work on their job and carry on their
days the usual way.
         Five percent of people work on their goal and get unusual results.

 
 
 
#305, young
 

         Young man.
         Young lady.
         Young woman.
         Young people.
         Young age.
         Young coconut.
         Young love.
         Young mind.
         Very young.
         Too young.
         Care for the young.

 
         Let these young girls make their own mistakes and grow.



         The more mistakes a young man makes, the more experience he'll
gain, and the more he'll achieve at a young age.
         Let a child be a child. Let a young mind be a young mind.
         Most animals care for their young.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
#306, ready
 

         Get ready.
         Be ready.
         All ready.
         Are you ready?
         Ready for.
         Ready to.

 
         Get ready for a change.
         Are you ready for the change?
         Yes, I'm so ready for a change in life. In fact, I'm ready to die for the
change.
         A ready supply of tools is waiting for you to use for the change.
         You're one of the lucky ones who have ready access to the tools.
         When I got on board, the plane was ready to depart.



#307, above
 

         Above all.
         As above.
         See above.
         Rise above.
         Same as above.
         Above and beyond
         Above 95% of regular people.
          

 
         Above the darkness, three bright lights appeared.
         A child eight years or above is capable of doing the laundry for the
family.
         Is your grade above average?
         Of every 100 people you meet, 5% of them are above regular
people. You can be one of them if you set a goal, take action, and
persist.
         Look at the above sentence, it shows you the door to success.

 
 
#308, ever
 

         Ever before.
         Ever after.
         Ever since.
         Evermore.
         Whatever.
         Whoever.
         Wherever.
         Forever.
         Hardly ever.
         Never ever.

 
         Ever since I discovered the secret to happiness, I'm happier than
ever before.



         Since applying Ken's My Fluent English formula, my English is
getting ever more fluent.
         Will Ken ever stop talking about his humble background?
         Whoever has a humble background will try to hide it wherever
possible, but Ken is proud of his humble background because he
turned his humble background into power and sent him to success.
         Whatever background you have, you can succeed.

 
 
 
 
 
#309, red
 

         Red line.
         Red light.
         Red wine.
         Red pepper.
         Red alert.
         Bright red.
         Dark red.
         Turn red.

 
         Which of these is your favorite color, red or blue?
         If you ask a shy girl to dinner, her face will turn red.
         Stop in front of red lights.
         Respect others. Stay behind the red line.



#310, list
 

         Packing list.
         Price list.
         Waiting list.
         Long list.
         Word list.
         Mailing list.
         Shopping list.
         List of names.
         List to the side.

 
         Is 500 a long list?
         Compare to 500,000, 500 is a short list, and you can learn the list in
six months.
         Mentor the success. List the names of successful people and put the
list on your wall.
         The boat listed to the one side, but everyone is safe.

 
 
 



Let's get them!
 

         We have 10 people to work on the project. It'll be enough.
         Is it fair to let a child do the laundry?
         Yes. It's fair enough for a child eight years or older to do the laundry
for the family.
         These potato chips are so delicious. I can't have enough of them!
         Get the job done and leave. Plain and simple.
         These plain letters can be mailed out in plain envelopes.
         This book is written in plain English.
         Standing on the highest point of East Grand Canyon, the Grand
Canyon Plain is in plain view.
         He's a plain and honest person. His intentions are plain to see.
         What a cute little girl!
         The dad is so proud of his girl.
         Do you have a girlfriend?
         What do you think of the attractive girl over there?
         She's too beautiful. I don't feel secure.
         That's the whole point! If a girl is too beautiful, all boys are staying
away from her and she wants a boyfriend! She likes boys who are
brave enough to talk to her! Just talk to her. It works like a chemical.
         Carry out business the usual way.
         Ninety-five percent of people work on their job and carry on their
days the usual way.
         Five percent of people work on their goal and get unusual results.
         We grow up by making mistakes. The more mistakes young people
make, the more experience they gain and the more they'll achieve at a
young age.
         Let a child be a child. Let a young mind be a young mind.
         Are you ready for a change?
         Yes, I'm so ready for a change in life. In fact, I'm ready to die for the
change.
         A ready supply of tools is waiting for you to use for the change.
         You're one of the lucky ones who have ready access to the tools.
         Above the darkness, three bright lights appeared.
         A child eight years or above is capable of doing the laundry for the
family.



         Is your grade above average?
         Of every 100 people you meet, 5% of them are above regular
people. You can be one of them if you set a goal, take action, and
persist.
         Look at the above sentence, it shows you the door to success.
         Ever since I discovered the secret to success, I became more
successful than ever before.
         Since applying Ken's My Fluent English formula, my English is
getting ever more fluent.
         Will Ken ever stop talking about his humble background?
         Whoever has a humble background will try to hide it wherever
possible, but Ken is proud of his humble background because he
turned his humble background into power and sent him to success.
         Whatever background you have, you can succeed.
         Which of these is your favorite color, red or blue?
         If you ask a shy girl to dinner, her face will turn red.
         Respect others. Stay behind the red line.
         Is 500 a long list?
         Compare to 500,000, 500 is a just short list, and you can learn the
list in six months.
         Mentor the success. List the names of successful people and put the
list on your wall.
         The boat listed to the one side, but everyone is safe.



The ones who are crazy enough to think they can change the world are
usually the ones who do.

Steve Jobs
 
 
 



Chapter 38: 311 – 320, What to Say in English
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
#311, though
 

         Even though.
         Although.
         As though.
         Seriously though.

 
         Though Ken spoke no English when he came to America, he can
speak like a native now.
         He knows four languages, though he normally speaks two.
         Would you like to practice with me?
         I already have other plans, but thank you though!
         Although it was raining, everybody showed up.

 
 
#312, feel
Today → feel
Yesterday → felt
For some time → felt
 

         To feel.
         Feel good.
         Feel like.
         Feel better.
         Feel well.



         Play by feel.
 

         If you want to feel the heat, go to Death Valley.
         If you want to experience what it feels like to be stung by bees, go
destroy their hives.
         He plays the piano by feel rather than by music.

 
 
 
#313, talk
 

         A talk.
         To talk.
         Talk to.
         Talk with.
         Talk about.
         Talk back.
         Talk into.
         Talk over.
         Talk show.
         Small talk.

 
         The kids started to talk two minutes after they played together.
         Start small talks to start making friends.
         Treat others like you want to be treated. Talk to others like you want
to be talked to.
         What are you talking about?
         We're talking about how to talk to others.
         It sounds like you're trying to talk her into the party.

 
 
#314, bird
 

         Early bird.
         Hummingbird.
         Bird cage.
         Bird watch.



         The early bird catches the worm.
 

         Most birds fly.
         Use it or lose it. Chickens are birds, but they don't use their wings
and can't fly any more. Use your English even just to talk to yourself.
         The biggest bird in the world is the ostrich. They can reach nine feet
tall.
         The smallest bird in the world is the bee hummingbird. They are the
size of a bee.

 
 
#315, soon
 

         As soon.
         See you soon.
         Very soon.
         Soon after.
         Sooner or later.
         The sooner the better.
         As soon as possible.

 
         Practice every day and sooner or later you'll speak English like a
native.
         How soon do you want it done?
         Very soon. The sooner the better.
         OK. Then I'll get it done as soon as possible.
         Excellent! See you soon.

 
 
#316, body
 

         Body language.
         Human body.
         Everybody.
         Somebody.
         Arms and body.
         A body of water.



 
         Good morning, everybody!
         Will somebody go get the door, please?
         What speaks more, words or body?
         The human body speaks a lot more than words.
         If we're blocked by a body of water, we can drain the water or cross
the water.

 
 
#317, dog
 

         Dog leash.
         Dog food.
         Dog tag.
         Dog collar.
         Wild dog.
         Pet dog.
         Pet a dog.

 
         What a cute little dog!
         What breed is the dog?
         I don't know what breed it is. It's a wild dog.
         Can I pet the dog?
         Yes, you can pet him.

 
 
#318, family
To pronounce family, say fa mə ly. The i in family has the ə sound. It can
also be silent. Do not say fa mi ly. Say fa mə ly or simply fa m ly.
 

         My family.
         Extended family.
         Family member.
         He's family.
         His family.
         Take care of things like family.
         Family tree.



         Family name.
         Family room.
         Language family.
         Family business.

 
         What a lovely family!
         Your teenage kids will start thinking about building their own
family.
         Treat him well. He's family.
         His family is getting together.
         We've been working together for 20 years. I'm here to take care of
things like family.
         English and German are in the same language family.
         This farm has been a family business for 200 years.

 



#319, direct
 

         Direct meaning.
         Direct way.
         Direct flight.
         Direct hit.
         Direction.
         Directly.
         Direct to.
         Direct at.
         Direct object.
         Direct current.
         Direct deposit.
         Direct marketing.

 
         This is a direct flight from New York to Seattle.
         There's a direct way to say something and an indirect way to say the
same thing. A leader likes to say it the direct way. An artist likes to say
it the indirect way.
         Pick your direction, face the direct heat, and get there directly.
         The general directed his orders to his colonels.
         The Kepler’s telescope is directed at the stars.

 
 
 
#320, pose
When pose is used as noun, it's pronounced as pose with an s ending. When
pose is used as a verb, it's pronounced as poze with vibration. Poze.
 

         Picture pose.
         Pose for.
         Pose as.
         Pose a question.
         Pose a threat.

 
         What is she posing for?



         She's posing for a model contest.
         Nice pose!
         She poses a threat.
         What?
         She's too pretty. She poses a threat to other models.



Let's get them.
 

         Though Ken spoke no English when he came to America, he can
speak like a native now.
         He knows four languages, though he normally speaks two.
         Would you like to practice with me?
         I already have other plans, but thank you though!
         Although it was raining, everybody showed up.
         If you want to feel the heat, go to Death Valley.
         If you want to experience what it feels like to be stung by bees, go
destroy their hives.
         He plays the piano by feel rather than by music.
         The kids started to talk two minutes after they played together.
         Start small talks to start making friends.
         Treat others like you want to be treated. Talk to others like you want
to be talked to.
         What are you talking about?
         We're talking about how to talk to others.
         Most birds fly.
         The biggest bird in the world is the ostrich. They can reach nine feet
tall.
         The smallest bird in the world is the bee hummingbird. They are the
size of a bee.
         Practice every day and sooner or later you'll speak English like a
native.
         How soon do you want it done?
         The sooner the better.
         OK. Then I'll get it done as soon as possible.
         Good morning, everybody!
         Will somebody go get the door, please?
         What speaks more, words or body language?
         If we're blocked by a body of water, we can drain the water or cross
the water.
         Can I pet the dog?
         Yes, you can pet him.
         What a lovely family!



         Your teenage kids will start thinking about building their own
family.
         Treat him well. He's family.
         His family is getting together.
         We've been working together for 20 years. I'm here to take care of
things like family.
         English and German are in the same language family.
         This farm has been a family business for 200 years.
         This is a direct flight from New York to Seattle.
         There's a direct way to say something and an indirect way to say the
same thing. A leader likes to say it the direct way. An artist likes to say
it in the indirect way.
         Pick your direction, face the direct heat, and get there directly.
         The general directed his orders to his colonels.
         The Kepler’s telescope is directed at the stars.
         What is she posing for?
         She's posing for a model contest.
         Nice pose!
         She poses a threat.
         What?
        She's too pretty. She poses a threat to other models.

 
 



Chapter 39: 321 – 330, What to Say in English
 
#321, leave
Today → leave
Yesterday → left
For some time → left
 
The v in leave is vibrated. Lea v. When there is a v sound at the end, the ea
sound is longer. Leaaaaaaaaa v. Compare to leaf, leaf is very short. Lea f,
leaaaaaaaa v, lea f, leaaaaaaaa v.

         Leave alone.
         Leave behind.
         Leave out.
         Leave a place.
         Leave a tip.
         Leave a message.
         Leave it like that.
         Leave more choices.
         Leave it to us.

 
         She's leaving her job of 20 years to work on her passion.
         She left a big tip after getting her favorite meal.
         She's not here. Would you like to leave her a message?
         Though I can change this design, it's better to leave it like that.
         There is still something left over from lunch.
         That decision will leave us more choices.
         Leave it to us. We'll take care of it.



#322, song
 

         Romantic song.
         Love song.
         Theme song.
         Favorite song.
         Beautiful song.
         Sing a song.
         The song of the wind.
         The song of the birds.

 
         This is a beautiful song. I'm enjoying it.
         I say we should sing a song while we walk.
         I like the song of the wind.
         I like the song of the birds.

 
 
#323, measure
The s in measure is pronounced as ZH with vibration. Measure is
pronounced as meZHer.
 

         Measure up.
         Measure out
         Measure word
         Measure the distance.
         Measure the length.
         Measure the height.
         Measure the number.
         Measure against.
         Measure up to.
         A measure of.
         Safety measure.
         Tape measure.
 
         Measure once, cut twice.
         Measure twice, cut once.
         Measure the distance between two points.



         Students measure their height every year.
         Jenny measured out the ingredients.
         Measure yourself against an average person around you, where are
you at?
         Are you measure up to the standard?
         If you do not measure up to the standard, congratulations, you have
a lot of room to grow! As a country boy with no special talent, I was
able to jump from the very bottom to the very top. So can you.
         To get to the top, you only need a goal, actions, and a measure of
faith.

 
 
#324, state
 

         Solid state.
         Liquid state.
         The United States.
         A state visit.
         State the situations.
         State of the art.
         State of the mind.

 
         Water can exist in three states: solid state, liquid state, and gas state.
         There are 50 states in the United States of America.
         The hikers stated they saw an avalanche.
         Their vehicle is equipped with state of the art technology.

 
 
#325, product
 

         Products and services.
         Product key.
         Product quality.
         Useful products.
         Dairy product.
         Domestic products.
         The product of two numbers.



 
         The product of 4 x 2 is 8.
         We offer high-quality products and friendly customer services.
         Success is the product of a goal, actions, and persistence.
         Enter your product key to activate your product and services.
         A harvester is a useful product at harvest season.

 
 
#326, black
 

         Black and white.
         Pitch-black.
         Black tea.
         Black ink.
         Black hole.
         Blackberries.
         Black out.

 
         What do you like more, a color painting or a black and white
painting?
         The night was pitch-black when we got lost in the mountains.
         Black tea is too strong for my stomach.
         Blackberries are everywhere in Oregon.

 
 
#327, short
 

         Short story.
         Short hair.
         Short walk.
         Short break.
         Short vowels.
         Shortcut.
         Short term.
         Short time.
         Short circuit.



         Short-handed.
         In short.

 
         Eh is a short vowel. It's always closed by a consonant.
         Most parents here read to their children short stories at bedtime.
         She cut her hair short.
         There's a shortcut to the barbershop. It's just a short walk away.
         I'm going to take a short break and get there now.

 
 
 
 
 
 
#328, numeral
 

         A numeral number.
 

         Roman numeral one → I.
         Roman numeral two → II.
         Roman numeral ten → X.
         The clock on the tower is in Roman numerals.



#329, class
 

         English class.
         Math class.
         Go to class.
         First class.
         Middle class.
         Working class.
         World class.
         Upper class.
         High class.
         Classmate.
         Class of 2020.

 
         You can learn English in an English class or in daily life.
         They're the class of 2018.
         In America, if you graduate college and find a job, you're
automatically middle class. If you don't graduate college but persist to
work on something big, you'll be upper class.

 
 
 
#330, wind
 

         Wind farm.
         Wind power.
         Wind energy.
         Blowing wind.
         Howling wind.
         Strong wind.
         Southeast wind.

 
         It'll be windy today.
         The northwest wind is blowing right at us. This is a good place build
a wind farm.
         Wind energy is all that's needed here.



         Strong winds blowing at tree branches create my favorite song of the
wind.



Let's get them.
 

         She's leaving her job of 20 years to work on her passion.
         She left a big tip after getting her favorite meal.
         She's not here. Would you like to leave her a message?
         Though I can change this design, it's better to leave it like that.
         There is still something left over from lunch.
         That decision will leave us more choices.
         Leave it to us. We'll take care of it.
         This song is beautiful. I'm enjoying it.
         I say we should sing a song while we walk.
         I like the song of the wind.
         I like the song of the birds.
         Measure once, cut twice.
         Measure twice, cut once.
         Measure the distance between two points.
         Students measure their height every year.
         Jenny measured out the ingredients.
         Measure yourself against an average person around you, where are
you at?
         Are you measure up to the standard?
         If you do not measure up to the standard, congratulations, you have
a lot of room to grow! As a country boy with no special talent, I was
able to jump from the very bottom to the very top. So can you.
         To get to the top, you only need a goal, actions, and a measure of
faith.
         Water can exist in three states: solid state, liquid state, and gas state.
         There are 50 states in the United States of America.
         The hikers stated they saw an avalanche.
         The product of 4 x 2 is 8.
         We offer high-quality products and friendly customer services.
         Success is the product of a goal, actions, and persistence.
         A harvester is a useful product at harvest season.
         What do you like more, a color painting or a black and white
painting?
         The night was pitch-black when we got lost in the mountains.
         Black tea is too strong for my stomach.



         Blackberries are everywhere in Oregon.
         Eh is a short vowel. It's always closed by a consonant.
         Most parents here read to their children short stories at bedtime.
         She cut her hair short.
         There's a shortcut to the barbershop. It's just a short walk away.
         I'm going to take a short break and get there now.
         Roman numeral one → I.
         Roman numeral two → II.
         Roman numeral ten → X.
         The clock on the tower is in Roman numerals.
         You can learn English in an English class or in daily life.
         They're the class of 2018.
         In America, if you graduate college and find a job, you're
automatically middle class. If you don't graduate college but persist to
work on something big, you'll be upper class.
         It'll be windy today.
         The northwest wind is blowing right at us. This is a good place build
a wind farm.
         Wind energy is all that's needed here.
         Strong winds blowing at tree branches create my favorite song of the
wind.



Winners are not people who never fail but people who never quit.
Anonymous

 
 
 



Chapter 40: Words 331 – 340, What to Say in
English

 
 
#331, question
 

         Ask question.
         Good question.
         In question.
         Out of the question.
         Without question.
         Quick question.
         No question.
         Questioned for answers.

 
         May I ask a stupid question?
         There's no such thing as a stupid question. The stupid thing is you
don't ask when you have a question.
         Everyone needs water and oxygen. There's no question about it.
         You can question for an answer, but just like chicken and eggs,
there's no answer to this question.



#332, happen
 

         Happen to.
         Happen again.
         May happen.
         About to happen.
         What happened?
         How did it happen?
         Happen to be in the same place at the same time.

 
         What happened? You look frightened.
         Something weird just happened. Five navy airplanes suddenly
disappeared in the Bermuda Triangle.
         What happened to them?
         They just suddenly vanished. A rescue plane was sent out to look for
them, but it, too, vanished from Earth.
         It happened again many times in later years and no one knows what
happened to the planes.

 
 
 
 
#333, complete
 

         Complete set.
         Complete recovery.
         Complete works.
         Complete darkness.
         Complete list.
         Complete genius.
         Completely.
         Completed.

 
         I'm going to take one more course to complete my degree.
         Here is a complete list of the courses. Which one would you like to
take?



         A complete genius who just completed this course suggested me to
take this one.
         This course is completely full, but one student just canceled it.
Would you like to take it right away?
         That would be completely awesome!

 
 
#334, ship
 

         Spaceship.
         Cruise ship.
         Cargo ship.
         Rocket ship.
         Travel by ship.
         Ship out.
         Ship overseas.
         Ship by air.
         Shipping cost.

 
         As of 2018, our fastest spaceship can travel to the nearest star in
40,000 years.
         Six ships ship six sheep when the sheep are asleep.
         Shipping the sheep by ship is much cheaper than shipping the sheep
by air. Shipping cost will be greatly reduced.

 
 
#335, area
 

         The surrounding area.
         A quiet area.
         A safe area.
         The area of a square.

 
         This quiet area is one of the safest areas in America.
         Salem, Oregon, and the surrounding areas were in complete
darkness during a total solar eclipse in 2017.



         The area of the square is 16 square miles.
 
 
#336, half
Half is different than have. Compare the difference. Half, have, half, have.
The v is voiced with vibration, /v/.  The f is voiceless with no vibration, /f/.
Half, have, half, have. In half, the vowel length is short, half. In have, the
vowel length is longer, have.
 

         Half hour.
         Half life.
         One half.
         Half of the circle.
         Half a dollar.
         Half full.

 
         Half of the class went to see the solar eclipse.
         Half of the sun was blocked by the moon.
         Let me cut the price by half.
         How much is half price?
         Half a dollar.
         What do you see in this half glass of water? Half full or half empty?
         If you see this half glass of water as half full, your goal is half
finished at start!

 
 
 
 
#337, rock
 

         Piece of rock.
         Moon rock.
         Rock music.
         Rocking chair.
         Rocking cradle.
         Rock and roll.
         Rock star.



         Rock bottom.
         Rock climber

 
         Pick up a piece of rock, you pick up a piece of history. Rocks take
millions of years to form.
         Rocks on the Moon are older than rocks on Earth. Where did the
Moon come from?
         Put the baby in a cradle and give it a rock; the baby will fall asleep.
         Sit on a rocking chair and look back in life, what have I
accomplished?

 
 
#338, order
 

         In order.
         On order.
         Out of order.
         Purchase order.
         Money order.
         Put them in order.
         Put in an order.
         In order to.
         Take order from.
         Give order to.
         Doctor's orders.
         Order from the captain.
         Place an order.

 
         Can you put the numbers in order?
         The doctor has just put in an order.
         In order to complete the process, the doctor needs to put in a release
order and then I'll put the numbers in order.
         Who does the captain take orders from? Who does he give orders
to?
         We need to order a box of papers.
         It's been ordered. Sally ordered them yesterday.

 



 
 
 
#339, fire
 

         On fire.
         Wildfire.
         Campfire.
         Gunfire.
         An open fire.
         Fire engine.
         Fire truck.
         Fire drill.
         Fire extinguisher.
         Fire a shot.
         Fire an under-performed employee.
         Fire a rocket.
         Fire up.

 
         The 8000-year old drawing of a firing rocket in a cave fired up my
imaginations of aliens' visitations to Earth in the past.
         To be polite, say let go of an under-performed employee rather than
fire a lazy employee.
         Campfires are allowed in campsites. Campers normally cook on an
open fire.



#340, south
 

         North and south.
         In the south.
         Go south.
         Down south.
         South side.
         Due south.
         South coast.
         South wind.
         South of the equator.
         South Pole.

 
         Where do you want to travel to to see the aurora, north or south?
         I'll travel to the North Pole.
         The warm south wind is what's needed in the winter months.



It's time to learn these words again.
 

         May I ask a stupid question?
         There's no such thing as a stupid question. A stupid thing is you
don't ask when you have a question.
         Everyone needs water and oxygen. There's no question about it.
         You can question chickens for an answer, but just like chicken and
eggs, there's no answer to this question.
         What happened? You look frightened?
         Something weird just happened. Five navy airplanes suddenly
disappeared in the Bermuda Triangle.
         What happened to them?
         They just vanished. A rescue plane was sent out to look for them,
but it, too, vanished.
         It happened again many times in later years and no one knows what
happened to the missing planes.
         I'm going to take one more course to complete my degree.
         Here is a complete list of the courses. Which one would you like to
take?
         A complete genius who just completed this course suggested me to
take this one.
         This course is completely full, but one student just canceled it.
Would you like to take it right away?
         That would be awesome!
         As 2018, our fastest spaceship can travel to the nearest star in
40,000 years.
         Six ships ship six sheep when the sheep are asleep.
         Shipping the sheep by ship is much cheaper than shipping the sheep
by air. Shipping cost will be greatly reduced.
         This quiet area is one of the safest areas in America.
         Salem and its surrounding areas were completely darkened during
the total solar eclipse in 2017.
         Half of the class went to see the solar eclipse.
         Half of the sun was blocked by the Moon.
         What do you see in this half glass of water? Half full or half empty?
         If you see this half glass of water as half full, you're a positive
person. Your goal is half complete at start!



         Pick up a piece of rock, you pick up a piece of history. Rocks take
millions of years to form.
         Some rocks on the Moon are older than rocks on Earth. Where did
the Moon come from?
         Sit on a rocking chair and look back in life, what have I
accomplished?
         In order to complete the process, the doctor needs to put in a release
order and then I'll put the numbers in order.
         Who does the captain take orders from? Who does he give orders
to?
         We need to order a box of papers.
         It's been ordered. Sally ordered them yesterday.
         The 8000-year old drawing of a firing rocket in a cave fired up my
imaginations of aliens' visitations to Earth in the past.
         To be polite, say let go of an underperformed employee rather than
fire a lazy employee.
         Campfires are allowed in campsites. Campers normally cook on an
open fire.
         Where are you going to see the aurora, north or south?
         North Pole.
        The warm south wind is what's needed in the winter months.

 
 
 
 
 



Chapter 41: Words 341 – 350, What to Say in
English

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
#341, problem
 

         No problem.
         Math problem.
         Financial problem.
         Same old problem.
         Solve the problem.

 
         There are 10 problems in today's math test.
         Our school is facing a financial problem. Donations are welcome.
         Can it get done by the end of the day?
         No problem.



#342, piece
 

         One piece.
         Piece of cake.
         Piece of advice.
         Piece of art.
         Piece of luggage.
         Piece of evidence.
         Piece of paper.
         Cut into pieces.
         Piece together.

 
         Take good care of it. This is a piece of art from the 13th century.
         How many pieces of luggage are you checking in?
         Just one.
         Discovered cities underwater is a piece of evidence of ancient
civilizations.
         Kids like the game of cutting papers into pieces and then piecing
them together.

 
 
 
 
#343, told
Today → tell
Yesterday → told
For some time → told
 

         Told the truth.
         Told a story.
         Told about.
         We told you so.
         Was told to do so.

 
         It's a story told from generation to generation.
         The underwater cities told a new story of ancient civilizations.
         The divers were told to come back up.



 
 
#344, knew
Today → know
Yesterday → knew
For some time → known
 

         Knew about.
         Knew how.
         Just knew.

 
         Did you know about that?
         Yes, I knew about that.
         The divers couldn't tell what it was, but they knew they found a
piece of ancient artifact.
         She knew from her heart that being a model was something she
wanted to do.



#345, pass
 

         Pass out.
         Pass by.
         Pass on.
         Pass through.
         Pass up.
         Pass down
         Pass to.
         Pass over.
         Pass the gate.
         Pass the test.
         Boarding pass.

 
         Does everyone have a pass? You need to show your pass to get in.
         The quickest way to drive to Spokane is through Steven's Pass.
         I just passed by Steven's Pass last year.
         Congratulations! You pass the test.
         Can you pass the salt, please?
         I passed out soon after I went to bed.
         Ancient stories pass on from generation to generation.

 
 
#346, farm

         Farmland.
         Farmer.
         Farm worker
         Farm animals.
         Fish farm.
         Energy farm.
         Wind farm.

 
         An average farmer in this area farms 200 acres of farmland.
         Farmers here farm fish for a living.
         Consumers like wild caught fish rather than farmed fish.
         Farmers can farm fish, animals or farmlands.
         This company farms energy from wind, water, and solar.



 
 
#347, top
 

         Top up.
         Top with.
         Top notch.
         Top secret.
         Top speed.
         Topsoil.
         Top of the hill.
         Top of the class.
         On top.
         To the top.
         Mountaintop.
         Top 500 most useful words.

 
         I'd like a macaroni pizza topped with peppers, please.
         Learn the top 100 most useful phrases.
         Ken didn’t speak English when he came to the United States at age
17, but now he’s a top teacher in English fluency.
         The top of the mountain gives you a nice view of the city.
         Can you walk to the top of the hill in high heels?



#348, whole
 

         Whole world.
         Whole day.
         Whole life.
         Whole body.
         Whole piece.
         Whole bottle.
         Whole thing.
         Whole point.
         Whole number.
         Whole new meaning.
         On the whole.
         As a whole.

 
         He finished the whole pizza and then finished the whole bottle of
water.
         Researchers spent a whole year studying an underwater city in the
Bermuda Triangle and told a whole new story of ancient civilizations.
         The whole point of studying underwater cities is to find ancient
civilizations.

 
 
 
#349, king
 

         The king.
         King-size.
         King bed.
         King crab.
         Live like a king.
         The king of chess.
         The king of ski.

 
         Lions are king of all animals.
         Yo-yo Ma is the king of cello.
         The king is the most important piece of the chess.



 
 
#350, size
 

         Font size.
         Actual size.
         Shoe size.
         Full size.
         Large size
         King-size.
         One size fits all.
         Size 1.
         Size 10.

 
         What's your shoe size?
         9.
         What size do you wear?
         10.
         This cap is the right size for everyone. It's one size fits all.



Let's learn these 10 words again.
 

         There are 10 problems in today's math test.
         Our school is facing a financial problem. Donations are welcome.
         Can it get done by the end of the day?
         No problem.
         Take good care of it. This is a piece of art from the 13th century.
         How many pieces of luggage are you checking in?
         Just one.
         Discovered cities underwater is a piece of evidence of ancient
civilizations.
         Kids like the game of cutting papers into pieces and then piecing
them together.
         It's a story told from generation to generation.
         The underwater cities told a new story of ancient civilizations.
         The divers were told to come back up.
         Did you know about that?
         Yes, I knew about that.
         The divers couldn't tell what it was, but they knew they found a
piece of ancient artifact.
         She knew from her heart that being a model was something she
wanted to do.
         Does everyone have a pass? You need to show your pass to get in.
         The quickest way to drive to Spokane is through Steven's Pass.
         I just passed by Steven's Pass last year.
         Congratulations! You pass the test.
         Can you pass the salt, please?
         I passed out soon after I went to bed.
         Ancient stories pass on from generation to generation.
         An average farmer in this area farms 200 acres of farmland.
         Farmers here farm fish for a living.
         Consumers like wild caught fish rather than farmed fish.
         Farmers can farm fish, animals or farmlands.
         This company farms energy from wind, water, and solar.
         I'd like a macaroni pizza topped with peppers, please.
         Learn the top 100 most useful phrases.



         Ken didn’t speak English when he came to the United States at age
17, but now he’s a top teacher in English fluency.
         The top of the mountain gives you a nice view of the city.
         Can you walk to the top of the hill in high heels?
         He finished the whole pizza and then finished the whole bottle of
water.
         Researchers spent a whole year studying an underwater city in the
Bermuda Triangle and told a whole new story of ancient civilizations.
         The whole point of studying underwater cities is to find ancient
civilizations.
         Lions are king of all animals.
         Yo-yo Ma is the king of the cello.
         The king is the most important piece of the chess.
         What size do you wear?
         Size 10.



The victory of success is half won when one gains the habit of setting
goals and achieving them.

Og Mandino
 



 
 
 
 
 



Chapter 42: Words 351 – 360, What to Say in
English

 
 
#351, heard
Today → hear
Yesterday → heard
For some time → heard
 

         Have heard.
         Be heard.
         An unheard of.
         Never heard of.

 
         Did you hear that?
         What is it?
         Everyone needs to do a hearing test.
         Yes. I heard it.
         Have you heard of that place?
         Never heard of it.



#352, best
 

         Best time.
         Best way.
         Best friend.
         Best with.
         Best wish.
         Best practice.
         Best of.
         The best.
         My best.
         All the best.

 
         The best time of the day for most people is morning. The best time
of the day for Ken is 10 P.M.
         The best way to climb Mount Everest is by foot.
         This is a good one, this is a better one, and that is the best one.
         I like my ink pen best.
         This dish is best eaten hot.
         Do the best you can.
         I'll do my best.

 
 
 
 
#353, hour
 

         An hour.
         Two hours.
         Morning hours.
         Into the hour.
         The last hour.
         Happy hour.
         Rush hour.
         Per hour.

 
         I'll get it done in an hour.



         It'll take two hours to get to Portland.
         The best time to see the city is in the morning hours.
         We're into the second hour.
         Two o'clock is the last hour to turn in your papers.

 
 
#354, better
 

         Better time.
         Better way.
         Better with.
         Better off.
         Better than.
         Better late than never.
         Get better.
         Much better.
         Feel better.
         Even better.

 
         A better time to go around the city is in the morning.
         A better way to climb Mount Everest is by foot.
         This is a good one, this is a better one, and that is the best one.
         I like my ink pen better.
         This dish is better eaten with pepper.
         It’s better off this way.
         I'll do an even better job.

 
 
 
#355, true
To pronounce true, say it backwards. Ue, Rue, True.
 

         True north.
         True friend.
         True love.
         True or false.
         Dream come true.



 
         A true friend will stand with you when you need help.
         A friend who renders help when you need help is a true friend.
         To see your true self, record yourself all the time.
         The air show was truly amazing.
         True or false. Airplanes are not the invention of the 20th century.
         True. Model airplanes were excavated from 3000-year old tombs.

 
 
#356, during
 

         During the day.
         During the week.
         During the break
         During the summer.
         During the winter.

 
         Bears hibernate during the winter.
         It was completed during the day.

 
 
 
#357, hundred
To pronounce hundred, say it backwards. Ed, Red, Dred, Undred, Hundred.
 

         One hundred.
         A 100 dollar bill.
         Two hundred.
         Hundreds of people.
         1900.

 
         A hundred people came yesterday.
         Hundreds of people came today.
         A 100 dollar bill is the largest bill I have.
         This happened in the nineteen hundreds.

 
 



 
#358, am
 

         I am.
         I'm.

 
         I am a human being.
         I am living on Earth.
         No matter what happens around me, I have the power to choose my
responses. If I choose to look at the positive side on everything, I'm a
happy person.

 
 
 
#359, remember
 

         Remember to.
         Remember that.
         Easy to remember.
         As far as I can remember.
         Remember the past.
         They are remembered.

 
         Remember to turn off the light before you leave.
         Remember to turn in the papers today.
         You can remember the past or forget about the past.
         The first few people who choose to live on Mars will be
remembered by everyone on Earth even after 1000 years.



#360, step
 

         Step in.
         Step out.
         Step down.
         Step up.
         Step one.
         Step two.
         Step back.
         Step forward.
         Last step.
         Doorstep.
         One step at a time.
         Step-by-step.

 
         “That's one small step for man, one giant leap for mankind.”
         Learn to speak English one step at a time.
         Follow the step-by-step instructions in the book to get your results.
         Step one is to repeat over and over again to get it into your
subconscious mind.
         The last step is to keep practicing.
         Follow the doorsteps I showed you and take steps to your success.
         When your friends are in trouble, step forward for them.



It's that time again. Let's get these words.
         Did you hear that?
         What is it?
         Everyone needs to do a hearing test.
         Yes. I heard it.
         Have you heard of that place?
         Never heard of it.
         The best time of the day for most people is morning. The best time
of the day for Ken 10 P.M.
         The best way to climb Mount Everest is by foot.
         This is a good one, this is a better one, and that is the best one.
         I like my ink pen best.
         This dish is best eaten hot.
         Do the best you can.
         I'll do my best.
         I'll get it done in an hour.
         It'll take two hours to get to Portland.
         The best time to see the city is in the morning hours.
         We're into the second hour.
         Two o'clock is the last hour to turn in your papers.
         A better time to go around the city is in the morning.
         A better way to climb Mount Everest is by foot.
         This is a good one, this is a better one, and that is the best one.
         I like my ink pen better.
         This dish is better eaten with pepper.
         It’s better off this way.
         I'll do an even better job.
         A true friend will stand with you when you need help.
         A friend who renders help when you need help is a true friend.
         To see your true self, record yourself all the time.
         The air show was truly amazing.
         True or false. Airplanes are not the invention of the 20th century.
         True. Model airplanes were excavated from 3000-year old tombs.
         Bears hibernate during the winter.
         It was completed during the day.
         A hundred people came yesterday.
         Hundreds of people came today.



         A 100 dollar bill is the largest bill I have.
         This happened in the nineteen hundreds.
         I am a human being.
         I am living on Earth.
         No matter what happens around me, I have the power to choose my
responses. If I choose to look at the positive side on everything, I'm a
happy person.
         Remember to turn off the light before you leave.
         Remember to turn in the papers today.
         You can remember the past or forget about the past.
         The first few people who choose to live on Mars will be
remembered by everyone on Earth even after 1000 years.
         “That's one small step for man, one giant leap for mankind.”
         Learn to speak English one step at a time.
         Follow the step-by-step instructions in the book to get your results.
         Step one is to repeat over and over again to get it into your
subconscious mind.
         The last step is to keep practicing.
         When your friends are in trouble, step forward for them.
        Follow the doorsteps I showed you and take steps to your success.

 
 
 
 



Chapter 43: 361 – 370, What to Say in English
 
#361, early
 

         Early bird.
         Early life.
         Early morning.
         Very early.
         Too early.
         As early as.
         Better early than late.
         Early start.
         Early flowers.

 
         It's better to get there early than late.
         He begins his work early in the morning to get an early start.
         She got her work done early.
         Who is she?
         The girl you met earlier.
         These early flowers begin to bloom in March.
         The early bird gets the worm.



#362, hold
Today → hold
Yesterday → held
For some time → held
 

         Hold on.
         Hold off.
         Hold up.
         Hold down.
         Hold back.
         Hold out.
         Hold the door.
         Hold the opportunity.
         Hold a meeting.
         Hold the sugar.
         On hold.
         Get hold of.

 
         Hold on for just a moment. I'll be right with you.
         Grab a hold of something when riding the train.
         Hold the door, please.
         We've just held a meeting on this project. This project is on hold. I'll
hold the opportunity for you. I can hold it for two weeks.
         Hold the sugar on the tea, please.
         Keep a hold on the bag. It’s important.

 
 
#363, west
 

         Go west.
         To the west.
         In the west.
         West wind.
         West coast.

 
         Today's weather forecast, sunny, west wind at 19 mph.



         The east coast has beautiful shorelines. The west coast has more
beautiful shorelines.
         The west side of the hill is a great place to see the sunset.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
#364, ground
 

         Grounded.
         Ground cover.
         Ground floor.
         Ground zero.
         On the ground.
         Common ground.
         To the ground.
         Above ground.

 
         Planes were grounded due to strong winds from the west.
         We have lots of ground to cover, but we've already covered a lot of
ground.
         They both want to learn to speak English. They found a common
ground to start building their friendship.
         Summertime is a good time to enjoy the sun on the ground.
         Kids enjoy playing in the playground in the summer.



#365, interest
Interest can be pronounced as /in te rest/. When you say interest at a normal
speed, you say /in trest/. When you say interest at a slow speed, you say /in
te rest/.
 

         Interest rate.
         Interest in.
         Common interest.
         Bank interest.
         Credit card interest.
         Showing interest.
         Listen with interest.
         Personal interest.
         A topic of interest.

 
         Interest rate changes from time to time.
         If we put the money into a savings account, we'll earn some interest.
         Credit card interests are very high. Pay your credit card bills in full
to avoid paying interests.
         This is a topic of his personal interest. He's showing intense interest
and listening with interest.

 
 
 
#366, reach
 

         Reach out.
         Reach over.
         Reach for.
         Reach up.
         Reach to.
         Reach your goal.
         Reach someone.
         Reach something.
         Out of reach.
         Within reach.

 



         Practice this course over and over again and speaking English like a
native is within reach.
         Can you reach Jill?
         I called Jill. She's out of reach.
         Reach out to her again.
         Benjamin reached over again to reach for the phone.
         As soon as I reach my goal, I celebrate.

 
 
#367, fast
 

         Fast food.
         Fast car.
         Fast result.
         Fast writer.
         Run fast.
         Drive fast.
         Very fast.
         As fast.
         On fasting.

 
         He's got a fast car.
         He's driving too fast.
         Well. You're eating too fast.
         I've been fasting for three days. Try it and you'll know how fast you
should be eating after you've been fasting for three days.
         No matter if you're a fast writer or a slow writer, you can get fast
results on speaking.

 
 
 
 
#368, five
 

         Five o'clock.
         Five dollars.
         Five years old.



         Five twenty-five.
         High five.
         Five thousand five hundred and fifty-five.

 
         What time is it?
         Five o'clock.
         What time is it now?
         5:05.
         How much is your watch?
         Twenty-five dollars.
         How old is your son?
         Five.

 
 
#369, sing
Today → sing
Yesterday → sang
For some time → sung
 

         Sing in.
         Sing out.
         Sing up.
         Sing off.
         Sing a song.
         Sing along.
         Sing well.
         Sing together.

 
         If they're happy, they sing a song.
         When he's happy, he sings his heart out.
         If you're happy, sing along.

 
#370, listen
Similar to the word often, the t in listen is silent, so instead of saying li sten,
say li sen.
 

         Listen to.



         Listen for.
         Listen out.
         Listen again.
         Listen carefully.

 
         Listen to this. It's a strange noise.
         Listen, I can get us out of here if you'll listen to me.
         Listen to your teenage children carefully. What they're telling you is
just the tip of an iceberg. You need to listen for the hidden meaning.



You know it's coming. Let's learn these words again.
         It's better to get there early than late.
         He begins his work early in the morning to get an early start.
         She got her work done early.
         Who is she.
         The girl you met earlier.
         These early flowers begin to bloom in March.
         The early bird gets the worm.
         Hold on for just a moment. I'll be right with you.
         Grab a hold of something when riding the train.
         Hold the door, please.
         We've just held a meeting on this project. This project is on hold. I'll
hold the opportunity for you. I can hold it for two weeks.
         Hold the sugar on the tea, please.
         Keep a hold on the bag. It’s important.
         Today's weather forecast, sunny, west wind at 19 mph.
         The east coast has beautiful shorelines. The west coast has more
beautiful shorelines.
         The west side of the hill is a great place to see the sunset.
         Planes were grounded due to strong winds from the west.
         We have lots of ground to cover, but we've already covered a lot of
ground.
         They both want to learn to speak English. They found a common
ground to start building their friendship.
         Summertime is a good time to enjoy the sun on the ground.
         Kids enjoy playing in the playground in the summer.
         Interest rate changes from time to time.
         If we put the money into a savings account, we'll earn some interest.
         Credit card interests are very high. Pay your credit card bills in full
to avoid paying interests.
         This is a topic of his personal interest. He's showing intense interest
and listening with interest.
         Practice this course over and over again and speaking English like a
native is within reach.
         Can you reach Jill?
         I called Jill. She's out of reach.
         Reach out to her again.



         Benjamin reached over again to reach for the phone.
         As soon as I reach my goal, I celebrate.
         He's got a fast car.
         He's driving too fast.
         Well. You're eating too fast.
         I've been fasting for three days. Try it and you'll know how fast you
should be eating after you've on a three day fast.
         No matter if you're a fast writer or a slow writer, you can get fast
results on speaking.
         What time is it?
         Five o'clock.
         What time is it now?
         5:05.
         How much is your watch?
         Twenty-five dollars.
         How old is your son?
         Five.
         If you're happy, sing a song.
         When he's happy, he sings his heart out.
         Birds singing is a sign of spring.
         Listen to this. It's a strange noise.
         Listen, I can get us out of here if you'll listen to me.
         Listen to your teenage children carefully. What they're telling you is
just the tip of an iceberg. You need to listen for the hidden meaning.



I have tried 99 times and have failed, but on the 100th `time came
success.

Albert Einstein
 
 
 
 



Chapter 44: Words 371 – 380, What to Say in
English

 
 
#371, six
 

         Six o'clock.
         Six years old.
         Six feet tall.
         Six pack.
         Six hundred thousand six hundred and sixty-six.
         Group of six.

 
         What time is it?
         Six o'clock.
         How much is your watch?
         Twenty-six dollars.
         How old is your girl?
         Six.
         How tall are you?
         Six feet.
         These six are the giants of our school. They're six feet tall.

 
 
#372, table
 

         Dining table.
         Round table.
         Wooden table.
         Put food on the table.
         The negotiating table.
         The multiplication table.

 
         We need a dining table.



         We already have a dining table.
         Ours is a round dining table. We need a long dining table.
         We're lucky. We can put food on the table.
         The two parties will hold talks on the negotiating table.
         Kids need to remember the multiplication table if they want to be
good at math.

 
 
 
 
#373, travel
 

         Travel agent.
         Travel abroad.
         Travel expense.
         Travel by foot.
         Travel around the world.
         Air travel.
         Space travel.
         Time travel.

 
         Do you like to travel?
         Yes. I travel a lot.
         I like to travel around the world to learn about the world.
         It’s okay to travel by foot.
         Travel is required for the job.
         Travel costs will be paid by the company.
         If you haven't traveled, you haven't really learned.

 
 
 
#374, less
 

         Less than.
         Less amount.
         Less and less.
         More or less.



         Much less.
         Less expensive.
         Even less.
         No less.

 
         Teenage kids spend less time on sleeping and more time on social
networking.
         They used to sleep eight hours a day, but nowadays, they sleep less
than five.
         Teenagers use computers less. They use their cell phones more.
         They earn a dollar on each sale less 30% commission.

 



#375, morning
 

         Good morning.
         In the morning.
         Every morning.
         Early morning.
         Early in the morning.

 
         Good morning!
         He runs every morning.
         She runs early in the morning.

 
 
 
#376, ten
 

         Ten points.
         Ten years old.
         Ten o'clock.
         Ten thousand.
         Ten minutes.
         Ten percent.

 
         A decade is ten years.
         How old is your girl?
         She's ten.
         The meeting is scheduled for ten.
         Good job! You got ten points!
         Here's a ten-dollar bill. You can play ten games if you want.

 



#377, simple
 

         Simple task.
         Simple color.
         Simple truth.
         Simple life.
         Simple country boy.
         Very simple.
         Fairly simple.
         Quite simple.

 
         Repeating a simple task over and over again can make you a master.
         Studying simple words over and over again will help you master
them.
         Wear simple clothes if you want to be like everyone else.
         Even a simple country boy like Ken can be successful. So can you!
That's a simple truth. Just set a target, get on your feet, and keep
working until you get there. As simple as that.

 
 
#378, several
 

         Several hours.
         Several days.
         Several months.
         Several times.
         Several people.

 
         How long did you stay in Europe?
         A week.
         I stayed several days more.
         This is a big project. It'll take several months to complete.
         Several people tried that several times.

 
 
#379, vowel
 



         Vowels and consonants.
         Vowel sounds.
         Long vowel.
         Short vowel.

 
         There are five vowels in the English language.
         The vowels are a, e, i, o, u.
         Each vowel can combine with other vowels to make more vowel
sounds.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
#380, toward
 

         Toward the front.
         Toward the back.
         Toward the beginning of next year.
         Toward success.
         Move toward.
         Turn toward.
         Lean toward.
         Run toward.

 
         Where did Benjamin go?
         He just walked toward the front of the house.
         Be careful. The door will open toward you.
         Work your way all the way toward success.



Let's get them.
         What time is it?
         Six o'clock.
         How much is your watch?
         Twenty-six dollars.
         How old is your girl?
         Six.
         How tall are you?
         Six feet.
         These six are the giants of our school. They're six feet tall.
         We need a dining table.
         We already have a dining table.
         Ours is a round dining table. We need a long dining table.
         We're lucky. We can put food on the table.
         The two parties will hold talks on the negotiating table.
         Kids need to remember the multiplication table if they want to be
good at math.
         Do you like to travel?
         Yes. I travel a lot.
         I like to travel around the world to learn about the world.
         It’s okay to travel by foot.
         Travel is required for the job.
         Travel costs will be paid by the company.
         If you haven't traveled, you haven't really learned.”
         Teenage kids spend less time on sleeping and more time on social
networking.
         They used to sleep eight hours a day, but nowadays, they sleep less
than five.
         Teenagers use computers less. They use their cell phones more.
         They earn a dollar on each sale less 30% commission.
         Good morning!
         He runs every morning.
         She runs in the morning and in the evening.
         A decade is ten years.
         How old is your girl?
         She's ten.
         The meeting is scheduled for ten.



         Good job! You got ten points!
         Here's a ten-dollar bill. You can play ten games with it.
         Repeating a simple task over and over again can make you a master.
         Studying simple words over and over again will help you master
them.
         Wear simple clothes if you want to be like everyone else.
         Even a simple country boy like Ken can be successful. So can you!
That's a simple truth. Just set a target, get on your feet, and keep
working until you get there. As simple as that.
         How long did you stay in Europe?
         A week.
         I stayed several days more.
         This is a big project. It'll take several months to complete.
         Several people tried that several times.
         There are five vowels in the English language.
         The vowels are a, e, i, o, u.
         Each vowel can combine with other vowels to make more vowel
sounds.
         Where did Benjamin go?
         He just walked toward the front of the house.
         Be careful. The door will open toward you.
        Work your way all the way toward success.

 
 
 
 
 



Chapter 45: Words 381 – 390, What to Say in
English

 
 
 
 
 
#381, war
 

         Tug of war.
         Cold war.
         Civil war.
         World war.
         At war.
         Declare war.
         After the war.
         A war between aliens.
         The war against drought.

 
         After World War II, Earth's population thrived.
         The two UFOs crashed in Roswell, New Mexico were believed to be
a war between aliens.
         There hasn't been any rain in six months. The State of California is
fighting a war against drought.

 
 
#382, lay
Today – lay
Yesterday – laid
For some time – laid
 

         Lay down.
         Lay out.
         Lay off.



         Lay up.
         Lay back.
         Lay on.
         Lay the table.
         Lay eggs.

 
         The mom laid down the baby before she warmed the milk.
         They laid the table before dinner.
         He laid out the plan and then began at once to execute the plan.
         Some birds lay up to 10 eggs a year.

 
 
 
#383, against
 

         Go against.
         Rise against.
         Turn against.
         Compete against.
         Against the law.
         Against all odds.
         The war against drought.
         Pushing against the wall.
         Racing against time.
         Team Crystal against Team Megatron.

 
         California is racing against time to fight the war against drought.
         What strange exercises they're doing. One is banging against the
desk. One is pushing against the wall.
         Team Crystal is racing against time preparing the game against
Team Megatron. It'll be quite a match.

 
 
#384, pattern
 

         Pattern recognition.
         Pattern matching.



         Regular pattern.
         Traffic pattern.
         Usual pattern.
         Work pattern.
         Textile pattern.
         Same pattern.

 
         These houses are built in the same pattern.
         They follow the work pattern to complete the work.
         I have the same textile pattern in my house.

 
 
#385, slow
 

         Slow speed.
         Slow lane.
         Slow process.
         Slow clock.
         Slow season.
         Slow business.
         Slow reader.
         Slow down.
         Slow motion
         Very slow.
         Too slow.
         Go slow.

 
         The subway train suddenly slowed down and stopped. Everyone
wondered why.
         He's a slow reader but a fast writer.
         Business is slow in the summer but will pick up in the winter.
         Summer is the slow season.
         This clock is three minutes slow.
         Growing up is a slow process.
         If you drive too slow, stay in the slow lane.

 
 



 
#386, center
 

         Center of the universe.
         Center of the galaxy.
         Center the subject.
         Call center.
         Shopping center.
         City center.
         Town center.
         Service center.
         In the center.

 
         When taking pictures, never center the subject. The subject should
be off center.
         The tallest building in town is the center of the light speed research.
         When a newborn baby comes to Earth, she acts like she's the center
of the universe.

 
 
 
#387, love
 

         Love can be a noun.
         Love can be a verb.
         Love someone.
         Give love to someone.
         Fall in love.
         In love.
         True love.
         Pure love.

 
         Love is a noun. You can give love to someone.
         Love is a verb. You can take actions to love someone.
         You can hide your love in you. You can also show your love by
doing something.



         Hiding your love will keep you in the same place. Showing your
love will get you somewhere.

 
 
#388, person
 

         A person.
         In person.
         Contact person.
         Per person.
         Good person
         Nice person.

 
         She's a person who likes to help others.
         She's a nice person. She'll help you clean up your desk.
         Registration fee is $10 per person.

 
#389, money

         Earn money.
         Make money.
         Save money.
         Spend money.
         Transfer money
         Get money.

 
         We normally say we work to make money.
         The correct way is we work to earn money.
         We can earn money by trading hours for dollars.
         We can also earn money by using our brain.

 
 
#390, serve
 

         Serve as.
         Serve in.
         Serve up.



         Serve with.
         Serve a purpose.
         Enough to serve.
         First come first serve.

 
         He serves as the department manager in the store.
         This restaurant serves this community.
         The restaurant serves hot food in large dishes.
         A dish there serves two people.
         Using large dishes serves the purpose of washing fewer dishes,
therefore, saving water.



You know it well. It's time to learn the words again.
         After World War II, Earth's population thrived.
         The two UFOs crashed in New Mexico were believed to be at war
between aliens.
         There hasn't been any rain in six months. The State of California is
fighting a war against drought.
         The mom laid down the baby before she warmed the milk.
         They laid the table before dinner.
         He laid out the plan and then began at once to execute the plan.
         Some birds lay up to 10 eggs a year.
         California is racing against time to fight the war against drought.
         What strange exercises they're doing. One is banging against the
desk. One is pushing against the wall.
         Team Crystal is racing against time preparing the game against
Team Megatron. It'll be quite a match.
         These houses are built in the same pattern.
         They follow the work pattern to complete the work.
         I have the same textile pattern in my house.
         The subway train suddenly slowed down and stopped. Everyone
wondered why.
         He's a slow reader but a fast writer.
         Business is slow in the summer but will pick up in the winter.
         Summer is the slow season.
         This clock is three minutes slow.
         Growing up is a slow process.
         If you drive too slow, stay in the slow lane.
         When taking pictures, never center the subject. The subject should
be off center.
         The tallest building in town is the center of the light speed research.
         When a newborn baby comes to Earth, she acts like she's the center
of the universe.
         Love is a noun. You can give love to someone.
         Love is a verb. You can take actions to love someone.
         You can hide your love in you. You can also show your love by
doing something.
         Hiding your love will keep you in the same place. Showing your
love will get you somewhere.



         She's a person who likes to help others.
         She's a nice person. She'll help you clean up your desk.
         Registration fee is $10 per person.
         We normally say we work to make money.
         The correct way is we work to earn money.
         We can earn money by trading hours for dollars.
         We can also earn money by using our brain.
         He serves as the department manager in the store.
         This restaurant serves this community.
         The restaurant serves hot food in large dishes.
         A dish there serves two people.
        Using large dishes serves the purpose of washing fewer dishes,
therefore, saving water.



 
 
 



Chapter 46: 391 – 400, What to Say in English
 
 
 
 
#391, appear
 

         Appear on.
         Appear in.
         Appear to.
         Appear again.
         Appear suddenly.
         Appear to be.

 
         Why do stars appear to be blinking?
         That's because of the flow of air.
         You appeared on TV yesterday.
         When you're freezing, it's a wonderful thing to see the sun appears
on the horizon.
         The word appear appears nine times on this page and 14 times in
this chapter.



#392, road
 

         Road trip.
         Road map.
         Road sign.
         Roadside.
         Toll road.
         Main road.
         Off-road.
         Country road.
         On the road.
         Down the road

 
         Main Street is the main road of the town.
         This country road will take you to the main road.
         If you'd just stay on this road, it'll take you to the main road.
         Benson's well on the road to becoming a project manager.

 
 
#393, map
 

         Map out.
         Map up.
         Mind map.
         Road map.
         World map.
         City map.
         On the map
         Mapping system.

 
         This is a world map and this is a road map.
         Your navigation system has a world map as well a detailed road
map. You can zoom in to see the local maps of any city in the world.
         Mapping systems are used to map the Earth, the Moon, Mars, and
stars and galaxies.

 
 



#394, science
 

         Science fiction.
         Science world.
         Science invention.
         Computer science.
         Life science.
         Physical science.
         Rocket science.
         Space science.
         Bachelor of science.
         Master of science.

 
         Science is a requirement in high school.
         Computer science is Ben's favorite subject.
         Which field of science is your favorite, rocket science, space
science, or computer science?

 
 
#395, rule
 

         Rule of thumb.
         Rule the water.
         Rule the field.
         Rule the country.
         Rule the sky.
         Rule in.
         Rule out.
         Rule of law.
         Ground rule.
         General rule
         Grammar rules.
         Safety rules.
         Follow the rule.

 
         Please follow the rules. Safety rules must be followed when on
board the ship.



         Some languages have many grammar rules while some languages
have no grammar rules.
         The rule of thumb for writing is KISS.
         What does KISS stand for?
         KISS stands for Keep It Simple, Stupid.
         Sharks rule the water.
         Lions rule the fields.
         Genghis Khan ruled the biggest land in human history.

 
 
#396, govern
 

         Govern a country.
         Govern himself.
         Govern by rules.

 
         People who have the vision to govern a country are usually the ones
who do.
         Self-control is an important factor in governing oneself.
         This country is governed by rules.

 
 
#397, pull
Pull is pronounced as pull. The u in pull is pronounced as /ʊ/. /ʊ/, pʊll. It's
not pronounced as pole. That is a different sound. Pull.
 

         Pull up.
         Pull down.
         Pull in.
         Pull out.
         Pull off.
         Pull back.
         Pull through.
         Pull away.
         Pull over.

 



         Pull up into the parking lot.
         Pull up the records.
         Pull out the records.
         Throw an object into the air and gravity will pull it down.
         If you see a tornado, run. The tornado will pull you in.
         Always pull over for emergency vehicles.
         Pull it to see what happens.
         The pull of the moon creates tides on Earth.

 
 
#398, cold
 

         Cold weather.
         Cold day.
         Cold drink.
         Cold person.
         Hot and cold.
         Very cold.
         Catch a cold.

 
         It's a cold day today.
         It's going to be a cold day tomorrow.
         He likes cold drinks.
         He's a cold person who he never smiles.

 
#399, notice
 

         Notice board.
         Notice period.
         Notice it.
         Notice something.
         Take notice.
         Short notice.
         Advance notice.
         Legal notice.
         Give notice.
         Further notice.



         Without notice.
 

         Sorry for the short notice, but we have a meeting in two hours.
         That's better than a meeting without notice.
         I noticed something when I passed by the cafeteria. People were so
quiet today.

 
#400, voice
 

         Voice mail.
         Voice recorder.
         Voice recognition.
         Tone of voice.
         Active voice.
         Passive voice.
         Voice your opinion.
         Voiced consonant.

 
         Record your voice through a voice recorder.
         You can activate voice recognition and use your voice to control
your phone.
         Did you hear a voice?
         Yes. It was a faint voice from far away.
         She lost her voice today by singing the whole day yesterday.
         Voice your opinion to let your voice heard.
         D is a voiced consonant while T is a voiceless consonant.



Congratulations! This is the last set of ten. Let's learn them again and
again and again and again.

         Why do stars appear to be blinking?
         That's because of the flow of air.
         You appeared on TV yesterday.
         When you're freezing, it's a wonderful thing to see the sun appears
on the horizon.
         The word appear appears nine times on this page and 14 times in
this chapter.
         Main Street is the main road of the town.
         This country road will take you to the main road.
         If you'd just stay on this road, it'll take you to the main road.
         Benson's well on the road to becoming a project manager.
         This is a world map and this is a road map.
         Your navigation system has a world map as well a detailed road
map. You can zoom in to see the local maps of any city in the world.
         Mapping systems are used to map the Earth, the Moon, Mars, and
stars and galaxies.
         Science is a requirement in high school.
         Computer science is Ben's favorite subject.
         Which field of science is your favorite, rocket science, space
science, or computer science?
         Please follow the rules. Safety rules must be followed when onboard
the ship.
         Some languages have many grammar rules while some languages
have no grammar rules.
         The rule of thumb for writing is KISS.
         What does KISS stand for?
         KISS stands for Keep It Simple, Stupid.
         Sharks rule the water.
         Lions rule the fields.
         Genghis Khan ruled the biggest land in human history.
         People who have the vision to govern a country are usually the ones
who do.
         Self-control is an important factor in governing oneself.
         This country is governed by rules.
         Pull up into the parking lot.



         Pull up the records.
         Pull out the records.
         Throw an object into the air and gravity will pull it down.
         If you see a tornado, run. The tornado will pull you in.
         Always pull over for emergency vehicles.
         Pull it to see what happens.
         The pull of the moon creates tides on Earth.
         It's a cold day today.
         It's going to be a cold day tomorrow.
         He likes cold drinks.
         He's a cold person who he never smiles.
         Sorry for the short notice, but we have a meeting in two hours.
         That's better than no notice.
         I noticed something when I passed by the cafeteria. People were so
quiet today.
         Did you hear a voice?
         Yes. It was a faint voice from far away.
         She lost her voice today by singing the whole day yesterday.
         Voice your opinion to let your voice heard.
         D is a voiced consonant while T is a voiceless consonant.



Everything comes if a man will only wait … a human being with a
settled purpose must accomplish it, and nothing can resist a will that
will stake even existence for its fulfillment.

Benjamin Disraeli
 

 
 
 



Lesson 5
Specialized Knowledge





 
 



Chapter 47: Words 401 – 410 Specialized
knowledge

 
#401, fall
Today → fall
Yesterday → fell
For some time → fallen
 

         Fall in.
         Fall out.
         Fall by.
         Fall down.
         Fall back.
         Fall off.
         Fall from.
         Fall over.
         Fall into.
         Fall apart.
         Fall within.
         Fall in love.
         Fall asleep.
         The fall of.
         The rise and fall.
         A waterfall.
         Nightfall.

 
         If that's what you want to do, fall in love with it.
         I’m falling into the habit of learning new things about my passion
every day.
         Sales fell 2% last month but gained 4% this month.
         Falling down from a chair may hurt, but a baby learns from it and
will not fall again.
         The waterfall from Niagara Falls falls 167 feet down to the bottom.
         The rise and fall of the dinosaurs took 100s of millions of years.
         We'll begin our journey at nightfall.



 
 
#402, power
 

         Power up.
         Power down.
         Power on.
         Power off.
         Power by.
         Power plant.
         Powerpoint.
         Power supply.
         Solar power.
         Wind power.
         Full power.

 
         Let's power up the cell phone to see if it'll work now.
         This camera is powered by two batteries.
         Clean energy such as wind power and solar power is getting more
and more popular.
         If fully harnessed, solar power has the power to change the world.
         This is a powerful car. At full power, it can go 300 mph.
         He's a powerful man in the company. He leads the company not with
his power but with his passion.



#403, town
 

         Town hall.
         Town center.
         Town square.
         Small town.
         Big town.
         In town.
         Out of town.
         Uptown.
         Downtown.
         Around town.

 
         The circus is in town this week.
         Professor Hartman is not in school today, but he's in town.
         Learn these 500 words and speak English around town.
         “This is an uptown train. Next stop, Sixth Avenue.”

 
 
#404, fine
 

         Fine art.
         Fine tune.
         Fine day.
         Fine. Thanks.
         Fine with me.
         That's fine.
         A fine of $.10 per day.

 
         How are you?
         Fine. Thanks.
         This is a fine piece of art. Do you mind if I keep it here for two
days?
         Fine with me.
         It's a fine day to go swimming today. Should we meet at 12?
         Twelve is fine.
         If you return your book late, you’ll be charged a fine of $.10 per day.



 
 
#405, certain
 

         For certain.
         Make certain.
         Be certain.
         Certainly.
         Certain way.
         Certain time.
         Certain amount.
         Certain condition.
         Certain about.

 
         May I use your pen?
         Certainly.
         Who do you want to learn from, a generalist or a specialist?
         A specialist.
         Are you certain?
         I'm certain about that. A specialist has specialized knowledge.

 
 
#406, fly
Today → fly
Yesterday → flew
For some time → flown
 

         Fly high.
         Fly by.
         Fly out.
         Fly off.
         Fly back.
         Fly away.
         Fly a kite.
         On the fly.
         Fly 30 mph.
         Fly across the world.



         Butterfly.
         Dragonfly.
         Firefly.

 
         Butterflies can fly 20 mph.
         Dragonflies can fly 30 mph.
         Dandelions can fly five miles.
         Butterflies can fly 3000 miles.
         Dragonflies can fly halfway across the world.
         On July 4th, countless flags will fly in town.

 
 
 
#407, unit
 

         Unit price.
         Unit cost.
         Unit one.
         Unit test.
         One unit.
         Per unit.
         Control unit.
         Power unit.

 
         Unit one of the book is the first unit of the book.
         One unit has been sent out the study the site.
         A unit test is given at the end of each unit.



#408, lead
Today → lead
Yesterday → led
For some time → led
 

         Lead time.
         Lead to.
         Leader.
         Lead singer.
         Lead up.
         Lead on.
         Lead in.
         Lead out.
         Lead the way.
         Take the lead.

 
         Where is the leader of your unit?
         The leader is on the other side of the mountain. This is the road that
leads to the other side.
         Lead the way.
         Newport is leading Bellevue 10-7.

 
 
 
#409, cry
 

         Cry out.
         Cry on.
         Cry over.
         Cry for help.
         Far cry.
         War cry.
         Battle cry.
         A baby's cry.
         A bird-cry.

 
         Babies crying is innate. Babies are born with the ability to cry.



         Babies cry for help, but if you pay too much attention to their cries,
they'll cry more often.
         “Watch out!” he cried.
         Why do owls cry out at night?
         Because owls are nocturnal creatures.

 
 
 
#410, dark
 

         Dark red.
         Dark blue.
         Dark side.
         Dark night.
         In the dark.
         Very dark.

 
         It's going to be a dark night tonight. Be sure to come back before
dark or you'll be stranded in the dark.
         Which of these do you like, dark green, dark blue, or dark red?
         Dark green.



Now let's get these words again, and again, and again!
         If that's what you want to do, fall in love with it.
         I’m falling into the habit of learning new things about my passion
every day.
         Sales fell 2% last month but gained 4% this month.
         Falling down from a chair may hurt, but a baby learns from it and
will not fall again.
         The waterfall from Niagara Falls falls 167 feet down from the top.
         The rise and fall of the dinosaurs took 100s of millions of years.
         We'll begin our journey at nightfall.
         Let's power up the cell phone to see if it'll work now.
         This camera is powered by two batteries.
         Clean energy such as wind power and solar power is getting more
and more popular.
         If fully harnessed, solar power has the power to change the world.
         This is a powerful car. At full power, it can go 300 mph.
         He's a powerful man in the company. He leads the company not with
his power but with his passion.
         The circus is in town this week.
         Professor Hartman is not in school today, but he's in town.
         Learn these 500 words and speak English around town.
         “This is an uptown train. Next stop, Sixth Avenue.”
         How are you?
         Fine. Thanks.
         This is a fine piece of art. Do you mind if I keep it here for two
days?
         Fine with me.
         It's a fine day to go swimming today. Should we meet at 12?
         Twelve is fine.
         If you return your book late, you’ll be charged a fine of $.10 per day.
         May I use your pen?
         Certainly.
         Who do you want to learn from, a generalist or a specialist?
         A specialist.
         Are you certain?
         I'm certain about that. A specialist has specialized knowledge.
         Butterflies can fly 20 mph.



         Dragonflies can fly 30 mph.
         Dandelions can fly five miles.
         Butterflies can fly 3000 miles.
         Dragonflies can fly halfway across the world.
         On July 4th, flags will fly in town.
         Unit one of the book is the first unit of the book.
         One unit has been sent out the study the site.
         A unit test is given at the end of each unit.
         Where is the leader of your unit?
         The leader is on the other side of the mountain. This is the road that
leads to the other side.
         Lead the way.
         Newport is leading Bellevue 18-3.
         Babies crying is innate. Babies are born with the ability to cry.
         Babies cry for help, but if you pay too much attention to their cries,
they'll cry more often.
         “Watch out!” he cried.
         Why do owls cry out at night?
         Because owls are nocturnal creatures.
         It's going to be a dark night tonight. Be sure to come back before
dark or you'll be stranded in the dark.



No matter how many mistakes you make or how slow you progress,
you're still way ahead of everyone who isn't trying.

Anthony Robbins
 



Chapter 48: 411 – 420, Specialized knowledge
 
#411, machine
 

         Washing machine.
         Drying machine.
         Vending machine
         Fax machine.
         Cash machine.
         Mining machine.
         Rolling machine.
         Heavy machines.

 
         Construction companies use heavy machines to move stones.
         Machines increase productivity and reduce costs.
         A machine can work 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
         I am a human, not a working machine. I work and take breaks.

 
 
#412, note
 

         Note down.
         Notebook.
         Sticky note.
         Take note.
         Delivery note.
         Credit note.
         Make a note.
         Leave a note.

 
         Take notes in class to help you study.
         A notebook is a good tool to take notes.
         Make notes in the notebook to help you understand.
         Please leave a note on my desk when I'm not in the office.

 



 
#413, wait
 

         Wait for.
         Wait on.
         Wait up.
         Wait until.
         Wait a moment.
         Wait a while.
         Wait a minute.

 
         A table for five, please.
         Sure. There's a 10-minute wait. Would you like to wait?
         Sure. I'll wait.
         How long have you been waiting for a table?
         We’ve been waiting for five minutes.
         I’ll be back. I’m going to wait outside.

 
 
#414, plan
 

         Plan A.
         Plan B.
         Plan of the day.
         Plan of the week.
         Plan of the month.
         Plan of the year.
         Plan of life.
         Plan ahead.
         Plan our future.
         Business plan.
         Action plan.
         Master plan.
         Contingency plan.
         Floor plan.
         Site plan.
         Lesson plan.



         Change of plan.
 

         Do you have a plan?
         I have two. This is Plan A. This Plan B. We’ll go for Plan A.
         A change of plan. Plan A is not working according to plan. Let's go
for Plan B.
         We have a daily plan for our daily tasks. We have a weekly plan for
our weekend getaways. We have a monthly plan to pay the bills. We
have a yearly plan for a vacation. What we don't have is a plan for life.
We can plan for our life. This is the biggest and the most important
plan in our life. What do I want in life? Let’s create a plan for life!

 
 
#415, figure
 

         Figure up.
         Figure out.
         Figure One.
         Figure Two.
         Figure skating.
         Figure of speech.
         Public figure.
         Father figure.

 
         If you earn a six-figure income, you're in the upper middle class.
         Can you figure out what this picture means?
         What's another way of saying this six-figure number?
         What number?
         Five hundred thousand.
         Half million.
         She likes her own figure. She likes to keep her body that way.

 
 
 
#416, star
 

         Star sign.



         Star fruit.
         Rock star.
         Pop star.
         Movie star.
         Rising star.
         Shooting star.
         Five-star hotel.

 
         Being a foreigner, Arnold Schwarzenegger is a successful movie
star.
         The Terminator is a movie starring Arnold Schwarzenegger.
         What hotel do you think Arnold would stay, three-star or five-star?
         Five star.
         Our sun is an average star in the universe.



#417, box
 

         Box up.
         Box in.
         Box office.
         Lunch box.
         Cardboard box.
         Fuse box.
         Gift box.

 
         Kids in Bellevue like to bring their lunchbox to school.
         Here's a box of empty boxes.
         Put the toys in a box. We're going to box them up before we move.
         The 1939 film Gone with the Wind topped the box office with $3.4
billion worldwide.

 
 
#418, noun
 

         A noun.
         Proper noun.
         Single noun.
         Plural noun.

 
         An apple is a noun.
         A tree is a noun.
         Love is a noun. Love is also a verb.

 
 
#419, field
 

         Field day.
         Field trip.
         Field of study.
         Soccer field.
         Magnetic field.
         Football field.



         Corn field.
 

         Somerset Elementary has a playground. Newport High has a football
field.
         Kids went to a cornfield on their field trip.
         Benson has a degree in computer science. Brian has a degree in the
same field.

 
 
 
#420, rest
 

         Rest assure.
         Rest your feet.
         At rest.
         Take rest.
         The rest.

 
         Take some rest before we leave.
         It's a good idea to rest between classes.
         Half of the group went to the fields. The rest of the group took care
of the rest of the jobs.



Now let's get these 10 words.
         Construction companies use heavy machines to move stones.
         Machines increase productivity and reduce costs.
         A machine can work 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
         I am a human, not a working machine. I work and take breaks.
         Take notes in class to help you study.
         A notebook is a good tool to take notes.
         Make notes in the notebook to help you understand.
         Please leave a note on my desk when I'm not in the office.
         A table for five, please.
         Sure. There's a 10-minute wait. Would you like to wait?
         Sure. I'll wait.
         How long have you been waiting for a table?
         We’ve been waiting for five minutes.
         I’ll be back.
         I’m going to wait outside.
         Do you have a plan?
         I have two. This is Plan A. This Plan B. We’ll go for Plan A.
         A change of plan. Plan A is not working according to plan. Let's go
for Plan B.
         We have a daily plan for our daily tasks. We have a weekly plan for
our weekend getaways. We have a monthly plan to pay the bills. We
have a yearly plan for a vacation. What we don't have is a plan of life.
We can plan for our life. This is the biggest and the most important
plan in our life. What do I want in life? Let’s create a plan of life!
         If you earn a six-figure income, you're in the upper middle class.
         Can you figure out what this picture means?
         What's another way of saying this six-figure number?
         What number?
         Five hundred thousand.
         Half million.
         She likes her own figure. She likes to keep her body like that.
         Being a foreigner, Arnold Schwarzenegger is a successful movie
star.
         The Terminator is a movie starring Arnold Schwarzenegger.
         What hotel do you think Arnold would stay, three-star or five-star?
         Five star.



         Our sun is an average star in the universe.
         Kids in Bellevue like to bring their lunchbox to school.
         Here's a box of empty boxes.
         Put the toys in a box. We're going to box them up before we move.
         The 1939 film Gone with the Wind topped the box office with $3.4
billion worldwide.
         An apple is a noun.
         A tree is a noun.
         Love is a noun. Love is also a verb.
         Somerset Elementary has a playground. Newport High has a football
field.
         Kids went to a cornfield on their field trip.
         Benson has a degree in computer science. Brian has a degree in the
same field.
         Take some rest before we leave.
         It's a good idea to rest between classes.
         Half of the group went to the fields. The rest of the group took care
of the rest of the jobs.



Success is the sum of small efforts, repeated day in and day out.
Robert Collier

 
 
 
 
 



Chapter 49: 421 – 430, Specialized knowledge
 
 
#421, correct
 

         Correct answer.
         Correct information.
         Correct time.
         Correct day.
         Correct a mistake.

 
         If we made a mistake, correct it and learn something from it.
         Which is the correct answer? A. Do not do anything because you
can be wrong. B. Do many things even some of them can be wrong.
         Correct me if I’m wrong. The correct answer is B.



#422, able
 

         Able to.
         Be able to.

 
         She's able to speak English fluently.
         Ken is able to speak English like a native.
         If I do the same things, I’ll be able to speak English like a native,
too.
         Eric was able to play the piano at the age of three.

 
 
 
#423, pound
 

         One pound.
         Two pounds.
         Pound sign.
         Pound on the door.
         Pound for pound.
 
         A pound of water.
         Two pounds of tomatoes.
         You have two choices to get the door open, knock on the door or
pound on the door.
         Her heart is still pounding after seeing the python.

 
 
 
#424, done
The o in done is pronounced as uh. Done is pronounced as duhn. Uh, uhn,
duhn. It's NOT pronounced as don. It's pronounced as duhn.  Compare the
difference. Duhn, don, duhn, don. Done is pronounced as duhn.
 
Today → do
Yesterday → did
For some time → done



 
         Done deal.
         Done with it.
         Be done.
         Get done.
         Have done.
         Well done.
         Almost done.
         It's done.

 
         Everything else has been done. Just sign the documents and it's a
done deal.
         Can you clean up the hallway?
         It's done! (I'll get it done right away.)
         The Math Adventure games will be done at nine.
         The games are scheduled for three hours; kids can get them done in
two.
         Kids who have done this before can quickly find their way in.
         Riding on a tiger is different than riding on a bike. Have you done it
before?
         Yes. I've done it once and I'm done with it. I'm never going to ride
on a tiger again.

 
 
#425, beauty
 

         Beauty contest.
         Beauty product.
         Beauty salon.
         Beauty shop.
         Beauty and the Beast
         Beauty is in the eye of the beholder.
         Natural beauty.
         The beauty of.

 
         Are you going to encourage your daughter to the beauty contest?
         No. I'm going to encourage her to the intelligence contest.



         The beauty of working from home is saving time for me and saving
the environment for Earth.
         Who do you like as a beauty? A girl who has a beautiful face or a
girl who has a beautiful heart?
         A girl who has a beautiful face and a beautiful heart.

 
 
#426, drive
Ive, Rive, Drive.
 
Today → drive
Yesterday → drove
For some time → driven
 

         Drive out.
         Drive off.
         Drive away.
         Drive a car.
         A driveway.
         A long drive.
         Go for a drive.
         Hard drive.

 
         Want to go for a drive.
         Pull out of the driveway then drive north.
         Here are some snacks. It's going to be a long drive.
         It's just a mile away. You can drive it or walk it.
         I'll drive you to the airport.

 
 
 
#427, stood
Today → stand
Yesterday → stood
For some time → stood
 



         Stood up.
         Stood by.
         Stood in.
         Stood out.
         Stood for.
         Stood against.

 
         He stood up for his friends when they were in trouble. That earned
him their loyalty.
         He's so passionate about biology that he stood for five hours in the
lab yesterday to study.
         Since his graduation, the lab had stood empty for three months.

 
 
 
#428, contain
 

         To contain.
         Will contain.

 
         This dish contains sugar and wheat.
         That dish contains soy and milk.
         These large containers can contain iron and steel.
         Three days after it started, the fire department was able to contain
the wildfire.

 
 
 
#429, front

         Front end.
         Front door.
         Front page.
         Front cover.
         Front desk.
         Front yard.
         Front row
         Front side.



         In front.
         In front of.

 
         Leaders lead in the front, not in the back.
         To be a leader, stay in the front.
         She looked at the front cover of the book and then looked at the
back cover.
         What’s on the front page?
         The nine-year-old who stunt the nation with her singing.
         It went to the front page of the newspaper?
         It’s not on the second page or the back page. It’s on the front page.
         The main entrance is on the front side of the building.

 
 
 
#430, teach
Today → teach
Yesterday → taught
For some time → taught
 

         Teach a lesson.
         Teach English.
         Teach in high school.
         Teach yourself.
         Teach children

 
         Tell your children and they will listen and forget. Show your
children and they will see and remember. Involve your children and
they will experience and learn. How are you going to teach your
children?
         To really teach them a lesson, let them make mistakes.
         Ken teaches English by involving students to use what they've
learned.



Let's learn these words again.
         If we made a mistake, correct it and learn something from it.
         Which is the correct answer? A. Do not do anything because you
can be wrong. B. Do many things even some of them can be wrong.
         Correct me if I’m wrong. The correct answer is B.
         She's able to speak English fluently.
         Ken is able to speak English like a native.
         If I do the same things, I’ll be able to speak English like a native,
too.
         Eric was able to play the piano at the age of three.
         A pound of water.
         Two pounds of tomatoes.
         You have two choices to get the door open, knock on the door or
pound on the door.
         Her heart is still pounding after seeing the python.
         Everything else has been done. Just sign the documents and it's a
done deal.
         Can you clean up the hallway?
         It's done! (I'll get it done right away.)
         The Math Adventure games will be done at nine.
         The games are scheduled for three hours; kids can get them done in
two.
         Kids who have done this before can quickly find their way in.
         Riding on a tiger is different than riding on a bike. Have you done it
before?
         Yes. I've done it once and I'm done with it. I'm never going to ride
on a tiger again.
         Are you going to encourage your daughter to the beauty contest?
         No. I'm going to encourage her to the intelligence contest.
         The beauty of working from home is saving time for me and saving
the environment for Earth.
         Who do you like as a beauty? A girl who has a beautiful face or a
girl who has a beautiful heart?
         A girl who has a beautiful face and a beautiful heart.
         Want to go for a drive.
         Pull out of the driveway then drive north.
         Here are some snacks. It's going to be a long drive.



         It's just a mile away. You can drive it or walk it.
         I'll drive you to the airport.
         He stood up for his friends when they were in trouble. That earned
him their loyalty.
         He's so passionate about biology that he stood for five hours in the
lab yesterday to study.
         Since his graduation, the lab had stood empty for three months.
         This dish contains sugar and wheat.
         That dish contains soy and milk.
         These large containers can contain iron and steel.
         Three days after it started, the fire department was able to contain
the wildfire.
         Leaders lead in the front, not in the back.
         To be a leader, stay in the front.
         She looked at the front cover of the book and then looked at the
back cover.
         What’s on the front page?
         The nine-year-old who stunt the nation with her singing.
         It went to the front page of the newspaper?
         It’s not on the second page or the back page. It’s on the front page.
         The main entrance is on the front side of the building.
         Tell your children and they will listen and forget. Show your
children and they will see and remember. Involve your children and
they will experience and learn. How are you going to teach your
children?
         To really teach them a lesson, let them make mistakes.
        Ken teaches English by involving students to use what they've
learned.

 
 
 
 



Chapter 50: 431 – 440, Specialized knowledge
 
 
#431, week
 

         Week One.
         Week Two.
         Weekday.
         Weekend.
         Last week.
         This week.
         Next week.
         One week.
         Two weeks.
         Per week.
         Once a week.
         Every week.
         During the week.

 
         She wants to take care of her family, so she works three days a
week.
         He wants to achieve his goal on time, so he works 10 hours a day,
seven days a week.
         Week One of the program will be math.
         Week Two of the program will be science.
         This shop opens on weekends and closes on weekdays.
         Spend 14 hours a week on your passion for 20 years, and you'll be
the best in that area.

 
 
#432, final
 

         Final exam.
         Final call.
         Final round.



         Final decision.
         Final report.
         Final payment.
         Final cost.
         It's final.

 
         The final exam will be at the end of this week.
         The lucky number is 5523388.
         Ticket holder of 5523388 please come up to the stage. Final call.
         This is the final round of the game.
         This is the World Cup final.
         This is your class leader. Whatever he says is final.

 
 
 
#433, gave
Today → give
Yesterday → gave
For some time → given
 

         Gave in.
         Gave back.
         Gave up.
         Gave away.
         Gave out.
         Gave off.
         Gave birth.
         Gave it a try.
         Gave 100%.

 
         They gave him a week to work on it. It was just what he needed.
         His parents gave him what he needed in getting specialized
knowledge in his field of specialty.
         He gave it a try to see what happen.
         She gave 100% of her time and effort into her passion.
         What was her name? She didn't give her name. She gave an email
address.



 
 
#434, green
 

         Green tea.
         Green beans.
         Green pepper.
         Green light.
         Green card
         Greenland.
         Green energy.

 
         Greenland is not green. It's covered with ice.
         Iceland is not covered with ice. Iceland is green.
         A hundred percent of Iceland's power energy is green energy.
         Go ahead. You got the green light!



#435, oh
 

         Oh! I see.
         Oh! That's why.
         Oh! Yes! That's dream come true.

 
 
 
#436, quick
 

         Quick start.
         Quick look.
         Quick search.
         Quick time.
         Quick fix.
         Quick response.
         Quick learner.
         Quick and easy.
         Be quick,
         Very quick

 
         Focus your energy on one specific area and your energy will quickly
break through.
         If you have a ton of energy, what are you going to do with it?
         You can use the energy on 100 tasks and get general knowledge or
focus the energy on one specific area and get a quick breakthrough.
         She's a quick learner.
         Let me take a quick look at your computer. It may just be a quick
fix.

 
 
 
 
 
#437, develop
 

         Develop into.



         Develop friendship
         Develop a habit.
         Developing world.
         Developed world.
         Develop specific knowledge.

 
         The developing world is more likely to focus on all areas of
development.
         The developed world is more likely to focus on one specific area of
development.
         Doing something consistently will develop a habit.
         Focus on one area to develop specific knowledge.

 
 
 
#438, sleep
Today → sleep
Yesterday → slept
For some time → slept
 

         Sleep in.
         Sleep well.
         Sleep early.
         Sleep over.
         Good sleep.
         Deep sleep.
         Go to sleep.
         Sleeping giant.

 
         I sleep well every day for being a good person.
         I had a good night of sleep last night because I'm a good person.
         The baby is in deep sleep for being a good baby.
         You have a sleeping giant inside you. You just don't know about it.
Wait up this sleeping giant, and you can do things as big as you can
imagine.

 
 



#439, warm
 

         Warm up.
         Warm day.
         Warm water.
         Warm weather.
         Warm smile.
         Warm welcome.
         Keep warm.
         Very warm

 
         It's going to be a warm day today.
         I'll take a jacket to keep me warm.
         It was such a warm smile I saw on her face.
         Warm it up. Warm up the food before you eat it.

 
 
 
#440, free
 

         Free up.
         Free to.
         Free gift.
         Free time.
         Free space.
         Free lunch.
         Free of charge.
         Free to go.
         Free energy.
         Duty free.
         Break free.
         Set free.
         For free.
         Toll free.
         Financially free.

 



         Free up your energy from all areas and focus on one specific area.
You can't imagine what the energy will do for you.
         You receive a free gift at birth, freedom of thinking. This gift is free
of charge. You can use it at your free time. Use this free gift and you
can be financially free.
         Free the birds from the cage and the birds will be free. Free your
mind from all areas and your mind will be free.



How many times should I practice? Again and again.
         She wants to take care of her family, so she works three days a
week.
         He wants to achieve his goal on time, so he works 10 hours a day,
seven days a week.
         Week One of the program will be math.
         Week Two of the program will be science.
         This shop opens on weekends and closes on weekdays.
         Spend 14 hours a week on your passion for 20 years, and you'll be
the best in that area.
         The final exam will be at the end of this week.
         The lucky number is 5523388.
         Ticket holder of 5523388 please come up to the stage. Final call.
         This is the final round of the game.
         This is the World Cup final.
         This is your class leader. Whatever he says is final.
         They gave him a week to work on it. It was just what he needed.
         His parents gave him what he needed in getting specialized
knowledge in his field of specialty.
         He gave it a try to see what happen.
         She gave 100% of her time and effort into her passion.
         What was her name? She didn't give her name. She gave an email
address.
         Greenland is not green. It's covered with ice.
         Iceland is not covered with ice. Iceland is green.
         A hundred percent of Iceland's power energy is green energy.
         Go ahead. You got the green light!
         Oh! I see.
         Oh! That's why.
         Oh! Yes! That's dream come true.
         Focus your energy on one specific area and your energy will quickly
break through.
         If you have a ton of energy, what are you going to do with it?
         You can use the energy on 100 tasks and get general knowledge or
focus the energy on one specific area and get a quick breakthrough.
         She's a quick learner.



         Let me take a quick look at your computer. It may just be a quick
fix.
         The developing world is more likely to focus on all areas of
development.
         The developed world is more likely to focus on one specific area of
development.
         Doing something consistently will develop a habit.
         Focus on one area to develop specific knowledge.
         I slept well last night.
         I had a good night of sleep last night.
         The baby is in deep sleep.
         You have a giant sleeping in you. You just don't know about it. Wait
up this sleeping giant, and you can do things as big as you can
imagine.
         It's going to be a warm day today.
         I'll take a jacket to keep me warm.
         It was such a warm smile I saw on her face.
         Warm it up. Warm up the food before you eat it.
         Free up your energy from all areas and focus on one specific area.
You can't imagine what the energy will do for you.
         You receive a free gift at birth, freedom of thinking. This gift is free
of charge. You can use it at your free time. Use this free gift and you
can be financially free.
         Free the birds from the cage and the birds will be free. Free your
mind from all areas and your mind will be free.

 



Success is achieved by developing our strengths not by eliminating our
weaknesses.

Marilyn vos Savant



Chapter 51: Words 441 – 450, Specialized
knowledge

 
 
 
#441, minute
 

         One minute!
         Just a minute!
         In a minute.
         Per minute.
         Last minute.
         Sixty minutes.

 
         Excuse me.
         Just a minute.
         He's very good at this. It'll just take him a minute.
         It would have taken 60 minutes to complete the job, but he took only
40.
         Launch countdown. One day, two hours, 43 minutes and 20 seconds.

 
 
#442, strong
 

         Strong man.
         Strong player.
         Strong competition.
         Strong current.
         Strong feeling.
         Strong will.
         Strong relationship.
         Strong enough.
         Very strong.
         Too strong.



 
         He's a strong player and one of the best in the team.
         It takes a strong man to lift three hundred pounds. It takes a big man
to say “I was wrong.”
         A strong current will block your way. A strong will will get you to
your destination. A strong relationship will keep you together.

 
 
#443, special
 

         Special needs.
         Special energy.
         Special thing.
         Special offer.
         Special effect.
         Special feature.
         Special guest.
         Special edition.
         Special day.
         Today's special.
         Nothing special.

 
         All tools are here. Do you have any special needs?
         Yes. I need some special energy.
         What special energy do you need?
         It's a special thing.
         Today's special is pepperoni pizza.

 
 
 
#444, mind

         Open mind.
         Bear in mind.
         Peace of mind.
         State of mind
         In mind.
         Do you mind?



         Never mind.
         Mind your own business.
         The great minds.
         Set your mind.

 
         Do you mind if I use your pen?
         Not at all.
         Never mind. I found mine.
         What's on your mind?
         I'm rehearsing the speech in my mind.
         Set your mind on your goal and start at once to get it. It doesn't need
a great mind to achieve it. An average mind with a strong will will
achieve it.

 
 
 
#445, behind
Behind is okay to pronounce as BeeHind, but it's better to pronounce Bhind.
Remember the three elements to speak like a native? This pronunciation is
using element two – intonation. The second part is stressed and the “E”
sound in “BE” is reduced.  As a result, the word is pronounced as Bhind.

         Behind me.
         Behind you.
         Behind the scene.
         Behind schedule.
         Look behind.
         Fall behind.
         Far behind.
         From behind.
         Leave behind.

 
         Leaders lead in the front, not in the back. Lead in front of them, not
behind them.
         Who was behind this idea?
         Ted was behind this idea.
         Where are you, Tom?
         I'm right behind you.



         He's got a lot of work to do. He's behind everybody on homework.
         A landslide caused the project two years behind schedule.

 
 
#446, clear
 

         Clear up.
         Clear out.
         Clear away.
         Clear off.
         Clear water.
         Clear air.
         Clear mind.
         Clear skies.
         Crystal clear.

 
         It's clear that the water has been cleared. It looks so clear.
         A lot of work has been done to clear the water and air in this city.
         Clear your mind and focus only on what you want. A clear mind
will keep your energy focused.
         Clear the corn fields. We’re going to burn it down.
         The sky has become clear after a day of rain. There will be clear
skies in the next five days.

 
 
 
 
#447, tail
 

         Tail off.
         Tailgate.
         Long tail.
         Tail light.
         Pony tail.
         Lobster tail
         Chasing its own tail.

 



         Flip a coin to decide on who goes first. Head or tail?
         You should stop and think it over. You're just like a puppy chasing
your own tail.
         Give them some space. Do not tailgate when driving.

 
 
 
#448, produce
Produce has two sounds. When it's a verb, it's pronounced as produce.
When it's a noun, it pronounced as produce.
 

         A produce.
         To produce.
         Fresh produce.
         Produce products.
         Produce good results.

 
         Fresh produce is delivered daily.
         Where is the produce department?
         The produce department is on the left.
         California's Napa Valley produces excellent grapes.



#449, fact
 

         A fact.
         The fact.
         In fact.
         A matter of fact.
         Despite the fact that.
 
         Collect facts about the crash. Our goal is to learn from the facts of
why it crashed. As a matter of fact, take all the people you need.
         These are all the facts collected. A meteor caused the crash.

 
 
#450, street
 

         Street fair.
         Street address.
         The street.
         Main street.
         In the street.
         On the street.
         Down the street.
         One way street
         Tenth Street.
         Wall Street.
         Across the street.

 
         The street fair is being held on Tenth Street.
         It’s a one-way street.
         Turn right on Broadway and go straight to Wall Street.
         What’s the street address?
         222.
         The building is right across the street.



Let's do these 10 words.
 

         Excuse me.
         Just a minute.
         He's very good at this. It'll just take him a minute.
         It would have taken 60 minutes to complete the job, but he took only
40.
         Countdown to the launch. One day, two hours, 43 minutes and 20
seconds.
         He's a strong player and one of the best in the team.
         It takes a strong man to lift three hundred pounds. It takes a big man
to say “I was wrong.”
         A strong current will block your way. A strong will will get you to
your destination. A strong relationship will keep you together.
         All tools are here. Do you have any special needs?
         Yes. I need some special energy.
         What special energy do you need?
         It's a special thing.
         Today's special is pepperoni pizza.
         Do you mind if I use your pen?
         Not at all.
         Never mind. I found mine.
         What's on your mind?
         I'm rehearsing the speech in my mind.
         Set your mind on your goal and start at once to get it. It doesn't need
a great mind to achieve it. An average mind with a strong will will
achieve it.
         Leaders lead in the front, not in the back. Lead in front of them, not
behind them.
         Who was behind this idea?
         Ted was behind this idea.
         Where are you, Tom?
         I'm right behind you.
         He's got a lot of work to do. He's behind everybody on homework.
         A landslide caused the project two years behind schedule.
         It's clear that the water has been cleared. It looks so clear.
         A lot of work has been done to clear the water and air in this city.



         Clear your mind and focus only on what you want. A clear mind
will keep your energy focused.
         Clear the corn fields. We’re going to burn it down.
         The sky has become clear after a day of rain. There will be clear
skies in the next five days.
         Flip a coin to decide on who goes first. Head or tail?
         You should stop and think it over. You're just like a puppy chasing
your own tail.
         Give them some space. Do not tailgate when driving.
         Fresh produce is delivered daily.
         Where is the produce department?
         The produce department is on the left.
         California's Napa Valley produces excellent grapes.
         Collect facts about the crash. Our goal is to learn from the facts of
why it crashed. As a matter of fact, take all the people you need.
         These are all the facts collected. A meteor caused the crash.
         The street fair is being held on Tenth Street.
         It’s a one-way street.
         Turn right on Broadway and go straight to Wall Street.
         What’s the street address?
         222.
        The building is right across the street.

 
 
 
 
 



Chapter 52: Words 451 – 460, Specialized
knowledge

 
 
#451, inch
 

         One inch.
         Two inches.
         Square inch.
         Every inch.
         Inch by inch.
         Inch forward.

 
         A man who is too comfortable won't budge an inch. A man who has
nothing to lose will take risks to succeed.
         He inches his car forward on a snowy day.



#452, lot
 

         Lot of.
         Lot number.
         A lot of.
         A lot more.
         Quite a lot.
         Parking lot.

 
         A lot of people make a lot of mistakes a lot of times in the parking
lot.
         A lot of them learn from their mistakes and move forward.
         A lot of people make few mistakes when they're young. They'll
make more mistakes when they grow up.
         It's much better to make a lot of mistakes when they're young.

 
 
 
#453, nothing
The th in nothing is voiceless, /TH/. Nothing.
 

         Nothing more.
         Nothing much.
         Nothing to say.
         Nothing to do.
         Nothing at all.
         Nothing else.
         Nothing special.
         For nothing.
         Do nothing.
 
         What's that?
         Nothing!
         What do you have in common?
         We have nothing in common.
         What went wrong?
         Nothing went wrong. Everything is fine.



         Sorry about that.
         That's nothing.
         The important thing is to get there on time. Nothing else matters.

 
 
#454, course
 

         On course.
         Off course.
         Of course.
         Main course.
         Golf course.
         Training course.
         English course.
         Course of action

 
         Captain. We're off course.
         How far are we off?
         We're off by 1800 miles.
         What? How can we be off by 1800 miles? What caused us to get off
course?
         The reason is unknown.
         Set a new course and make sure we're on course.
         Aye, captain.
         What are you studying?
         I'm studying an English course.
         Can I take a look at your course?
         Of course.



#455, stay
 

         Stay in.
         Stay out.
         Stay up.
         Stay down.
         Stay here.
         Stay calm.
         Stay with.
         Stay tuned.
         Stay home.
         Stay alive.
         Stay away.
         Stay in touch.
         Stay focused.
         Stay on course.

 
         Please stay here while I go register.
         Two of us will need to go check it out. Who’s staying?
         Thank you for staying with me throughout the journey.
         Stay with your family. Stay calm. It'll be over soon.

 
 
 
#456, wheel
 

         Car wheel.
         Steering wheel.
         Behind the wheel.
         Wheel in.
         Wheel out.
         Wheel around.

 
         My car is old a car with four wheels. Every part of the car makes
noise except the radio.
         A lot of drivers are nice people on the street, but when they're
behind the wheel, they lose their temper.



         Thomas wheeled around to see what was happening. He saw a group
of soldiers wheeled out a round-shaped vehicle that looked like a UFO.

 
 
 
#457, full
Like in pull, the u in full is pronounced as /ʊ/. /ʊ/ ll, f /ʊ/ ll.
 

         Full name.
         Full moon.
         Full time.
         Full house.
         Full circle
         Full life.
         Full speed.
         Full stop.
         Full of.
         In full.

 
         They enjoyed the view of the city under the full moon.
         She lived a full life. Her life was full of fun.
         Please fill out your full name. You'll get a full tank of gas.
         OK. I'm fully prepared.
         Do you have full confidence in yourself?
         Absolutely! I'm full of confidence. We'll go full speed ahead.

 
 
 
#458, force
 

         Force open.
         Force by.
         Physical force.
         Mental force.
         Police force
         Task force.
         By force.



         In force.
         Air force.
         Labor force.
         Driving force.

 
         If you're hungry, you'll force yourself to find food.
         Some scientists believe there were four alien forces fighting in the
past to gain control of Earth.
         They're believed to take control by force.
         Starting from the age of seven, Ken was forced to work in the
fields.  He was forced to cook for the entire family. He was forced to
carry water home. He was forced to join the labor force for the family.
The good thing is because of this experience, he forced himself to turn
this experience into a driving force which sent him to success. Can you
turn anything into a driving force to help you practice your English?

 
 
 
#459, blue
 

         Blue sky.
         Blue moon.
         Blue jeans.
         Light blue.
         Dark blue.
         Out of the blue.
         Sky blue.

 
         What's your favorite color?
         Blue.
         What are you going to wear to the party?
         Blue jeans.
         In the beginning, the sky was light blue; it slowly turned to dark
blue.
         Once in a blue moon, use a semicolon instead of a period.

 
 



 
 
 
 
#460, object
(Object has two sounds. When it's a verb, it's pronounced as object. When
it's a noun, it pronounced as object)
 

         An object.
         Unidentified flying object.
         Large object.
         Hidden object.
         To object.

 
         Thomas wheeled around to see what was happening. He saw a group
of soldiers wheeled out a round-shaped object.
         The object was about six feet wide.
         It was an object that he had never seen before.
         He went closer to see if it was an unidentified flying object.
         The object was indeed an unidentified flying object. He could never
object to that.
         If you object to UFOs, wake up! Search “UFO drawing energy from
the sun” and you'll find NASA videos showing Earth-size UFOs
refueling at the sun.



Again and again and again.
 

         A man who is too comfortable won't budge an inch. A man who has
nothing to lose will take risks to succeed.
         He inches his car forward on a snowy day.
         A lot of people make a lot of mistakes a lot of times in the parking
lot.
         A lot of them learn from their mistakes and move forward.
         A lot of people make few mistakes when they're young. They'll
make more mistakes when they grow up.
         It's much better to make a lot of mistakes when they're young.
         What's that?
         Nothing.
         What do you have in common?
         We have nothing in common.
         Sorry about that.
         That's nothing.
         The important thing is to get there on time. Nothing else matters.
         Captain. We're off course.
         How far are we off?
         We're off by 1800 miles.
         How can we be off by 1800 miles? What caused us to get off
course?
         The reason is unknown.
         Set a new course and make sure we're on course.
         Aye, captain.
         What are you studying?
         I'm studying an English course.
         Can I take a look at your course?
         Of course.
         Please stay here while I go register.
         Two of us will need to go check it out. Who’s staying?
         Thank you for staying with me throughout the journey.
         Stay with your family. Stay calm. It'll be over soon.
         My car is old a car with four wheels. Every part of the car makes
noise except the radio.



         A lot of drivers are nice people on the street, but when they're
behind the wheel, they lose their temper.
         Thomas wheeled around to see what was happening. He saw a group
of soldiers wheeled out a round-shaped vehicle that looked like a UFO.
         They enjoyed the view of the city under the full moon.
         She lived a full life. Her life was full of fun.
         Please fill out your full name. You'll get a full tank of gas.
         OK. I'm fully prepared.
         Do you have full confidence in yourself?
         Absolutely! I'm full of confidence. We'll go full speed ahead.
         If you're hungry, you'll force yourself to find food.
         Some scientists believe there were four alien forces fighting in the
past to gain control of Earth.
         They're believed to take control by force.
         Ken was forced to work in the fields starting at the age of seven. He
was forced to cook for the entire family. He was forced to bring water
home. The good thing is because of this experience, he forced himself
to achieve something an average person does not do.
         What's your favorite color?
         Blue.
         What color is your car?
         Blue.
         What color are you going to wear?
         Blue.
         Thomas wheeled around to see what was happening. He saw a group
of soldiers wheeled out a round-shaped object.
         The object was about six feet wide.
         It was an object that he had never seen before.
         He went closer to see if it was an unidentified flying object.
         The object was indeed an unidentified flying object. He could never
object to that.
         If you object to UFOs, wake up! Search “UFO drawing energy from
the sun” and you'll find NASA videos showing Earth-size UFOs
refueling at the sun.



 
 
 
 



Chapter 53: 461 – 470, Specialized knowledge
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
#461, decide
 

         Decide to.
         Decide on.
         Decide upon.
         Decide against.

 
         Have you decided on what to do?
         What have you decided to do?
         Have you decided which offer to take?
         I have decided to learn to speak English like a native.



#462, surface
         Surface area.
         Surface tension.
         Surfaced from water.
         Surface of the earth.
         Surface of the moon.
         Flat surface.
         Smooth surface.
         Work surface.
         Inner surface.
         On the surface.
         Scratch the surface.

 
         The earth's surface contains 71% water and 29% land.
         Seventy-one percent of Earth's surface is covered by water.
         The moon's surface is heavily cratered by asteroids.
         Mushrooms quickly surface after spring rains.
         Take a break. Return to the surface after diving for a while.
         If you don't believe in UFOs, congratulations! You're below the
surface of this topic and can live a normal life.
         If you believe UFOs and believe they're as big as cities on Earth,
wake up! You haven't scratch the surface of UFOs yet. Many UFOs
recorded in videos by NASA's SOHO spacecraft are as big as 10 times
the size of the earth. Aliens don't live on the surface of these UFOs.
They live 10s of miles below the surface of these UFOs.



#463, deep
         Deep valley.
         Deep dive.
         Deep down.
         Deep water.
         Deep sea.
         Deep spring.
         Deep sleep.
         Deep breath.
         Deep thought.
         Deep into the valley.

 
         Deep in the valley, mushrooms have surfaced in the deep spring.
         Divers took a deep breath and dove deep into the ocean to search for
the underground city.
         In deep waters, the temperature remains cold.
         He stayed in a deep thought for a while.



#464, moon
 

         The moon.
         Moon cake.
         Moon walk.
         Moon eclipse.
         New moon.
         Full moon.
         Blue moon.
         Over the moon.
         Surface of the moon.

 
         Earth has one moon.
         Venus has no moon.
         Jupiter has 67 moons.
         A solar eclipse occurs when the moon passes between the sun and
the earth casting a shadow on Earth.
         Once in a blue moon, use a semicolon instead of a period.
         If you believe the moon is a natural object, congratulations! Sit
under the full moon, enjoy a moon cake, and live a normal life.
         If you believe the moon is an alien spacecraft, congratulations! You
have scratched the surface of the moon.

 
 
 
#465, island
 

         An island.
         On the island.
         Main island.
         Thousand island.
         Long Island.
         Desert island.
         Traffic island.
         Treasure island.
         Floating island.
         Safety island.



 
         An island can be a quiet place to stay for a vacation.
         New York's Long Island has a population of over seven million
people.
         An island is a land surrounded by water.
         A safety island can be a nice place to wait for the green light.

 
 
 
#466, foot
One → foot
Two or more → feet
 

         One foot.
         Two feet.
         On foot.
         By foot.
         Set foot.
         Left foot.
         Right foot.
         Footprint.
         Square foot.
         Go on foot.

 
         It’s okay to hop on one foot.
         It’s better to walk on two feet.
         We’ll get there by foot.
         To get results, stand on your feet and get going.
         Watch out! A ten-foot pool is too deep for a little kid.
         Footprints of early human have been found around the world.
         Some bamboos grow two feet per day.

 
 
 
#467, yet

         As yet.
         Just yet.



         Not yet.
         Yet again.

 
         The water was deep, yet he managed to surface from 75 feet.
         The kids have been playing all afternoon, yet they still have lots of
energy.
         Are you ready?
         Not yet. I need to massage my feet.
         Did you tell anyone about the news?
         I haven't told anyone yet.

 
 
 
 
#468, busy
The s in busy is pronounced as z with vibration. Busy is pronounced as
buZy. It's not pronounced as buSy. It's pronounced as buzy.
 

         Busy day.
         Busy street.
         Busy market.
         Busy time of the day.
         Busy themselves.
         Busy signal.
         Get busy.
         Very busy.
         Too busy.
         Not busy.
         Keep busy.

 
         Ants busy themselves in the summer and rest in the winter.
         Ants busy themselves by collecting food for the winter.
         Which location do you choose to open a business, a quiet town or a
busy street?
         Pike Market is a busy market in Seattle. Every day is a busy day
there.

 



 
 
#469, test
 

         English test.
         Math test.
         Blood test.
         Driving test.
         Flight test.
         Pass the test.
         Test the students.
         Test their strength.
         Test tube.
         Test drive.

 
         Students are given an evaluation test before they join the class.
         The test tests students on their language, math, and sciences levels.
         Students must pass all three tests to join the class.
         A blood test is given before a CT scan.
         These ropes are tested for their strength.



#470, record
Record has two pronunciations. Record and record. When it's a noun, it's
pronounced as record. When it's a verb, its pronounced as record.
 

         Track record.
         Off the record.
         Break a record.
         World record.
         Dental record.
         Record your voice.

 
         The achievement rewrote the world record.
         This is a list of the Olympic records.
         The highest temperature recorded in the world is 134°F recorded in
1913 in California.
         To improve your English, record your voice, listen to your record,
and compare your English with that of native speakers to see where
you need improvement.



Let's get these words.
 

         Have you decided on what to do?
         What have you decided to do?
         Have you decided on which offer to take?
         The earth's surface contains 71% water and 29% land.
         Seventy-one percent of Earth's surface is covered by water.
         The moon's surface is heavily cratered by asteroids.
         Mushrooms quickly surface after spring rains.
         Take a break. Return to the surface after diving for a while.
         Deep in the valley, mushrooms have surfaced in the deep spring.
         Divers took a deep breath and dove deep into the ocean to search for
the underground city.
         In deep waters, the temperature remains cold.
         Earth has one moon.
         Venus has no moon.
         Jupiter has 67 moons.
         A solar eclipse occurs when the moon passes between the sun and
the earth casting a shadow on Earth.
         New York's Long Island has a population of over seven million
people.
         An island is a land surrounded by water.
         An island can be a quiet place to stay for a vacation.
         It’s okay to hop on one foot.
         It’s better to walk on two feet.
         We’ll get there by foot.
         To get results, stand on your feet and get going.
         Watch out! A ten-foot pool is too deep for a little kid.
         Footprints of early human have been found around the world.
         Some bamboos grow two feet per day.
         The water was deep, yet he managed to surface from 75 feet.
         The kids have been playing all afternoon, yet they still have lots of
energy.
         Are you ready?
         Not yet. I need to massage my feet.
         Did you tell anyone about the news?
         I haven't told anyone yet.



         Ants busy themselves in the summer and rest in the winter.
         Ants busy themselves by collecting food for the winter.
         Which location do you choose to open a business, a quiet town or a
busy street?
         Pike Market is a busy market in Seattle. Every day is a busy day
there.
         Students are given an evaluation test before they join the class.
         The test tests students on their language, math, and sciences levels.
         Students must pass all three tests to join the class.
         A blood test is given before a CT scan.
         These ropes are tested for their strength.
         The achievement rewrote the world record.
         This is a list of the Olympic records.
         The highest temperature recorded in the world is 134°F recorded in
1913 in California.
         To improve your English, record your voice, listen to your record,
and compare your English with that of native speakers to see where
you need improvement.



Action is the most important key to any success.
Anthony Robbins

 
 
 
 



Chapter 54: Words 471 – 480, Specialized
knowledge

 
 
 
 
 
 
#471, boat
 

         Lifeboat.
         Wooden boat.
         Fishing boat.
         By boat.
         On the boat.
         Boat down the river.

 
         Farmers boat their sugar canes down the river.
         All visitors here travel by boat.
         Small boats are equipped with life vests.
         Large boats are equipped with lifeboats.

 
 
 
#472, common
Common is pronounced as K ah mon. The first o in common is pronounced
as AH. Common.
 

         Commonplace.
         Common people.
         Common taste.
         Common names.
         Common sense.



         Common law.
         Common ground
         In common.

 
         People here use common names.
         Common people have common names, have common sense, follow
common laws, and work on common jobs.
         Common people, myself included, are programmed to live a
common life.
         The riverbank is a commonplace to enjoy the sunrise.
         What do Earth and Mars have in common?
         They are both planets.
         What do native speakers and non-native speakers have in common?
         They both breathe, eat, and sleep.

 
 
 
 
 
 
#473, gold
 

         Gold coin.
         Gold bar.
         Gold medal.
         Gold Rush.
         Gold digger.
         Gold plate.
         Gold mine
         Gold and silver.

 
         Gold and silver were used as currencies in the past.
         Gold coins and gold bars were the most valuable currencies.
         To strive for the gold medal, focus your energy on that specific area.
         In the period of the California Gold Rush, people from around the
world rushed to California to dig for gold.
         The Golden Gate Bridge is a landmark of San Francisco.



 
 
 
#474, possible

         As soon as possible.
         As much as possible.
         Whenever possible.
 
         It's possible for anyone, myself included, to make many mistakes in
life.
         It's possible for anyone, myself included, to make the right choices
in life.
         It's possible for anyone, myself included, to achieve anything one
desires in life.
         What I need is to set the goal toward what I desire, focus all possible
energies into that specific area, and take actions right away until I get
there.
         Is it possible for me to speak English like a native?
         Absolutely!



#475, plane
 

         Airplane.
         Model plane.
         Horizontal plane.
         By plane.
         Paper plane.

 
         Where are you going?
         Nowhere.
         How are you going to get there?
         By plane.
         What plane is going to take you to “nowhere?”
         The “nowhere plane.”
         In 1903, the Wright brothers invented the world's first flying
airplane.
         Model airplanes were excavated from 2000-year old and 4000-year
old ancient tombs.
         Scientists built and tested bigger models of these thousand-year-old
planes. These planes flew.

 
 
 
#476, age
 

         Young age.
         Middle age.
         Ice age.
         Same age.
         Average age
         School-age.
         Golden age.
         Modern age.

 
         He was able to read at the age of three.
         Some kids can read and write at a very young age with no prior
schooling.



         School-age kids also learn to make friends at school.
         The modern age is a golden age for science.

 



#477, dry
 

         Dry up.
         Dry out.
         Dry place.
         Dry wine.
         Dry clean.
         Dry your clothes.
         Dry your happy tears.
         Dry season.
         Dried river.

 
         We'll meet here tomorrow at one, rain or dry.
         In wet days, this side of the tree is a dry place to stay dry.
         This wine has no sugar at all, it's the driest wine we have.
         Enjoy some dry wine while staying dry.
         The sun is an excellent dryer for your wet clothes.
         The river is dried. Dry your happy tears. Let's cross the dried river.



#478, wonder
Wonder is pronounced as wonder. The o in wonder is pronounced as ə. It's
not pronounced as wander. It's pronounced as wənder.
 

         I wonder.
         No wonder.
         The Seven Wonders of the World.
         Wonderful place.
         Place of wonder.

 
         Have you been to any of the Seven Wonders of the World?
         Nope, but I wonder why I haven't been to any of them.
         The Grand Canyon is a wonderful place to visit. No wonder why so
many people go there.
         Some stones of the Great Pyramids of Giza weigh thousands of tons.
I wonder how these stones were placed up there 4000 years ago.
         OK. Stop wondering. Go find out why.

 
 
 
#479, laugh
 

         Laugh at.
         Laugh out.
         Laugh it off.
         Funny laugh.
         Silly laugh.
         Laugh as hard as you can.
         Laugh your way to good health.

 
         Norman Cousins said laughter is the best medicine for healing.
         Watch funny movies, read funny jokes, laugh as hard as you can,
and laugh your way to good health.
         He gave a funny laugh. I gave a silly laugh. We all laughed.



#480, thousand
 

         Thousand island.
         Thousand-mile.
         One thousand.
         Two thousand.
         Five hundred thousand.
         A 4000-year old building.
         A 3000-ton rock.
         A thousand-mile journey.
         Tens of thousands of people.

 
         How did ancient people place 3000-ton rocks on the top of the Great
Pyramids of Gaza 4000 years ago?
         Tens of thousands of people go there to visit every day.
         Out of the five hundred thousand words in the English vocabulary,
let's focus on these 500 and get you going.
         “A journey of a thousand miles begins with the first step.”



It's time to learn these words again.
 

         Farmers boat their sugar canes down the river.
         All visitors here travel by boat.
         Small boats are equipped with life vests.
         Large boats are equipped with lifeboats.
         People here use common names.
         Common people have common names, have common sense, follow
common laws, and work on common jobs.
         Common people, myself included, are programmed to live a
common life.
         The riverbank is a commonplace to enjoy the sunrise.
         What do Earth and Mars have in common?
         They are both planets.
         What do native speakers and non-native speakers have in common?
         They both breathe, eat, and sleep.
         Gold and silver were used as currencies in the past.
         Gold coins and gold bars were the most valuable currencies.
         To strive for the gold medal, focus your energy on that specific area.
         In the period of the California Gold Rush, people from around the
world rushed to California to dig for gold.
         The Golden Gate Bridge is a landmark of San Francisco.
         It's possible for anyone, myself included, to make many mistakes in
life.
         It's possible for anyone, myself included, to make the right choices
in life.
         It's possible for anyone, myself included, to achieve anything one
desires in life.
         What I need is to set the goal toward what I desire, focus all possible
energies into that specific area, and take actions right away until I get
there.
         Is it possible for me to speak English like a native?
         Absolutely!
         Where are you going?
         Nowhere.
         How are you going to get there?
         By plane.



         What plane is going to take you to “nowhere?”
         The “nowhere plane.”
         In 1903, the Wright brothers invented the world's first flying
airplane.
         Model airplanes were excavated from 2000-year old and 4000-year
old ancient tombs.
         Scientists built and tested bigger models of these thousand-year-old
planes. These planes flew.
         He was able to read at the age of three.
         Some kids can read and write at a very young age with no prior
schooling.
         School-age kids also learn to make friends at school.
         The modern age is a golden age for science.
         We'll meet here tomorrow at one, rain or dry.
         In wet days, this side of the tree is a dry place to stay dry.
         This wine has no sugar at all, it's the driest wine we have.
         Enjoy some dry wine while staying dry.
         The sun is an excellent dryer for your wet clothes.
         The river is dried. Dry your happy tears. Let's cross the dried river.
         Have you been to any of the Seven Wonders of the World?
         Nope, but I wonder why I haven't been to any of them.
         The Grand Canyon is a wonderful place to visit. No wonder why so
many people go there.
         Some stones of the Great Pyramids of Giza weigh thousands of tons.
I wonder how these stones were placed up there 4000 years ago.
         OK. Stop wondering. Go find out why.
         Norman Cousins said laughter is the best medicine for healing.
         Watch funny movies, read funny jokes, laugh as hard as you can,
and laugh your way to good health.
         He gave a funny laugh. I gave a silly laugh. We all laughed.
         How did ancient people place 3000-ton rocks on the top of the Great
Pyramids of Gaza 4000 years ago?
         Tens of thousands of people go there to visit every day.
         “A journey of a thousand miles begins with the first step.”
         Out of the five hundred thousand words in the English vocabulary,
let's focus on these 500 and get you going.



Some people dream of success while others wake up and work at it.
napoleon hill

 
 
 



Chapter 55: Words 481 – 490, Specialized
knowledge

 
 
 
#481, ago
 

         A moment ago.
         Ten minutes ago.
         A while ago.
         Years ago.
         Long time ago.
         Long long ago.

 
         Thousands of years ago, there were snake-like creatures with legs
and feet flying in the sky. Ancient people thought they were gods.
         Three years ago, my son and I planted 30 trees in our yard.
         Ten minutes ago, my son came to talk to me about how to get his
iPad back.
         A moment ago, I said to him, “to get your iPad back, play me a new
song on the recorder every day.”



#482, ran
Today – run
Yesterday – ran
For some time – run
 

         Ran across.
         Ran away.
         Ran through.
         Ran around.
         Ran into.
         Ran out.
         Ran over.
         Ran the race.
         Ran a business.

 
         He ran a corner store last year.
         Is the turtle going to run a race against the hare again?
         The project ran over budget.
         As the project ran over budget, the business ran into a financial
crisis.
         The cat ran out of the house through the back door.
         He ran around the house searching for the missing cat.
         The cat ran across the street and ran away.

 
 
 
#483, check
 

         Check-in.
         Check out.
         Checkbox.
         Check up.
         Check down.
         Check again
         Spell check.
         Double check.
         Security check.



         Paycheck.
         Bank check.
         Cashier's check.

 
         Check out this YouTube video. It’s so funny.
         Please go in through the check-in line.
         After you've checked the checkboxes, double check your answers.
         Check out through the check-out line.
         Can I write you a check?
         Yes. You can pay by check.

 
 
 
#484, game
 

         Game on.
         Game off.
         Game room.
         Game over.
         Video game.
         Football game.
         Olympic Games.
         Board game.
         Computer game.
         Play game.

 
         Other than playing video games, kids also like to game on their
iPads.
         Some boys play computer games all day long.
         The kids are going to play a football game today.
         The Olympic Games started 2800 years ago in Olympia, Greece.
That's where the name Olympic Games came from.

 
 
 
#485, shape
 



         In shape.
         Shape up.
         Good shape.
         Keep in shape.
         Be in shape.
         Shape your child's life.
         Shape the lives of others.

 
         What you do shape your the lives of your children.
         Who shaped our history? Humans or others.
         He got injured yesterday, but he showed up today in good shape.
         He’s the designer of the building, and he's proud of the shape of the
building.

 
 
 
#486, yes
 

         Yes?
         Yes!
         Yes or no?
         Yes, of course!
         Oh yes!

 
         Yes, it is.
         Yes, I do.
         You want to go there, yes?
         Yes, of course!
         Do you want to go there?
         Oh yes!
         Do you need help?
         Yes.

 
 
 
#487, not



         Not yet.
         Not bad.
         Not really.
         Not much.
         Not at all.
         Do not.
         Why not.
         Will not.
         Does not.

 
         It's not going to be a hot day today. It'll go up to 75.
         Do you like hot peppers?
         Not at all. They're too spicy for me.
         Are you going prepare for the entrance exam?
         Not yet.
         Why not?
         I do not need to study to pass the exam.

 
 
 
#488, miss

         Miss the bus.
         Miss the appointment.
         Miss the exit.
         Miss the call.
         Miss the point.
         Miss out.
         Miss Perry.

 
         Miss Perry was one of my high school teachers.
         Miss Scott missed the bus.
         Some students missed bringing a few things.
         Students are allowed to miss five classes per semester.
         If you miss a job interview appointment, forget it, move on to the
next one.
         You missed my point. If you missed a job interview, you're
considered as untrustworthy. Forget it.



         We missed the exit. We can take the next one which is 70 miles
away.

 
 
 
#489, brought
Today → bring
Yesterday → brought
For some time → brought
 

         Brought in.
         Brought on.
         Brought out.
         Brought up.
         Brought down.
         Brought forward.

 
         She brought up the idea of a potluck party.
         I brought some apples.
         Jerry brought some cherries.
         It's a hot day today. We should drink some iced water to bring down
the temperature.



#490, heat
 

         Heat up.
         Heat pump.
         Heat sink.
         Heat transfer.
         To heat.

 
         The sun has heated up the room.
         Heat up the food.
         Heat it up.
         Where does the heat come from?
         From the pepper.
         When do you turn on the heat?
         We turn the heat on in November.



Congratulations!
 

         Thousands of years ago, there were snake-like creatures with legs
and feet flying in the sky. Ancient people thought they were gods.
         Three years ago, my son and I planted 30 trees in our yard.
         Ten minutes ago, my son came to talk to me about how to get his
iPad back.
         A moment ago, I said, “to get your iPad back, play me a new song
on the recorder every day.”
         He ran a corner store last year.
         Is the turtle going to run a race against the hare again?
         The project ran over budget.
         As the project ran over budget, the business ran into a financial
crisis.
         The cat ran out of the house through the back door.
         He ran around the house searching for the missing cat.
         The cat ran across the street and ran away.
         Check out this YouTube video. It’s so funny.
         Please go in through the check-in line.
         After you've checked the checkboxes, double check your answers.
         Check out through the check-out line.
         Can I write you a check?
         Yes. You can pay by check.
         Other than playing video games, kids also like to game on their
iPads.
         Some boys play computer games all day long.
         The kids are going to play a football game today.
         The Olympic Games started 2800 years ago in Olympia, Greece.
That's where the name Olympic Games came from.
         What you do will shape your child's life.
         Who shaped our history? Humans or aliens.
         He got injured yesterday, but he showed up today in good shape.
         He’s the designer of the building, and he's proud of the shape of the
building.
         Yes, it is.
         Yes, I do.
         You want to go there, yes?



         Do you want to go there?
         Yes.
         Do you need help?
         Yes.
         It's not going to be a hot day today. It'll go up to 75.
         Do you like hot peppers?
         Not at all. They're too spicy for me.
         Are you going prepare for the entrance exam?
         Not yet.
         Why not?
         I do not need to study to pass the exam.
         Miss Perry was one of my high school teachers.
         Miss Scott missed the bus.
         Some students missed bringing a few things.
         Students are allowed to miss five classes per semester.
         If you miss a job interview appointment, forget it, move on to the
next one.
         You missed my point. If you missed a job interview, you're
considered as untrustworthy. Forget it.
         We missed the exit. We can take the next one which is 70 miles
away.
         She brought up the idea of a potluck party.
         I brought some apples.
         Jerry brought some cherries.
         It's a hot day today. We should drink some iced water to bring down
the heat.
         The sun has heated up the room.
         Heat up the food.
         Heat it up.
         Where does the heat come from?
         From the pepper.
         When do you turn on the heat?
         We turn the heat on in November.



The most successful people started from nothing. They didn't wait for
the opportunity to knock but created the opportunity on their own.

Work hard and believe you can be successful.
 

Anonymous
 
 
 
 



Chapter 56: 491 – 500, Specialized knowledge
 
 
 
 
 
#491, snow
 

         Snow flake.
         Snow day.
         Snow peas.
         Snow cone.
         Snow leopard.
         Snow shovel.

 
         There's a snowstorm coming our way. It'll snow for two days.
         Schools will be closed for the snow, and kids will enjoy playing in
the snow.



#492, bed
 

         Twin-size bed.
         Queen-size bed.
         King-size bed.
         Before bed.
         Go to bed.
         Riverbed.

 
         The boy thought about the new game before bed.
         Mom made the bed for him.
         The boy jumped out of bed when he heard the game.
         There has been no rain for five months. The river bed has dried out.

 
 
 
 
#493, bring
Today → bring
Yesterday → brought
For some time → brought
 

         Bring in.
         Bring on.
         Bring up.
         Bring down.
         Bring forward.
         Bring over.

 
         It's a hot day today. We need to drink some iced water to bring down
the heat
         Do you have any?
         Yes. I'll bring it out.
         She's going to bring up the topic during the meeting.
         Can you bring it in?
         Can you bring it over?
         Can you bring me a glass of water?



 
 
 
#494, sit
Today → sit
Yesterday → sat
For some time → sat
 

         Sit up.
         Sit down.
         Sit back.
         Sit around.
         Sit on.
         Sit still.

 
         Sit down, please. We will do ten sit-ups.
         Please sit down while we sit back and wait.
         We'll sit around while we wait for the result. You're welcome to sit
on the chair to take a nap or sit on the floor if you want to meditate.
         The box has been sitting here for two days and no one touched it.

 
 
 
 
#495, perhaps
 

         Perhaps so.
         Perhaps not.

 
         Perhaps I should take a break.
         That's perhaps a good idea.



#496, fill
 

         Fill up.
         Fill in.
         Fill with.
         Fill out.

 
         Can you fill out the form?
         What needs to be filled out?
         Just fill in the highlighted areas.
         The library is filled with children.
         Fill up the tank.
         Fill up with 87.

 
 
 
#497, east
 

         East coast.
         East wind.
         East side.
         Go east.
         Due east.
         To the east.
         In the east.

 
         The entrance to the east is in the east.
         The entrance to go east is on the east side of the building.
         It's going to be a warm day with an east wind at 10 mph.
         Perhaps it’s a good idea to watch sunrise on the East Coast and
sunset on the West Coast.



#498, weight
 

         Weight loss.
         Weight lifting.
         Weight training.
         Lose weight.
         Gross weight.
         Net weight.
         Gain weight.
         Put on weight.
         Average weight.
         Body weight.

 
         This rock is 100 pounds in weight.
         Charlie has been doing weight training for six years.
         Be careful. This box is got some weight in it.
         It’ll be okay. He can easily move something 300 pounds in weight.
         The weight of the moon moves the oceans of Earth.

 
 
 
#499, language
 

         Native language.
         Foreign language.
         Body language.
         Learn a language.
         Written language.
         Computer language.
         Everyday language.

 
         What language do you speak?
         Do you speak another language?
         Who speaks another language?
         A computer language is a foreign language to most people.
         What was your foreign language in high school?
         Use everyday language to keep it simple.



 
 
 
#500, among
 

         Among them.
         Among you.
         Among us.
         Among others.
         Among these.
         Among those.
         Among people.

 
         The very actions of setting a goal and persistently working on it put
him among the winners!
         A 13-year old boy was among the successful people for one reason –
he achieved his goal.
         The word “among” is among the most useful words in the English
language.
         Professors are among the group of people who don't make much
money, but they are among the group of people who achieve academic
success.



Congratulations! This is the last set of the 500!
 

         There's a snowstorm coming our way. It'll snow for two days.
         Schools will be closed for the snow, and kids will enjoy playing in
the snow.
         The boy thought about the new game before bed.
         Mom made the bed for him.
         The boy jumped out of bed when he heard the game.
         There has been no rain for five months. The river bed has dried out.
         It's a hot day today. We need to drink some iced water to bring down
the heat
         Do you have any?
         Yes. I'll bring it out.
         She's going to bring up the topic during the meeting.
         Can you bring it in?
         Can you bring it over?
         Can you bring me a glass of water?
         Sit down, please. We will do ten sit-ups.
         Please sit down while we sit back and wait.
         We'll sit around while we wait for the result. You're welcome to sit
on the chair to take a nap or sit on the floor if you want to meditate.
         The box has been sitting here for two days and no one touched it.
         Perhaps I should take a break.
         That's perhaps a good idea.
         Can you fill out the form?
         What needs to be filled out?
         Just fill in the highlighted areas.
         The library is filled with children.
         Fill up the tank.
         Fill up with 87.
         The entrance to the east is in the east.
         The entrance to go east is on the east side of the building.
         It's going to be a warm day with an east wind at 10 mph.
         Perhaps it’s a good idea to watch the sunrise on the East Coast and
the sunset on the West Coast.
         This rock is 100 pounds in weight.
         Charlie has been doing weight training for six years.



         Be careful. This box is got some weight in it.
         It’ll be okay. He can easily move something 300 pounds in weight.
         The weight of the moon moves the oceans on Earth.
         What language do you speak?
         Do you speak another language?
         Who speaks another language?
         A computer language is a foreign language to most people.
         What was your foreign language in high school?
         Use everyday language to keep it simple.
         The very actions of setting a goal and persistently working on it put
him among the winners!
         A 13-year old boy was among the successful people for one reason –
he achieved his goal.
         The word “among” is among the most useful words in the English
language.
         Professors are among the group of people who don't make much
money, but they are among the group of people who achieve academic
success.



Yes! We did it!
 
Let us celebrate! Gain some weight if you want.
 
After we celebrate, we will go back!  We will go back to the very beginning
and start over again.
 
Yes, start over again! Remember, you will speak like a native! Keep
practicing!
 
My name is Ken Xiao. I am the author of this book, and the Audible version
of this book is my own voice. I am a country boy.  I didn't speak English
when I came to the United States at the age of 17. If I can speak like a
native, you can speak like a native, too. Go back to the first chapter and
keep practicing. To learn full English pronunciation, get my book titled
English Pronunciation Fun & Easy.
 
 
How many stars can we give to this book? Rate it on Amazon through the
following links!
 
USA
https://www.amazon.com/review/create-review?asin=B078LNPWH7#
 
Germany
https://www.amazon.de/review/create-review?asin=B078LNPWH7#
 
France
https://www.amazon.fr/review/create-review?asin=B078LNPWH7#
 
Spain
https://www.amazon.es/review/create-review?asin=B078LNPWH7#
 
Italy
https://www.amazon.it/review/create-review?asin=B078LNPWH7#
 

https://www.amazon.com/review/create-review?asin=B078LNPWH7
https://www.amazon.de/review/create-review?asin=B078LNPWH7
https://www.amazon.fr/review/create-review?asin=B078LNPWH7
https://www.amazon.es/review/create-review?asin=B078LNPWH7
https://www.amazon.it/review/create-review?asin=B078LNPWH7


New Zealand
https://www.amazon.nl/review/create-review?asin=B078LNPWH7#
 
Japan
https://www.amazon.co.jp/review/create-review?asin=B078LNPWH7#
 
Brazil
https://www.amazon.com.br/review/create-review?asin=B078LNPWH7#
 
Canada
https://www.amazon.ca/review/create-review?asin=B078LNPWH7#
 
Mexico
https://www.amazon.com.mx/review/create-review?asin=B078LNPWH7#
 
India
https://www.amazon.in/review/create-review?asin=B078LNPWH7#

https://www.amazon.nl/review/create-review?asin=B078LNPWH7
https://www.amazon.co.jp/review/create-review?asin=B078LNPWH7
https://www.amazon.com.br/review/create-review?asin=B078LNPWH7
https://www.amazon.ca/review/create-review?asin=B078LNPWH7
https://www.amazon.com.mx/review/create-review?asin=B078LNPWH7
https://www.amazon.in/review/create-review?asin=B078LNPWH7
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